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Osteoporosis in the “Oldest Old”
Cathleen Colón‐Emeric, MD, MHS
Duke University and Durham VA GRECC, colon001@mc.duke.edu
Significance of the Topic
 Rapidly aging population world‐wide
 Highest fall and fracture rates
 Under‐represented in clinical trials
 Complex clinical decision‐making due to co‐morbidities, lower life expectancy, polypharmacy
Learning Objectives: As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to
1. Describe important issues that arise when making osteoporosis treatment decisions with the oldest old,
including co‐morbidities, functional status, and remaining life expectancy.
2. Summarize the available evidence supporting the treatment of osteoporosis in select “oldest‐old” individuals,
including dedicated trials, subgroup analyses, and decision/cost analyses.
3. Discuss non‐pharmacologic interventions for preventing fractures in the oldest old.
Discussion Outline
I.
Illustrative Cases
a. What is “old”?
b. What factors need to be considered in making clinical decisions for the oldest old?
II.

What data is available to inform clinical decisions in the oldest old?
a. RCTs specifically attempting to enroll elderly subjects
b. Subgroup analyses and meta‐analyses from large registration trials
c. RCTs in subjects with common co‐morbid conditions of aging
d. Time to efficacy onset analyses
e. Decision/Cost analyses
f. Comparative effectiveness studies

III.

Deciding which oldest‐old patients should be treated
a. Geriatric fracture risk factors not considered in FRAX or Garvan
b. Estimating fall risk
c. Estimating life expectancy
d. Understanding functional status, goals of care

IV.

Beyond the Bisphosphonates – other fracture prevention considerations for the oldest old
a. Preventing falls
b. Environmental modifications
c. Addressing weight loss, under‐nutrition
d. Addressing functional decline
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Illustrative Cases:
Case 1. 95 year old Caucasian woman, living completely independently in the community. She has no significant
medical history and takes no medications. She has fallen twice in the last 6 months, during her exercise class and at
church. Her T score on screening DXA is ‐3.0 at the total hip, and she has a parental history of hip fracture.
Would you treat her?
Case 2. 91 year old Caucasian woman, who is a resident of a skilled nursing facility. She has been on glucocorticoids
(prednisone 10 mg daily) for > 10 years for temporal arteritis. Other medical conditions include steroid induced
diabetes, chronic kidney disease stage 3, and mild vascular dementia. She has prior vertebral fractures. She is no longer
independently ambulatory and requires assistance with transfers. She had been on alendronate 70 mg weekly for 5
years, when she suffered a non‐traumatic pelvic fracture during a transfer. She cannot transfer onto the table to
complete a DXA. Serum calcium and 25(OH)D are normal.
What do you do?
Case 3. 88 year old Caucasian male Veteran with a history of stage 4 esophageal cancer, living at home with assistance
from his wife, currently undergoing XRT. Other medical problems include significant COPD, CAD, and ischemic
cardiomyopathy with Class 3 symptoms. He becomes dehydrated and falls, fracturing his hip. The Housestaff want to
schedule him for zoledronic acid.
Do you approve the drug?
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Summary of available data to inform osteoporosis treatment decisions in the oldest old
Type of Data
Brief Description
Conclusions/Key Points
RCTs specifically  RCT zoledronic acid after hip fracture, mean
 Similar efficacy and harm
attempting to
results as observed in
age 75, 14% over 851
enroll elderly
younger populations, limited
 RCT aldendronate in long‐term care, 12%
subjects
to those with osteoporosis
SNF/residential2
 RCT risedronate elderly women with high fall  Healthy volunteer bias
risk +/‐ osteoporosis3
Subgroup
 Post‐hoc analysis of FIT (alendronate) by age4  Similar relative risk reduction
analyses and
for most fracture types
 Pooled analysis of women >80 yrs in
5
meta‐analyses
o Exceptions:
risedronate trials
from large
raloxifene, vert fx?
 Post‐hoc analysis FPT (teriparatide) by age6
registration

Higher
absolute
risk
 Post‐hoc analysis of HORIZON (zoledronic
7
trials
reduction
acid) by age

Similar harm
 Post‐hoc analysis of MORE (raloxifene) by
 Healthy volunteer bias
age
RCTs in subjects  Post‐hoc analysis of BPs in CKD8,9
 Treatment efficacy appears
with common
to be maintained despite the
 Meta‐analysis of BP efficacy in Parkinson’s,
co‐morbid
presence of co‐morbidities
stroke, and dementia10,11
conditions of
common in older adults
 Subgroup analysis of BP efficacy in Diabetes12
aging
 Subgroup analysis of BP and denosumab
efficacy in prostate cancer13,14
Time to efficacy  Systematic review of literature15
 Clinical vertebral fx 6 mo
onset analyses
 Non‐vertebral fx 12 mo
 Hip fx 24‐36 months
Decision/Cost
Cost‐effectiveness analyses using Markov models  Cost‐effectiveness tends to
analyses
or similar methods16,17
improve with advancing age
 Even in 90 year olds at
lowest quartile of life
expectancy, BP cost effective
Comparative
 “In general, a high level of
 AHRQ Comparative Effectiveness Evidence
effectiveness
evidence suggests that BPs
Synthesis18
studies
are at least as effective for
older people as for younger”
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Figure 1. Absolute risk of fracture in risedronate trials by age and treatment group. Adapted from Boonen et
al., Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 2004;52:1832-9

Table 2. Life-expectancy in years at different ages for the median, healthiest (25th percentile) and sickest (75th
percentile) patients. Calculated from 2004 U.S. life tables.

Age
70
75
80
85
90

Life Expectancy
Life Expectancy
Life Expectancy
25th percentile (yrs) 50th percentile (yrs) 75th percentile(yrs)
Women
Men Women
Men Women
Men
22.2 18.0 16.2 12.4
10.1
6.7
17.9 14.2 12.8
9.3
7.2
4.9
13.9
10.8 9.7 6.7
4.9
3.3
10.3 7.9 7.1 4.7
3.2
2.2
7.4 5.8 5.1 3.2
2.0
1.5

Table 3. Incremental cost per quality adjusted life year of a strategy of treating a white woman with
osteoporosis for 5 years with generic alendronate, according to age and life expectancy. Adapted from Pham
et al., Journal of the American Geriatrics Society, 2011;59(9):1642-9.
Age (yrs) 25th percentile
($)
50
42,275

50th percentile
($)
26,256

75th percentile
($)
17,653

55

38,243

25,501

14,918

60

23,956

14,589

7472

65

18,421

10,324

4244

70

12,134

5149

69

75

4622

Cost saving

Cost saving

80

2407

Cost saving

Cost saving

85

5307

Cost saving

Cost saving

90

13,909

3599

458
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Box 1. SOF Frailty Index: predicts falls, disability and death in older women19
2 or more of the following:
1. Weight loss
2. Inability to rise from chair 5 times without using arms
3. Self-reported reduced energy level

Table 4. Summary of effective fall prevention interventions20
Intervention
Multiple risk factor reduction
Exercise interventions, Tai Chi
Withdrawal of psychoactive medications
Cataract surgery
Home safety evaluation for high risk or visually impaired
Vitamin D supplements (NH residents and insufficient communitydwellers)

Relative Risk
Reduction
25%
17-34%
66%
34%
22%
25%

Box 2. Useful fall prevention resources




Age Page: Preventing Falls and Fractures (NIA)
http://www.nia.nih.gov/HealthInformation/Publications/falls.htm
Home safety checklists (CDC) http://www.cdc.gov/ncipc/pubres/toolkit/Falls_ToolKit/DesktopPDF/English/booklet_Eng_desktop.pdf
Fall risk assessment tools and other materials (VA)
http://www.patientsafety.gov/CogAids/FallPrevention/index.html#page=page-3
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Osteocyte-the
Essential Cell for Bone
Mineralization

Bone
Osteoblasts

Osteoclasts

Jerry Feng MD, PHD
Biomedical Sciences
Baylor College of Dentistry, Texas A&M Health
Science Center

Osteocytes make up over 90-95% of all bone
cells; Osteocytes are mechanosensory cells

The Lacuno-Canalicular System

Osteocyte

As a mechanosensor

from the “Primer on Metabolic Bone Disease and
Disorders of Metabolism” editor Murray J. Favus
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Osteocytes are
Unique in Their
Morphologies

Our View on
Osteocytes

Acid etching-Resin-cast Osteocyte
in Alveolar Bone (3-wk-old)

Alveolar Bone

Osteocyte‐Lacuno‐Canaliculi
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Calvarial Osteocyte
Canaliculi

Osteocyte/
Lacunae

WT

Dmp1 is Highly Expressed in All
Skeletons and Teeth

DMP1
&
Osteocyte

Am
Od
Ameloblast (Am)
Odontoblasts (Od)

Osteocyte
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Cementoblast

Pulp cell

Dmp1
Osteoblast

Hypertrophic
Articular
Chondrocyte

DMP1 is Mainly Expressed in Osteocytes
During Postnatal Development

Osteoblast

DMP1 is Highly Expressed in
Osteocytes
osteocyte
Dmp‐1 lacZ Knock‐in (8‐day‐old)

Osteocyte

Ye et al. JBC 2005

Immuno Gold

Immunostaining (4‐mo)

Dmp1 Null Newborns Appear Normal

(Dr. Marc McKee)

WT

KO
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Defects of Osteocytes in Dmp1 KO

Dmp1-KO leads to
Bone/Mineralization
Abnormalities

WT

KO

Feng et al Nature Genetics 2006

WT
Osteoid in red; Calcified tissue in Green

WT

KO
Ling et al. JBMR 2005
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KO

Osteoid Area (%)

Defects in Matrix Mineralization
(von Kossa)

DMP1 KO Mice Exhibits a
Rickets/Osteomalacia-like Phenotype
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p<0.0003 ***
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0

WT

KO

Transmission Electron Microscopy is Used to
Visualize Mineral and Osteocyte Morphology

WT

Procion Red Labeling is Used to Visualize
Osteocyte Lacunae and Canaliculi

KO

KO

WT

Backscattered Scanning Electron Microscope

Defects in
Mineralization
is Linked to
Osteocytes

osteocyte
10 mm

3rd

2nd

1st
2nd

WT

KO

KO
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1st

Bone Marrow

Feng et al. Nature Genetics 06

Transmission Electron Microscope

Feng et al. Nature
Genetics 06

WT

Periosteum

3rd
Bone Marrow

Osteocyte

Fluorochrome
Labeling
Combining with
DAPI Nucleus
Staining
Calcein ‐ green;
Alizarin – Red;
DAPI ‐ Blue

Elevated FGF23 in osteocytes
(in situ hybridization, day 10)

Osteocytes, as endocrine
cells, regulate Pi
homeostasis

Het

KO

Feng …White Nature Genetics 2006

Woven bone

Changes of FGF23 and Pi
N = 4, *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001

***

FGF23 (pg/ml)

750

Phosphate mg%


12.5

500
10.0

Blood vessel

7.5

250

5.0
2.5
0.0

0

WT HET

KO

N=

Het
6

KO
7

Cortical bone

Feng et al. Nature Genetics 2006
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Osteocytes and Blood Vessel

Connections between Blood Vessels and
Osteocytes (TEM)
Capillary Vessel

Dye

Osteocyte
Ye et al Unpublished data

Ye et al Unpublished data
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Blood Vessels in Bone Marrow

Osteocyte Regulation
of Osteoclast via
RANKL
Nature Medicine Oct. 2011
Hiroshi Takayanagi Lab in Japan

Ye et al Unpublished data

Osteoblasts Controls
Osteoclasts via RANKL

Global Deletion of RANKL
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Osteocytes and Sost

Osteocyte Deletion of RANKL
by Dmp1-Cre

Wnt

SOST

• A secreted protein;
• Highly expressed in
-Catenin
osteocyte;
• A potent inhibitor of Wnt;
Osteogenesis
Evidence for osteocyte regulation of bone homeostasis through RANKL expression
Tomoki Nakashima, Mikihito Hayashi, Takanobu Fukunaga, Kosaku Kurata, Masatsugu Oh‐
hora, Jian Q Feng, Lynda F Bonewald, Tatsuhiko Kodama, Anton Wutz, Erwin F Wagner,
Josef M Penninger & Hiroshi Takayanagi
Nature Medicine, 09‐2011

Massive Increase in Bone Volume in
SOST KO (2-yr)

In Sost-LacZ Knock-in Mice, lacZ is
Highly Expressed in Osteocytes but not
in PDL

KO

WT

WT

Alveolar Bone

More bone
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KO

Osteocytes Under Views of Backscattered
SEM (1,500x)

Osteon in Sost KO Alveolar Bone under
Views of Acid Etching SEM (500x)

WT

Osteon

KO

WT

KO

A Switch from Lamella Bone
to Woven Bone in OA

Osteocytes and
Osteoarthritis
Yin Xiao
Institute of Health and Biomedical
Innovation
Queensland University of
Technology
Brisbane, Queensland 4059
Australia
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Morphological Changes in
Osteocytes

Morphological Changes in
Osteocytes
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Arthritis and TGFβ Signaling
Regis O’Keefe, M.D.
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Significance of the Topic
In the 2005 National Health Survey, arthritis emerged as the number one cause of
disability in the United States1. In 2008, 27 million Americans were afflicted by OA2,3,
with forecasts indicating that 25% of the adult population in the United States, or
nearly 67 million people, will have physician-diagnosed disease by 20304.
Joint injuries are highly associated with the development of osteoarthritis. Full
or partial meniscectomy is widely accepted to be a central pathogenic mechanism of
joint degeneration, with an estimated 6-fold increase in the risk of developing
radiographic OA within 21 years following injury or surgery5. Joint arthroscopy has
become a much more common procedure. The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention performed National Surveys of Ambulatory Surgery in 1996 and in 20066.
In 1996 15% of orthopaedic ambulatory surgeries were knee arthroscopy; this
increased to 51% in 2006, with a large increase in the numbers of middle-aged
patients undergoing this procedure6.
Because of the high incidence of osteoarthritis, joint arthroplasty is currently
among the most common and costly medical/surgical procedures in the health care
system. The 2006 National Health Discharge Survey reported that the rate of knee
replacements for those aged 45–64 years more than doubled from 13.1 per 10,000
population in 2000 to 27.3 per 10,000 population in 20067. In addition to the well
documented impact of OA on physical function8 and quality of life9, there is a
significant financial burden, with aggregate annual medical expenditures exceeding
$185 billion in 200810. This does not include lost wages or the economic impact of
disability, which are reported to range between $100 billion11 and $300 billion1
annually.
Over the next 20 years, an additional 5-7-fold increase in the number of total
knee replacement surgeries is expected. Thus, there is enormous need for
preventative therapies and/or anabolic agents for the treatment of osteoarthritis.
Learning Objectives
1. Understanding how TGF-beta signals through the
Smad and MAP kinase pathways and regulates
chondrocyte maturation;
2. Defining experimental models of osteoarthritis
and quantitative methods used to assess osteoarthritis
in murine models.
3. Understanding unique aspects of articular
chondrocyte gene expression and the changes in gene
expression/phenotype that occurs in osteoarthritis.
4. Defining the growth factors and signaling
pathways associated with OA
5. Understanding the role of TGF-beta in
osteoarthritis and potential therapeutic targets.
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Overview and Points of Interest
TGF-beta signaling Pathways and Chondrocyte maturation
TGF-beta signals through both the Smad pathway and the MAP kinase pathways12,13.
TGF–beta signaling also interacts with other signaling pathways, including the BMP
and Wnt/beta-catenin pathways 12,14-17,18.

TGF-beta maintains chondrocytes in a immature, prehypertrophic phenotype. Both
the Smad and MAP kinase pathways mediate the inhibition of chondrocyte
maturation by TGF-beta12,13.

In this experiment isolated chondrocytes treated with TGF-beta have reduced expression of
the maturation marker type X collagen. The ability of TGF-beta to block maturation is partially
inhibited by infection with retroviral vectors expressing dominant negative ATF-2 and
dominant negative Smad3 alone. However, when both dominant negative vectors are
expressed, the inhibitory effect of TGF-beta on type X collagen expression is completely
blocked (From Ionescu et al., Exp. Cell Res. 228: 198-207, 2003).
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There is crosstalk between the TGF-beta mediated Smad and MAP kinase signaling
pathways. Interestingly, in Smad3-/- chondrocytes TGF-beta leads to phosphorylation
of the MAP-kinase-kinase-kinase TAK1 and to phosphorylation of the MAP-kinasekinases MEKK3 and MEKK6. However, in the absence of Smad3, there is no
phosphorylation of p38 MAP kinase (see figure below from Li, et al., Arthritis and
Rheumatism 2010;62:2359-69).

Isolated mouse sternal chondrocytes from WT and
Smad3-/- mice were treated with TGF-beta and Western
blot performed on protein extracts (from Li, et al.,
Arthritis and Rheumatism 2010;62:2359-69).

A schematic shows MAP Kinase Phosphatases (MKP)
and regulation of p38 MAP kinase phosphorylation.
MKPs inactivate (dephosphorylate) p38 MAP Kinase
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The experiment shows that
without Smad3, p38 MAP
Kinase is inactive (nonphosphorylated). P38 MAP
kinases undergo transition
between an inactive state
(unphosphorylated) and an
active state (phosphorylated)
based upon the balance of
activity of the upstream
kinase (MKK3/6) and a family
of phosphatases that dephosphorylate active p38
MAP kinase and lead to
inactivation of the kinase.
The MAP Kinase
Phosphatase (MKP) dephosphorylate p38 MAP
Kinase and are shown in the
schematic.
Smad3 associates with MKP1 and leads to its inactivation.
In the absence of Smad3,
MKP-1 has increased activity
and rapidly inactivates p38
MAP Kinase. Thus, in the
absence of Smad3, MKP1
activity is high and p38 is in
an inactive state despite
activation of the upstream
kinases, TAK1 and MKK3/6
by TGF-beta 12.

Experimental Models of Osteoarthritis

Histomorphometry to determine
cartilage area.

Histology of mouse knee following MLI in 20
week sham and in mice 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20
weeks. There is progressive arthritic change
including loss of cartilage, subchondral bone
sclerosis, and osteophyte formation.

From Sampson et al. J Orthop Res.
2011 Aug;29(8):1145-51 19
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Altered Gene Regulation and Changes in Phenotype in Articular Chondrocytes
in

Osteoarthritis
Articular chondrocytes express genes found in immature chondrocytes involved in
endochondral ossification and associated with the development and maintenance of
a hyaline cartilage matrix. This includes Sox9, col2, and aggrecan. Articular
chondrocytes typically have reduced expression of MMPs. Prg4 is a gene that is
expressed primarily in the superficial zone of the articular cartilage and its protein
product, lubricin, is involved in joint lubrication 20.
TGF-beta/Smad3 was recently shown to reduce Runx2 expression. In the absence
of Smad3 chondrocytes had reduced expression of col2 and increased expression of
MMP13, resulting in a catabolic state and cartilage degeneration. The activation of
the p38 MAP kinase pathway mediated increased Runx2 and MMP13 activation,
suggesting disparate effects of TGF-beta on matrix genes are mediated by the Smad
and MAP kinase pathways 21.
The expression of a truncated type
II TGF receptor in cartilage that
acted as a dominant negative was
associated with the development of
chondrocyte hypertrophy in the joint
cartilage and expression of type X
collagen and other markers of
maturation 22.
From Serra et al., J. Cell Biol. 139:541-52,
1997.
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Defining the growth factors and signaling pathways associated with
experimental osteoarthritis
Genetic experiments in mice have shown that perturbation of multiple growth
factors/pathways, signaling molecules, matrix components, and transcription factors
result in the development of an osteoarthritis phenotype. Growth factor pathways
that have been associated with the OA phenotype include TGF-beta, Wnt/beta
catenin, and Indian hedgehog 3,23,24 22,25,26.
Smad3 KO mice develop osteoarthritis

The Smad signaling pathway has
been implicated as a regulator of
the articular chondrocyte
phenotype. Runx2 is a particularly
important downstream transcription
factor. Heterozyous Runx2+/- mice
have reduced cartilage
degeneration in a knee injury model
27. TGF-beta loss of function and
Wnt/beta catenin gains of function
regulate articular chondrocytes
phenotype and the development of
OA through Runx2 3. HIF-2 alpha
is another transcription factor
involved in the development of OA
28.

Type X collagen is increased in articular
chondrocytes in Smad3 KO mice

From: Yang, et al., J Cell Biol. 153:35-46, 2001

Beta-catenin gain of function results in OA changes in the intervertebral disc and spine.

From: Wang, et al., Arthritis Rheum. 2012 Aug;64(8):2611-23
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Understanding the role of TGF-beta in osteoarthritis and potential therapeutic
targets
From Goldring, Ther Adv Musculoskelet Dis. 2012
Aug;4(4):269-85.

Signaling pathways involved
in the pathogenesis of OA
converge on MMP13 29.
MMP13 gene deletion inhibits
the development of
osteoarthritis that occurs in
mice with beta-catenin gain
of function. In addition a
pharmacologic inhibitor of
MMP13 also inhibits the
development of OA in betacatenin gain of function23.
TGF-beta, which suppresses
OA, reduces MMP13 30.

PTH1-34 (Forteo) binds to the
PTHR1 receptor and
suppresses
maturation/hypetrophy in
growth plate chondrocytes.
PTHR1 is increased in OA
leading to the hypothesis that
Forteo might suppress the
expression of genes
associated with chondrocyte
maturation and the
development of OA. Forteo
suppressed the loss of
cartilage in a mouse MLI
model of knee injury31.
Furthermore when Forteo was
administered to mice with MLI
after the establishment of OA,
there was evidence of
regeneration of cartilage3131.
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MEET THE PROFESSOR SESSION: BONE DRUGS IN CHILDREN
Gordon L Klein MD MPH
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SIGNIFICANCE:
Currently there are no FDA‐approved uses for drugs to either prevent or treat bone loss in children. As a result there are
no universally agreed‐upon ways to manage bone loss problems in children, nor is it established which conditions result
in bone loss and would thus require evaluation and treatment.
In particular there is no agreement as to whether the bisphosphonates should be used in children given the uncertainty
of their effects on growth and calcium status, in addition to the concerns about possible atypical fractures or
osteonecrosis of the jaw . Furthermore, other drugs, such as recombinant human growth hormone and oxandrolone
have had an anabolic effect on bone but have only been used under very restricted circumstances. Finally, the use of
recombinant human parathyroid hormone in children will not receive FDA approval despite the demonstrated benefits
of this drug in adults because of its association with an increased incidence of osteogenic sarcoma in rats. Consensus is
needed in the development of criteria that might provide either reassurance that the incidence of this condition is no
greater in children than in adults or rationale for permanent restriction on its use in children.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
As a result of participating in this session attendees should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify the drugs in which there is some pediatric experience in the treatment or prevention of bone loss.
Understand the limitations which attend the widespread use of these drugs.
Understand the benefits that each of these drugs can confer to the pediatric patient
Recognize the need for standardization of conditions of use

OUTLINE OF DISCUSSION:
1. Enumeration of the drugs to be discussed
a) Anti‐resorptives: the bisphosphonates
How have they been used? Osteogenesis imperfecta (OI), burns, spinal cord injury, oral vs intravenous
What are the benefits? OI: decreased bone pain, fracture incidence, increased BMD
Burns: acute administration only: prevention of early bone loss
Spinal cord injury: limited data but appears to increase bone mass
What are the adverse events? No growth failure reported, no atypical fractures, no
Osteonecrosis of the jaw in the above conditions. Yet a great
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deal of caution attends the possible use of these drugs. Oral
bisphosphonate data insufficient for efficacy in children.
What are the potential uses? More data needed for spinal cord injury; conditions to
consider: all those with increased resorption, including
Crohn’s disease, rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory
conditions; other conditions of disuse/immobilization.
What should be the criteria for use? Demonstrated increased bone resorption either by
biomarkers or histomorphometry. Subject to consensus
development.

b) Anabolic agents: recombinant human growth hormone (rhGH)
How has it been used in treating bone loss? So far has been used in two conditions:
Turner’s syndrome and burns.
What are the benefits? In Turner’s syndrome rhGH plus estrogen replacement is associated
with higher cortical volumetric bone density. In burns
rhGH works through IGF‐1 and increases bone mineral content and
bone area proportionately with no effect on bone density. Bone is
bigger and biomechanically stronger.
What are the adverse effects? In pediatric burns patients no increase in intensive care unit
mortality, no hyperglycemia, no premature growth plate
fusion reported. Caution: at a dose of 0.2 mg/kg/day for 12
months, rhGH stimulates bone resorption.
What are the potential uses? Any condition in which there is demonstrated adynamic bone.
c) Anabolic agents: oxandrolone
How has it been used to treat bone loss? So far use limited to burns. Use in conjunction with
rhGH in Turner’s syndrome ineffective in increasing
BMD.
What are the benefits? As with rhGH oxandrolone stimulates IGF‐1 and increases both
BMC and bone area without a demonstrable effect on BMD. The
bone becomes bigger and biomechanically stronger. The advantage
of oxandrolone over rhGH is that it is given orally.
What are the adverse effects? In its limited use in burn patients there have been no growth
problems or virilization reported, though both have been
looked for.
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What are the potential uses? As with rhGH , any condition in which there is demonstrated
adynamic bone
d) Anabolic agents: recombinant human parathyroid hormone (rhPTH):
Any direct knowledge of pediatric use other than for hypoparathyroidism?

2. Proposal of a potential pediatric consensus development conference on bone drug use
Discussion.
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In vivo Loading Models
The rodent forearm and tibia are widely used in the bone field as a means of investigating the response
of bone to in vivo mechanical loading. There are a number of considerations when using these models
that the investigator should be aware of when planning their experimental design:
a) Loading regimen, which is largely determined by endpoints to be measured
b) Age and sex of animal to be used
c) Genetic background and choice of appropriate controls
1) Analysis of the Load:Strain Relationship
When applying in vivo loads the critical factor is the global strain that is achieved, not the amount of
load per se. It is important to apply the same global strain across animal groups, especially when
genetically altered mice are being used that may have differences in bone mass, biomaterial properties
and bone architecture as a result of the genetic alteration. However, it is also important to remember
that measuring strain using a strain gage (see below) estimates an average surface strain and so Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) models are often employed to estimate more local strains at various points
along the loaded bone (for more discussion of FEA modeling, see: Lu, Y., et al. Med Engin Phys 34:350-356,
2012. PMID 21903442).

To determine the global strain, a strain gage study needs to be first performed. This can be done either
ex vivo or in vivo, but for ease the ex vivo approach is much simpler. Ideally, freshly isolate forearms
(ulnae) or tibias are used, but if necessary bones can be isolated, carefully stripped of the surrounding
muscle and wrapped in a PBS soaked gauze and stored at -20 to-80oC until strain gaging. If in vivo
strain gaging is to be performed then properly anaesthetized mice (or rats) are used and the animal is
euthanized before waking up from the anesthesia.
For strain gaging analysis the gages are applied to the ulnae (at 2 mm distal to the ulna mid-shaft on the
medial surface and at a site 5 mm distal to the end of the olecranon process on the lateral surface). For
tibia the strain gages are most easily applied to the lateral surface of the tibial shaft proximal to the fibula
junction. Strain measurements show that there are compressive and tensile strains on the medial and
lateral surfaces, respectively. After application of strain gages, loading is conducted at 2Hz (or whatever
frequency you wish to load at), using a haversine waveform for 15 cycles. Loading is conducted at
several load levels and strains in the last five cycles are averaged.
Figure 1: Ex vivo Strain Gaging. Image
showing a Vishay strain gage glued to the
medial surface of a right forearm mouse
ulna. For ex vivo strain measurements
the muscle can be fully stripped off of the
forearm for ease of application of the
strain gage.
Tip: The bone surface needs to be cleaned and dried with EtOH and acetone in order to get good
bonding of the strain gage to the bone.
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Strain equipment: We use uniaxial strain gages (EA-06-015DJ-120 -option, Vishay MicroMeasurements; Raleigh, NC). The glue of choice is the Bond 200 kit from Measurements Group. We
also use an electronic bridge conditioner Model 7000-32-SM (Vishay Micro-Measurements; Raleigh,
NC) and StrainSmart software (Vishay Micro-Measurements; Raleigh, NC) to obtain the strain
measurements.
2) Loading Regimens
Strains ranging from 1000-4000 microstrain are commonly reported in the literature to initiate an in vivo
bone formation response (see the recent paper by Sugiyama et al. JBMR 27(8):1784-1793, 2012, which is an
excellent study of bone response to loading as a function of applied strain). Several other considerations are
frequency and duration of loading, use of rest insertion, and the number and frequency of loading
sessions. Your choice with regard to these options in large part depends upon the endpoint you wish to
examine in your study.
3) Loading Paradigms versus Endpoint Considerations
In vivo loading studies come in a wide variety of formats. When considering all of the variables that
comprise a loading paradigm, perhaps the most important and first consideration should be the
endpoint you plan to measure. If you intend to use dynamic histomorphometry to assess the endpoints
associated with new bone formation then loading multiple sessions performed over several days to
several weeks is likely to be the most appropriate choice. If you want to measure changes in gene
expression by in situ hybridization, immunohistochemistry or other appropriate method, then a short
duration loading session followed by sample collection a few hours to a few days after the applied load
may be more appropriate.
For new bone formation studies we routinely use a 3 week loading schedule with session each
Monday-Wednesday-Friday. Calcien is injected on Friday of the second week and Alizarin red is
injected and the Friday of the third week. Animals are sacrificed on the Monday of the 4th week. This
gives 7 days between the two injections for rate calculations. The “Gold Standard” reference for
histomorphometry is: Parfitt AM, et al J Bone Miner Res 2(6):595-610, 1987. Many other protocol regimens
have been used by various investigators and can be found in the literature.
Important consideration: The age of the animal is very critical. Loading mice, for example, at 8-12
weeks of age introduces the potential confounder of a growing skeleton. We routinely do not load until
16 weeks of age so that growth effects are minimal. However, loading at an older age also means that
we resort to the three week loading regimen described above. Loading at a younger age generally only
requires a single week loading regimen with injections at days 5 and 2 before sacrifice. Loading aged
mice, >16 months of age, introduces another variable in that the non-loaded bones may have little or
virtually no labeled surfaces.
4) Some Final Comments
Because each animal can serve as its own control (loaded right limb vs. non-loaded left limb in our
studies) group sizes of 5-6 are generally sufficient. If you are loading for the purpose of harvesting
tissue, then larger group sizes and pooling of samples may be required. For example for RNA isolation
from periosteum loading of 15 mice and then pooling 5 periosteum from 5 mice may be required to get
one sample for RT-PCR or Arrays (hence you have 3 replicate groups).
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Oftentimes the creation of transgenic and knockout lines of mice results in mixed genetic backgrounds
and depending upon the particular experiment the choice of an appropriate control group of mice to
load for comparison purposes is critical. Loading of non-transgenic/knockout littermates controls are
generally the best controls in these instances, but sometimes it may be necessary to maintain parental
lines with the correct mixed genetic background for your loading studies. If the proper controls are
used for a loading study, then concerns over genetic background that may confound the interpretation
of results are no longer valid. In all cases, strain gaging to determine the load:strain relationship (see
subsection A, above) must be done!

In Vitro Loading of Bone Cells
The approaches that are most commonly used for the study of mechanical loading in vitro can generally
be grouped into fluid flow shear stress (FFSS) and mechanical stretch (MS) model systems. Which
one is correct is subject to constant debate and even between investigators who prefer FFSS or MS
there is debate as to which type of FFSS or MS most accurately reflects the loading that is likely to
occur in vivo. For example within the FFSS community there has been debate about the use of
continuous vs. pulsatile vs. oscillatory type of fluid flow and within the MS aficionados debate over
uniaxial vs. equiaxial/biaxial stretch (strain) can be found in the literature. It is important to appreciate
that different types of in vivo loading using these approaches can yield different results and so
consistency in your choice of method is critical if you want to make comparisons across experiments.
Another important consideration is that responses are often cell type dependent. Cell lines vs. primary
cells and osteoblastic vs. osteocytic cells all can yield differing results depending upon the type of
FFSS or MS applied. Another consideration is the magnitude of load to apply. For example, in our
recent study of the 2T3 osteoblastic cell line compared to the MLO-Y4 osteocytic cell line we observed
major differences in the relative sensitivity of these cell lines to FFSS in terms of PGE2 release and β–
catenin nuclear translocation (Kamel, M.A., et al. Bone 47:872-881, 2010. PMC2952691). This is not to say
that other response endpoints might show no differences, so the message is to test the endpoint you
wish to measure directly if you are making comparisons between cell types.
1) Fluid Flow Shear Stress (FFSS)
A detailed protocols manual is available from the ASBMR for purchase that was developed as part of
the July 16, 2012 Pre-Meeting Workshop held in conjunction with the 2012 Special Topics Meeting on
Bone and Skeletal Muscle Interactions.
Many different types of custom and commercial systems have been described in the literature. The
basic concept is the generation of shear across a layer of cells by the movement of fluid at a defined
rate and physical space so that shear can be calculated from simple engineering principles. For
example the most commonly used fluid flow apparatuses involve a parallel plate design. In these
systems cells are grown on a glass slide (often a glass microscope slide coated with collagen or other
extracellular matrix protein/material) and the cells are stimulated by passing fluid over their surfaces. In
order to achieve shear, the apparatus design guides the movement of fluid between the cell coated
glass plate and a covering glass plate or holding block. As such the surface area of the plates and the
distance or height separating the two plates, between which fluid is pumped are fixed and the amount
of shear is a direct function of the rate at which the fluid is passed over the cells (between the two
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plates). Another key variable is the viscosity of the fluid, but generally this is also a constant as cell
culture media is what is being pumped through the system.
For studies in our laboratory we use the Streamer Gold System (Flexcell International Corp.,
Hillsborough, NC). This system holds 6 standard microscope slides and the dimensions are
predetermined so that the amount of FFSS is all controlled through the associated software and simply
changing the speed of pumping by the peristaltic pump. While ease of operation is one of this unit’s
hallmarks, it does require larger volumes of media (350+ ml) and higher numbers of cells, which may
be an issue in some applications. We have also recently begun using a rotating disc FFSS system
developed by Donahue and colleagues that applies shear to one side of a transwell cup (Methods in
Molecular Biology, Volume 455, “Osteoporosis: Methods and Protocols” Humana Press, edited by: Jennifer J.
Westerndorf, Chapter 23, pages 335-345, 2008). This system uses smaller volumes of media 25+ ml and

we routinely reduce the volume further by placing a Delrin plug in the lower chamber that cuts the total
volume in half. This two-chamber system also allows one to perform cell-cell-communication type
studies by plating cells on both sides of the transwell membrane, applying FFSS to one side and
measuring a response in the non-sheared cells on the other side of the membrane. The two-chamber
system uses much smaller numbers of cells, which may be an advantage or disadvantage depending
upon cell availability and your experimental endpoints.
Figure 1. Streamer Gold Fluid Flow system (FlexCell International Corp.)

B
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Left Panel: Loading microscope slides into fluid flow chamber. Right Panel: Fluid flow system
assembled. Fluid is pumped into the bottom and out through the top of the fluid flow chamber. We
have inserted a T-valve stopcock in the exit line (return line to the media reservoir in order to permit
collection of media during the application of FFSS. Legend: F: Fluid Flow Chamber, R: Media
Reservoir; P: Peristaltic Pump, B: Baffle, T: T-valve stopcock.

2) Post Fluid Flow Cell Harvesting and Analysis
All fluid flow shear stress systems lend themselves to a variety of endpoint determinations post flow.
The starting cell numbers are much higher when using the Streamer Gold System and consequently
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the yields of protein and RNA are greater, but both units basically work well for the same types of
measurements. Immunostaining of the cells is straightforward as both the glass slides and the
transwell membranes can be used directly, although the background can be higher with the transwell
cup membranes depending upon the fluorescent dye being used. This can be solved by using confocal
microscopy. For RNA and protein we generally directly lyse the cells off of the slides or membrane with
a minimal volume into appropriately sized centrifuge tubes.
TIP: For microscope slides we place two slides back-to-back (cell monolayer out) in a 50 ml tubes and
then pipet/scrap the cells off using 1 ml of lysis buffer. For transwell cup membranes, first cut the
membrane out of the well with a scalpel and place it in a 1 ml to 50 ml tube for cell harvesting
depending upon volume.
3) Substrate Stretching (Mechanical Stretch)
It is clear from the literature that different cell types respond differently to mechanical stretch versus
fluid flow shear stress. Therefore, the choice of in vitro loading model to use should in part be based
upon a consideration of which form is the most biologically relevant. With regard to mechanical stretch,
uniaxial strain is most appropriate for cells that in vivo are loaded along one axis, while equiaxial/biaxial
strain is best applied to cells that in vivo would be loaded along multiple axes. We use the FlexCell
system for applying mechanical stretch and uniaxial versus equiaxial/biaxial stretch is achieved easily
by the use of the appropriate loading posts. The membranes that the cells are plated on allow easy
post stretch visualization using immunostaining and microscopy or lysis of the cells for protein and/or
RNA methods of analysis. For microscopic types of visualizations the use of confocal microscopy
greatly improves image quality.
TIP: Use as little sealing grease as possible as post stretch applications can get messy if you overdo
the grease. You can actually use a pea sized drop of grease on the loading posts and NO grease on
the gaskets.
4) Final comments
It has often been pointed out in the literature that the magnitude of shear or stretch that is required to
initiate a response in vitro is far greater than the mechanical load induced strains achieved in vivo. This
is especially true when one examines the older literature regarding osteocytes. However recent studies
show that the in vivo magnitude of load is 10 fold or more higher than originally predicted and as such
the level of strain achieved with the in vitro models is closer to physiologic that originally thought
(Bonivtch, A.R. et al. “Tissue strain amplification at the osteocyte lacuna: a microstructural finite element analysis”
J. Biomech. 40(10): 2199-2206, 2007).
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Mechanical stimuli and bone health: what is
the evidence?
Angela M. Cheung and Lora Giangregorio

Purpose of review
With the recent emergence of associations of bisphosphonate therapy with atypical fractures and
osteonecrosis of the jaw, there is renewed interest among clinicians and patients for nonpharmacological
approaches to bone health. Here, we review the new studies published in the past year or two that
advance our knowledge of the effect of mechanical stimuli on bone health.
Recent findings
Physical activity is associated with serum sclerostin levels; the most physically active individuals have the
lowest serum sclerostin levels. Observational trials suggest that physical activity participation results in
higher bone mass, but clinical trials suggest that the effects of exercise on areal bone mineral density are
small, and vary with the site measured and the type of exercise. Based on current data, it may be best to
combine progressive resistance training with interventions such as walking or aerobic dancing if the desire
is to improve both spine and hip in postmenopausal women. Low-magnitude high-frequency whole body
vibration does not improve bone mineral density and bone structure in postmenopausal women.
Summary
Physical activity and exercise are important for the maintenance of musculoskeletal health as we age.
Future studies need to investigate the effects of exercise in older populations with rheumatological diseases
and those with a history of fragility fractures.
Keywords
bone density, exercise, whole body vibration

INTRODUCTION
Bone is a living tissue that has the ability to respond
to mechanical stimuli such as physical activity and
exercise. Wolff’s law [1] states that bone will adapt to
the loads it is placed under, providing the ‘use it or
lose it’ tenet of bone physiology. Recent data suggest
that even passive mechanical stimuli, such as whole
body vibration (WBV) therapy, may be beneficial to
bone health. In this article, we will review new
studies published on the effects of physical activity,
exercise and WBV therapy on bone health and highlight those which may be of interest to rheumatologists. We will also review data from a recent study
suggesting that the effects of mechanical loading
on bone may be mediated by the Wnt/b-catenin
signaling pathway.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OR EXERCISE AND
BONE
We define physical activity as ‘. . . any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that results in

energy expenditure. . . and can be categorized into
occupational, sports, conditioning, household, or
other activities’ and exercise as ‘. . . a subset of
physical activity that is planned, structured, and
repetitive and has as a final or an intermediate
objective the improvement or maintenance of
physical fitness’ [2].

Physical activity and sclerostin
Sclerostin is a protein produced by osteocytes,
which plays a key role in regulating formation of
bone. It functions as a Wnt antagonist, blocking the
Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway. When activated,
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KEY POINTS

are two studies over this past year that examined this
association, prospectively. The Canadian Multicentre Osteoporosis study [5 ], a prospective population-based study, examined 2855 men and 6442
women at baseline and year 5 and found that those
who increased their physical activity from baseline
to year 5 increased their aBMD slightly with a concomitant decrease in BMI. The Tromso Study [6], a
population-based study in Norway, examined 1766
women and 1451 men aged 20–54 years at baseline
who were followed up 22 years later. After adjusting
for age, height, weight and smoking status at baseline, there was a positive linear relationship between
aBMD and physical activity levels in both men and
women (P < 0.05). This linear trend was consistent
at the hip (total hip, femoral neck and trochanter
area) as well as the forearm (distal and ultradistal).
Data from a subsample of the participants (2436
men and women under the age of 70) revealed that
6% were sedentary at both baseline and follow-up
and 71% were moderately active or active at both
baseline and follow-up. In this subgroup, those who
were moderately active or active at both baseline
and follow-up had higher aBMD than those who
were sedentary at both time points (P  0.01). These
results suggest that physical activity undertaken
during adulthood has a positive effect on bone
and is associated with a higher aBMD later in life.
In randomized trials of exercise interventions,
point estimates of the effect of exercise on aBMD
vary from 0.7 to 3.22% [7 ,8,9]. However, not all
exercise programs are created equal. The most recent
Cochrane review [7 ] on the effects of exercise on
aBMD in postmenopausal women reported that the
overall effects of exercise on percentage change
in aBMD of the spine [mean difference 0.85%;
95% confidence interval (CI) 0.62–1.07%] and
trochanter (mean difference 1.03%; 95% CI 0.56–
1.49%) were in favour of exercise, but the overall
effects on femoral neck (mean difference 0.08%;
95% CI 1.08 to 0.92%) or total hip aBMD (mean
difference 0.41%; 95% CI 0.64 to 1.45%) were not
significant. Subgroup analyses were performed to
determine the effects of specific types of exercise
and the following represent some key points:
&

 Older adults should engage in challenging balance
exercises to prevent falls and combine strength training
with weight-bearing aerobic exercise to prevent bone
loss. The effects are not limited to postmenopausal
women.
 Exercise programs that emphasize walking over
balance training or strength training may not be the
best approach for preventing falls or fractures.
 Exercise may also have an effect on pQCT-based
assessments of volumetric BMD, but the studies in this
area are limited in number and sample size.
 Exercise-mediated alterations in the Wnt/b-catenin
signaling pathway may facilitate the maintenance of
bone mass.
 Low magnitude whole body vibration therapy alone
does not affect bone density or structure in healthy
postmenopausal women with low bone mass.

Wnt-signaling leads to increased osteoprogenitor
cell populations and decreased apoptosis of mature
osteoblasts. Inhibitors of sclerostin, therefore, may
be expected to increase osteoblastic bone formation
[3 ]. Currently, there are phase 2 and 3 studies
examining the safety and effectiveness of sclerostin
inhibitors as drug therapies for increasing bone
density and strength, and reducing fractures. A
recent cross-sectional observational study [4 ] of
161 healthy men and premenopausal women aged
19–64 years shows that serum sclerostin levels
increase with age in both men and women and
are positively correlated with BMI and bone mineral
content and negatively correlated with osteocalcin
(a bone formation marker) and calcium. The investigators found that people in the most physically
active quartile had significantly lower sclerostin
levels compared with those in the least active
quartile. To test the hypothesis that mechanical
loading modulates bone formation by affecting
the Wnt/b-catenin signaling pathway, interventional studies will need to be performed to explore
whether exercise affects sclerostin levels.
&

&&

Physical activity or exercise and areal bone
mineral density
Few epidemiological studies have investigated the
long-term associations between physical activity
during adulthood and areal bone mineral density
(aBMD) later in life. [aBMD by dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA) is the standard test for assessing skeletal strength in the clinical setting.] There
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(1) High-force dynamic exercise, such as jogging,
jumping or dancing, resulted in a betweengroup difference in favour of exercise at the
hip (mean difference 1.55%; 95% CI 1.41–
1.69%), but not at the lumbar spine (mean
difference 1.20%; 95% CI 4.45 to 2.05%);
(2) Low-force dynamic exercise, such as walking or
Tai Chi, resulted in a between-group difference
in favour of exercise at the lumbar spine (mean
difference 0.87%; 95% CI 0.26–1.48%), but no
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effect at the femoral neck (mean difference
1.20%; 95% CI 4.45 to 2.05%);
(3) Progressive resistance training resulted in significant between-group differences in favour of
exercise at both the lumbar spine (mean difference 0.86%; 95% CI 0.58–1.13%) and neck of
femur (mean difference 1.03%; 95% CI 0.24–
1.82%);
(4) No significant benefit of low load, high repetition resistance training was reported.
Therefore, it appears that to improve both lumbar spine and femoral neck aBMD, progressive resistance training may be ideal, alone or in combination
with other interventions.
The effect of exercise on aBMD is not limited
to women. A recent randomized trial of men aged
55–75 years reported a net gain in femoral neck and
lumbar spine aBMD of approximately 2% after
18 months of thrice weekly progressive resistance
training and weight-bearing exercise [10 ]. Furthermore, the addition of exercise to a weight loss
program in older obese adults prevented the dietinduced loss of aBMD and increase in bone turnover
markers that occurred in the diet-alone group [11 ].
&&

&&

Physical activity or exercise and bone
strength
aBMD by DXA only accounts for a portion of whole
bone strength, and it has been argued that DXAbased exercise studies seriously underestimate the
effects of mechanical loading on bone [12]. Bone
size, shape and structure, as well as the material
properties of collagen, are also important determinants of whole bone strength [13]. With novel bone
imaging techniques such as peripheral quantitative
computed tomography (pQCT) and high-resolution
pQCT (HRpQCT) we can differentiate between
cortical and trabecular compartments of bone and
understand their relative contribution to bone
strength in vivo. Research examining how physical
activity or exercise modifies these two bone compartments has emerged.
A recent study [14] examining 234 postmenopausal women (mean age 62 years) using pQCT
found that leisure physical activity was positively
associated with cortical bone mass and geometry,
indices of bending and torsional strength, but was
not associated with trabecular bone parameters. The
Osteoporotic Fractures in Men (MrOS) study [15]
investigated 1171 men aged at least 65 years and
found that men in the most physically active quartile had the highest bone strength index (a measure
of bone compressive strength) and bone bending
strength, when compared with men in the least
physically active quartile. Most interestingly, they

found that the association between bone strength
and physical activity was primarily attributable to
greater total bone area and not to the increase in
volumetric BMD (vBMD) or aBMD. Men with the
greatest muscle power also had the greatest bone
strength [15], consistent with the theory that
muscle pulling on bone is an important stimulus
for maintaining bone strength. Taken together, it
appears that physical activity has the potential to
modify bone strength and muscle strength and
perhaps influence bone fragility as well.
A systematic review and meta-analysis of six
randomized controlled trials examining the effects
of structured exercise in postmenopausal women
found that lower extremity exercises resulted in
small (0.9%) but significant improvements in trabecular vBMD of the distal tibia (P ¼ 0.0006) and in
cortical vBMD of the tibial shaft (P ¼ 0.0007) [16 ].
Specifically, only studies with longer durations of
exercise (12 months) and those in early postmenopausal women showed significant changes in cortical vBMD at the tibial shaft. However, most of the
studies in this review were limited by the small
sample sizes and the short duration of the exercise
regimens. The magnitude of the effect of exercise on
vBMD in this meta-analysis was similar to the magnitudes in previous meta-analyses of exercise studies
using aBMD as the outcome.
&&

Physical activity or exercise and fractures
There are no prospective randomized controlled
trials of exercise that have used fractures as a primary
endpoint. Earlier observational studies suggest that
in both sexes, moderate physical activity is associated with a 45% (95% CI, 31–56%) lower risk of hip
fracture, whereas vigorous physical activity lowers
hip fracture risk by 38% (95% CI, 31–44%) [17]. A
more recent study [18] examined hip fracture risk in
the European Prospective Investigation of CancerNorfolk cohort and found that moderate activities at
home and during leisure time were associated with a
reduction in risk of hip fracture in women (hazard
ratios 0.51 and 0.55, P value 0.02 and 0.03, respectively). However, in men, only activities during
leisure time were associated with lower hip fracture
risk (hazard ratio ¼ 0.58; P for trend <0.001),
whereas activities at home increased the risk of
any fracture (hazard ratio ¼ 1.25; P for trend ¼
0.008). In both men and women, walking for any
length of time for leisure or transport was associated
with a reduction of fracture risk. Overall, a U-shaped
association was evident between home activities
and fracture risk especially in women; increased risk
of fracture was found with low and high levels of
home activities, whereas the lowest fracture risk was
found in participants who were in the middle of the
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distribution. This study suggests that the association
with fracture risk may vary with the domain of
physical activity and by sex.
It is possible that exercise, particularly unsupervised exercise, might increase the risk of fractures,
especially in those who are at high risk. A recent
15-year population-based study [19] revealed that
active individuals had a moderately increased risk of
wrist fracture compared with inactive individuals;
the risk was higher in the winter, and most often
associated with a fall. In addition, whether exercise
improves outcomes after a fracture is unclear. A
Cochrane review [20] which included seven
randomized controlled trials with a total of 488
women with vertebral fractures did not find a clear
benefit of exercise for reducing fractures and falls or
for improving aBMD; no trials measured falls or
fractures as an outcome. Only one study measured
aBMD, and no significant effect on aBMD was
reported after 1 year of home-based exercise.
Although some trials did report benefits for some
quality of life, pain and physical function outcomes,
others had contradictory results. Pooled analyses of
two trials suggest that exercise interventions in
individuals with vertebral fractures may improve
Timed Up and Go test performance, and one trial
reported improved walking speed after a 3-month
exercise intervention, but the improvements were
equivalent to performing the tests approximately 1
and approximately 2 s better, respectively. Moreover, a few fractures were reported that were directly
attributed to the intervention, suggesting that caution is warranted when providing exercise instruction to individuals with vertebral fractures.
Although the target of exercise programs may be
to improve BMD in the hopes of preventing fractures, it may be of greater value to focus on
improved posture or fall prevention in older adults
with osteoporosis. Interestingly, a recent metaanalysis of exercise trials in older adults revealed
that the exercise regimens that were most effective
for preventing falls were those that included challenging balance exercises, had at least 50 h of exercise over the trial period and did not include a
walking program [21 ]. The maintenance of upright
posture was emphasized in an epidemiologic study
[22 ] that revealed that height loss greater than
5 cm was associated with an almost 50% increased
risk of hip fracture, nonvertebral fracture and
mortality, and this was after controlling for aBMD
and history of vertebral fracture.
&&

&&

WHOLE BODY VIBRATION AND BONE
WBV has received much attention as a potential
anti-osteoporotic intervention over the past decade.
Various animal studies [23–25] have found
564
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significant improvements in bone formation rate,
BMD, trabecular structure and cortical thickness. In
humans, WBV therapy involves standing on a
motorized oscillating platform that produces vertical accelerations, which are transmitted from the
feet to the weight-bearing muscles and bones [26].
The intensity is expressed as vibration frequency
(1 Hz ¼ 1 oscillation/s), peak-to-peak displacement
(in millimeters) and peak acceleration or magnitude
[in units of acceleration due to gravity (g);
1 g ¼ 9.81 m/s2] [26]. There are many WBV platforms
available worldwide and they can be categorized on
the basis of magnitude [high (1 g) or low (<1 g)]
and type of vertical movement (synchronous or
side-alternating) [26,27].
WBV therapy is hypothesized to exert osteogenic effects by changing the flow of bone fluid as
a result of direct bone stimulation and transduction
of mechanical signals. This osteogenic bone effect
may occur via osteocytes and Wnt-b-catenin signaling, or via indirect bone stimulation through
skeletal muscle activation, possibly by means of
the stretch reflex [27,28]. WBV therapy has also been
hypothesized to be beneficial for older adults with
diminished mechanical loading of the skeleton due
to muscle loss and reduced mobility as it might
mimic the mechanical signals typically generated
by postural muscle contractions or such low-intensity activities as walking [23,28].

Whole body vibration and bone mineral
density and bone structure
In the past 2 years, there have been five systematic
reviews and/or meta-analyses on the effect of
WBV on BMD, all with similar conclusions
[29,30 ,31,32 ,33 ]. Our group published one in
2010 and included eight randomized trials (five in
postmenopausal women, one in young adults and
two in children and adolescents) and found statistically significant but clinically small improvements
in hip aBMD in postmenopausal women, statistically significant and larger improvements in spine
aBMD in children and adolescents, but no difference
in young adults [29]. Our results were limited by
the small number of studies, small sample sizes, low
study quality and often inconsistent results. There
was also heterogeneity in the designs of the WBV
platforms and the protocols for their use. To shed
some light on this issue, von Stengel et al. [34 ]
compared the 12-month effects of different WBV
devices on BMD. They randomized 108 postmenopausal women (mean age 65.8 years) to one of three
groups: thrice weekly 15 min of 12.5 Hz 12 mm
rotational WBV, thrice weekly 15 min of 35 Hz
1.7 mm vertical WBV and a control group that
involved two blocks of 10 low-intensity gymnastics
&&

&

&

&
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sessions. They found a small effect on spine BMD
and no difference on hip BMD for rotational WBV
and no effect for vertical WBV when compared
to control.
To clarify the effect of WBV on BMD and bone
structure in postmenopausal women, our group
conducted a 1-year randomized trial in 202 postmenopausal women (mean age 60 years) comparing
two high frequencies (30 and 90 Hz) and low magnitude (0.3 g) WBV versus control (the Vibration
Study) [35 ]. We chose low-magnitude highfrequency WBV because stronger osteogenic effects
were observed with low-magnitude high-frequency
WBV in animal studies, and because high magnitude WBV has been linked to adverse effects in
occupational settings. Women were asked to stand
on the vibrating platform for 20 min a day. They
were also assessed for calcium and vitamin D intake
and supplemented according to current guidelines.
Disappointingly, there was no difference between
the WBV groups and the control group in aBMD,
vBMD or any of the HRpQCT structural parameters
after 1 year. Adherence ranged from 65 to 79%.
Other groups have also recently shown no effect
of WBV on BMD in postmenopausal women. The
Erlangen Longitudinal Vibration Study randomized
151 postmenopausal women (mean age 68.5 years)
to one of three groups (training, training plus WBV,
and control) and found no difference in hip or spine
aBMD with WBV (frequency 25 Hz and amplitude
1.7 mm) when compared to control after 18 months
[36 ]. However, the investigators did find a significant difference in falls between the WBV and the
control group (0.7 versus 1.5 fall/person). Beck and
Norling [37] investigated the effect of 8 months of
twice weekly supervised WBV (15 min of 30 Hz and
0.3 g, or two sessions of 3 min of 12.5 Hz and 1 g) in
47 postmenopausal women (mean age 71.5 years)
and found no differences between WBV and control
groups on anthropometrics, BMD, muscle strength
and balance. Verschueren et al. [38 ] conducted a
two-by-two factorial-design trial involving 113 institutionalized older women (mean age 79.6 years) who
were randomly assigned to either a WBV (<2.2 g) or a
no-training group, receiving either a conventional
dose (880 IU/day) or a high dose (1600 IU/day) of
vitamin D3. After 6 months, there was no difference
between the WBV group and the no-training group in
terms of hip aBMD, dynamic muscle strength, isometric strength and muscle mass.
No randomized trial has explored the effect of
WBV on fractures, although some investigated its
effect on balance and falls, as well as muscle function.
However, the studies on balance and falls, and muscle
function and morphology are again limited by small
sample sizes, short duration, heterogeneity in the
&&

&

&&

WBV protocol and irregularities in study design,
similar to the WBV studies on BMD. In the Vibration
Study, some women reported shin and plantar foot
pain, whereas others reported exacerbation of headaches and inner ear problems with WBV, although
there were no statistically significant differences
between the WBV and the control groups [35 ]. Most
of the WBV studies have excluded individuals with
joint replacement because of a concern of loosening
of hardware. Based on current data, low-magnitude
WBV therapy does not increase BMD or improve
bone structure in postmenopausal women. Future
studies will need to better explore the effect of
WBV on muscle function and falls in this population.
In addition, based on our systematic review and
meta-analysis [29], WBV may be more effective in
other populations such as children and adolescents
with compromised bone health. Currently, there are
randomized controlled trials under way in adolescents [39], patients with spinal cord injury [40] and
institutionalized elderly persons [41].
&&

CONCLUSION
Physical activity and exercise are important for the
maintenance of musculoskeletal health as we age.
Based on current data, the best type of exercise for
postmenopausal women to improve both spine and
hip BMD is progressive resistance training, either
alone or in combination with other interventions.
In older adults, physical activity and exercise only
have minimal effects on BMD; perhaps fall prevention and strength training should be the focus for
this population. Low-magnitude WBV does not
appear to improve BMD and bone structure in postmenopausal women. Future studies need to investigate the effect of exercise in older populations with
compromised bone health such as those with rheumatological diseases and those with a history of
fragility fractures.
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PREMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS
Elizabeth Shane, M.D.
Meet The Professor
INTRODUCTION
Osteoporosis is most commonly diagnosed in postmenopausal women and older men. However,
premenopausal women may present with either low bone mass or fractures and few data exist to guide their
management. Today I will discuss how to diagnose, evaluate and manage osteoporosis in premenopausal
women.
DEFINITION OF OSTEOPOROSIS IN PREMENOPAUSAL WOMEN
Measurement of bone mineral density (BMD) by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is used to diagnose
osteoporosis in postmenopausal women and elderly men. The World Health Organization (WHO) defines
osteoporosis in postmenopausal women as a BMD value at the spine, hip, or forearm 2.5 or more SD
(standard deviations) below the young adult mean (T-score ≤ -2.5), with or without the presence of a fragility
fracture. The term “osteopenia” refers to T scores that are above -2.5 but below -1.0 (normal).
In premenopausal women, the prevalence of fractures is orders of magnitude lower than postmenopausal
women. Therefore the predictive relationship between BMD and fracture risk is much different than in older
women. Young women with low BMD but without other risk factors for fracture are usually at very low shortterm risk of fracture.







For these reasons, BMD measurements alone should not be used to diagnose “osteoporosis” in
premenopausal women.
In addition, it is preferable:
o To avoid using the T score to categorize BMD in premenopausal women
o To avoid using labels such as “osteopenia” or “osteoporosis” in premenopausal women with low
T scores
Instead, it is preferable:
o To use the Z score - which compares a young woman’s BMD to the mean of an age-, gender-,
and ethnicity-matched reference population - to categorize BMD in premenopausal women
o To use less “loaded” terms such as “low bone density” or bone density that is “below expected
for age”.
A Z score that is below -2.0 can be considered as “low bone density” or bone density that is “below
expected for age”.

When is it appropriate to apply the term “osteoporosis” to a premenopausal woman?
 When there is a history of low-trauma (fragility) fractures, regardless of the BMD measurement
 When a history of secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g., glucocorticoid therapy, hypogonadism, or
hyperparathyroidism) accompanies the low BMD.
INDICATIONS FOR BMD TESTING IN PREMENOPAUSAL WOMEN
Routine BMD screening of premenopausal or perimenopausal women is not currently recommended (10).
However, in some clinical situations, BMD testing is an integral part of good clinical management.
Recommendations for BMD testing in premenopausal women are noted in Table 1.
A key point is that BMD should be measured in any premenopausal women with a history of one or
more fragility fractures.
Table 1. Guidelines for BMD Testing in Premenopausal Women
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History of fragility fracture
Diseases or conditions associated with low bone mass or bone loss
o Premenopausal estrogen deficiency (e.g., anorexia nervosa, hyperprolactinemia, prolonged
amenorrhea)
o Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
o Cystic fibrosis
o Hyperparath yroidism
o Rheumatoid arthritis
o Inflammatory bowel disease
o Celiac disease
Medications that cause bone loss
o Glucocortico ids
o Depot progesterone
o GnRH agonists
o Aromatase inhibitors
o Antiepileptic drugs (phenobarbital, phenytoin, carbamazepine, valproate)
If pharmacologic therapy of osteoporosis is being considered
Being monitored for effectiveness of pharmacologic therapy for osteoporosis

EPIDEMIOLOGY
The Importance of Peak Bone Mass:
A premenopausal woman’s BMD depends the amount of bone she formed during adolescence, or her “peak
bone mass”. Peak bone mass is defined as the maximum BMD achieved by age 30, as measured by DXA. In
healthy girls, the most rapid period of bone mass accrual occurs between ages 11 and 14. Although ~95% of
peak bone mass is acquired by the late teens, there are small gains from ages 20 to 29. When interpreting
BMD measurements in premenopausal women under age 30, one must always consider the possibility that
peak bone mass has not yet been achieved.
A premenopausal woman may have low BMD because her peak bone mass is below average because of
genetic predisposition, or because she had an illness, medication exposure, or life style choice (alcohol,
tobacco, low calcium intake, lack of exercise) that negatively affected accrual of bone mass during
adolescence.
Based on the definition of a Z-score, approximately 2.5% of the population will have a Z-score more than 2 SD
below the mean. However, the clinical significance of isolated low bone density in young women is unknown,
since this diagnosis is not clearly related to a defect in bone strength or quality, nor is it necessarily related to
an increased short-term risk of fracture.
Some premenopausal women with low BMD, particularly those with a known secondary cause of osteoporosis,
may indeed have abnormal bone strength that can lead to an increased risk of fracture. Premenopausal
women with low bone density and no known secondary cause may or may not have decreased bone strength.
Premenopausal Bone Loss
In most healthy premenopausal women, BMD is relatively stable until the preimenopause, although recent
studies have documented some bone loss at the proximal femur and forearm. Women with subclinical
ovulation disturbances or perimenopausal symptoms are more likely to sustain detectable bone loss before
menopause.
Fractures in Premenopausal Women
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Although premenopausal women generally have much lower rates of fracture than postmenopausal women,
young women with fractures tend to have lower BMD than controls without fractures.
This also applies to women who sustain stress fractures, such as professional ballet dancers, military recruits,
and female athletes. Other factors associated with stress fractures in premenopausal women include higher
exercise intensity, higher body mass index, tobacco use and poor physical conditioning.
Vertebral fractures may be much more common than appreciated in premenopausal women with autoimmune
disorders on high doses of glucocorticoids. Importantly, they may occur despite normal BMD measurements.
Relationship Between Premenopausal and Postmenopausal Osteoporosis and Fractures
A history of premenopausal or perimenopausal fracture significantly increases the risk of a postmenopausal
fracture, suggesting that the risk of sustaining fractures is a life-long trait, probably reflecting the interaction of
an individual's bone mass, bone quality, fall frequency, and neuromuscular protective response to falls.
PATHOGENESIS OF PREMENOPAUSAL BONE LOSS AND OSTEOPOROSIS
Factors that influence the rate and degree of premenopausal bone loss include age, weight changes, BMI,
calcium intake, physical activity, alcohol consumption, family history of osteoporosis, smoking, and number of
pregnancies.
In most premenopausal women with low BMD, there is a “secondary cause” of osteoporosis, such as an
underlying disorder or exposure to medication that has either interfered with acquisition of peak bone mass
during adolescence or caused excessive bone loss thereafter (Table 2).
Table 2: Secondary causes of osteoporosis in premenopausal women
Anorexia nervosa
Gastrointestinal malabsorption (eg. celiac disease, postoperative states)
Vitamin D and/or calcium deficiency
Hyperthyroidism
Hyperparathyroidism
Cushing’s syndrome
Hypogonadism
Hypercalciuria
Rheumatoid arthritis and other inflammatory conditions
Alcoholism
Renal Disease
Liver disease
Osteogenesis imperfecta
Marfan’s syndrome
Homocystinuria
Medications
Glucocorticoids
Immunosuppressants (cyclosporine)
Antiseizure medications (particularly phenobarbital and phenytoin)
GnRH agonists (when used to suppress ovulation)
Heparin
Cancer chemotherapy
Depot medroxyprogesterone acetate
Excess thyroid hormone
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Pregnancy and lactation associated bone loss
Whether significant bone loss occurs during pregnancy is controversial. In contrast, lactation is associated with
losses of 3-10% at the spine and hip over the first 3-6 months, likely related to both maternal calcium losses
during milk production and estrogen deficiency. Bone loss reverses after weaning. Recovery from lactation
associated bone loss may continue to occur for 18 months or longer after the cessation of lactation. Neither
parity (number of births) nor lactation have been associated with osteoporosis or increased fracture risk in
postmenopausal women.
Knowledge of BMD changes that occur during and after lactation affect how the physician interprets bone
density results. When bone density measurements are obtained around the time of a pregnancy or lactation, it
may be difficult to separate physiologic from pathophysiologic changes.
Idiopathic Osteoporosis in Premenopausal Women
Young women with no known secondary causes of osteoporosis or disturbances in calcium metabolism are
said to have “idiopathic osteoporosis” (IOP). Idiopathic osteoporosis primarily affects Caucasians, men and
women equally. Presentation may occur during pregnancy or lactation. The mean age at diagnosis is in the
mid-thirties. Fractures are usually multiple, occur over a 5 to 10 year period and involve sites rich in cancellous
bone, such as the vertebrae. The hip is affected in approximately 10% of cases. There are few data on the
biochemical features of IOP, although hypercalciuria, subclinical estogen deficiency and increased bone
resorption markers have been reported. Abnormalities of osteoblast function and decreased IGF-1 have been
found in some studies, but not others. In a bone biopsy study of women with IOP, decreased bone formation
was the most prominent finding.
EVALUATION OF WOMEN WITH PREMENOPAUSAL OSTEOPOROSIS
Premenopausal women who have a low trauma fracture or a very low bone density should have a thorough
evaluation to identify potential secondary causes. A secondary cause of osteoporosis can be found in a
substantial proportion of premenopausal women with osteoporosis. Identification of a contributing condition is
key, as the correct diagnosis helps to guide management.
History and physical exam should focus on ruling out the conditions listed in Table 2.
Laboratory evaluation may help to diagnose secondary causes of osteoporosis such as renal or liver disease,
hyperthyroidism, hyperparathyroidism, Cushing’s syndrome, early menopause, celiac disease and other forms
of malabsorption, idiopathic hypercalciuria, or, rarely, connective tissue disorders. Laboratory tests that can be
helpful in the diagnosis of secondary causes of premenopausal osteoporosis are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Laboratory evaluation for premenopausal osteoporosis
Initial laboratory tests
Complete chemistry profile (including alkaline phosphatase)
Complete blood count
Calcium, phosphorus, magnesium
25 hydroxyvitamin D
1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D
Intact PTH
24 hour urine for calcium and creatinine
Celiac screen
TSH
Additional laboratory tests if indicated
24 hour urine for free cortisol
Estradiol, LH, FSH, prolactin
Serum protein electrophoresis/urine protein electrophoresis
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Erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein
Rheumatoid factor
Ferritin and carotene levels
Iron and total iron binding capacity
Serum tryptase and histamine levels
Homocysteine
Skin biopsy for connective tissue disorders
COL1A genetic testing for osteogenesis imperfecta
Serum and urine markers of bone turnover
Premenopausal women with no identifiable etiology after extensive evaluation for secondary causes are said to
have idiopathic osteoporosis. In patients with a history of low trauma fractures without a known cause, bone
biopsy may be indicated to identify other sources of bone fragility and to guide therapeutic interventions (89).
MANAGEMENT
Lifestyle Modifications
There are no official guidelines for management of premenopausal low bone mass or osteoporosis. However,
good clinical judgement should be applied until more is known and better recommendations can be formulated.
Table 4: Management of Premenopausal Osteoporosis
Thorough history and physical exam
Laboratory evaluation for secondary causes
Calcium 1000 - 1200 mg daily
Vitamin D3 400-800 IU daily
Weight bearing exercise
Changes in habits (avoidance of smoking, excess alcohol, poor nutrition)
Treatment of secondary causes
Pharmacologic treatment in severe cases
Lifestyle modifications should be encouraged for all women with low bone mass since peak bone mass may
improve well into the fourth decade:
 Adequate calcium intake (1000 – 1200 mg elemental calcium daily)
 Adequate vitamin D intake (400-800 IU vitamin D3 daily)
 Regular physical activity, particularly weight-bearing exercise
 Cessation of smoking
 Maintain normal body weight
 Avoid excessive dieting and wide swings in weight
 Avoid excess alcohol, caffeine and phosphorus containing drinks.
A recent study of 16 premenopausal women with IOP treated only with increased dietary calcium and physical
activity revealed significant increases in lumbar spine and femoral neck BMD after 2 or 3 years and no new
fractures.
Management of Secondary Causes of Low Bone Density
When a secondary cause of osteoporosis is detected in premenopausal women, treatment should be targeted
to that disease or abnormality. Examples of specific approaches that have been shown to lead to increases in
BMD include:
 Institution of a gluten-free diet in young women with celiac disease.
 Parathyroidectomy in young women with primary hyperparathyroidism.
 Discontinuation of medroxyprogesterone acetate.
 Oral contraceptives for women with oligo- or amenorrhea, on gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)
therapy with perimenopausal bone loss
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The selective estrogen receptor modulator, raloxifene, in premenopausal women receiving GnRH
agonist therapy for uterine leiomyomas.

In contrast, combination estrogen-progestin therapy is not effective in increasing BMD in young women with
anorexia nervosa. Instead, weight gain and resumption of normal menstrual function are necessary for
recovery of bone mass. Oral bisphosphonates have also been successful in increasing BMD in patients with
anorexia.
 Lumbar spine BMD increased by 4.9% after 9 months of risedronate 5 mg daily.
 Femoral neck BMD increased by 4.4% and lumbar spine by 3.5% with10 mg alendronate daily,
significantly greater than a control group treated with nutritional support.
Pharmacologic Therapies







Selective Estrogen Receptor Modulators (SERMs)
o SERMs such as raloxifene and tamoxifen should not be used in menstruating women as they
block estrogen action on bone, leading to further bone loss
Calcitonin
o There are very few published studies on the safety or efficacy of salmon calcitonin in young
women. However, in a double-blind study of 120 perimenopausal women treated with 100 IU
intranasal calcitonin or placebo spray daily, there was no improvement in BMD or bone markers.
Bisphosphonates
o Bisphosphonates carry a Category C rating for safety in pregnancy due to toxic effects
produced in pregnant rats. Bisphosphonates cross the placenta and accumulate in fetal bones
in an experimental rat model. There have been no reports of adverse effects of bisphosphonates
on the fetuses of humans or animals. However, only small case series and case reports have
been published. The long half-life of bisphosphonates in bone makes the use of these agents in
reproductive age women a concern.
o In premenopausal women with low BMD alone without fractures or known secondary causes for
fractures, such as glucocorticoids, bisphosphonates are generally not indicated.
Teriparatide
o Teriparatide has been shown to prevent bone loss in premenopausal women on GnRH agonists
for endometriosis and some premenopausal women were included in the recent RCT of
teriparatide in GIOP (Saag, NEJM, 2007).
o Teriparatide has the advantage of not being retained in the skeleton. However, its effects may
dissipate after cessation unless followed by bisphoshponate therapy.

Management of Premenopausal Women at High Risk for Rapid Bone Loss or Fractures
There are some groups of premenopausal women for whom aggressive therapy with anti-osteoporosis agents
may be necessary.
 Glucocorticoid-Induced Osteoporosis
o Bisphosphonates are efficacious for prevention and treatment of glucocorticoid-induced bone
loss. However, relatively few premenopausal women have been included in the large
registration trials. A few studies of premenopausal women have generally noted preservation of
bone mass, particularly at the spine. The American College of Rheumatology guidelines
recommend pharmacologic therapy for prevention and treatment of glucocorticoid-induced
osteoporosis in premenopausal women taking at least 5 mg of prednisone or equivalent per day
but they urge caution in the use of bisphosphonates in young women.
 Chemotherapy-Induced Osteoporosis
o Premenopausal women receiving chemotherapy for breast cancer represent another group at
risk for rapid bone loss, primarily related to induction of premature menopause. Prospective
studies demonstrate bone loss at 1 year of 4–8% in the spine and 2–4% at the hip in
premenopausal women who become menopausal after receiving adjuvant chemotherapy.
Tamoxifen, which maintains bone mass in postmenopausal women with breast cancer, has the
opposite effect in women who remain premenopausal during therapy. Intravenous pamidronate
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(60 mg every 3 months) successfully prevented bone loss in premenopausal women with
chemotherapy-induced amenorrhea.
Osteogenesis Imperfecta
o A final group of premenopausal women at increased risk for fractures are those with
osteogenesis imperfecta (OI). Given the very high morbidity of this inherited collagen disorder,
bisphosphonates recommended even in children. Both oral alendronate and intravenous
pamidronate have been used successfully in children and adults with OI.
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Meet the Professor: Nephrolithiasis
Howard A. Fink, M.D., U.S. Veterans Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN, USA
Murray J. Favus, M.D., the University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
Significance of the topic: Nephrolithiasis is a common chronic disorder with the potential for severe
complications such as bleeding, infection, obstruction and kidney damage that may result in multiple
hospitalizations and surgical procedures. Kidney stones are the ninth most common reason for visits
to emergency rooms. 13% of men and 7% of women will have at least one kidney stone event during
their adult years, and 50% of single stone formers will relapse within 5 to 7 years of the initial stone
event. Kidney stones are common, and there are a number of medical and nutritional therapies
suggested to reduce stone recurrence. However, studies of most therapies and dietary interventions
are inadequate to draw clear conclusion about efficacy. Therefore, treating physicians must be
familiar with the appropriate interventions and their efficacy to be effective in reducing recurrence.
The Meet-The-Professor Session will provide a literature review of the current medical and nutritional
therapies to assess the strength of evidence for each intervention.
Learning Objectives
As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to:
1. Weigh the evidence from the available trials and make therapeutic decisions regarding selection of
pharmaceutical agents; and nutritional interventions;
2. Assess the strength of evidence for prevention of stone recurrence using dietary interventions;
3. Review the impact of dietary salt intake on hypercalciuria, is a major risk factor for kidney stone
recurrence, and impact on calcium balance and potential effect on bone mass.
Points of interest include: the attached tables A and B that summarize dietary interventions and
pharmacologic therapies for kidney stone recurrence; and a case report and summary of a key
publication which address management of calcium metabolism with dietary salt control.
References are attached.
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Table A. Summary of evidence for prevention of kidney stones: Dietary interventions (KQ 2)
Interventions, Studies
Stone Recurrence Results
Strength of Evidence*
(Study Quality)
Increased Fluid Intake vs. No
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
Treatment 2 RCTs (fair) in patients
Composite: Reduced risk (12 vs. 27%; RR,
Composite: Low Radiographic:
with single past calcium stone42,46
0.45 [CI, 0.24 to 0.84], n=1 trial) and
Low
increased time to recurrence (39 vs. 25 mo.,
p=0.016, n=1 trial). Radiographic: No
reduced risk (8 vs. 56%; RR, 0.15 [CI, 0.02
to 1.07], n=1 trial).
Increased Oligomineral Water Intake
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
vs. Increased Tap Water Intake 1
Composite: No results reported.
Composite: Insufficient
RCT (fair) in patients with recurrent
Radiographic: No reduced risk (17 vs. 23%; Radiographic: Low
calcium stones.54
RR, 0.73 [CI, 0.48 to 1.09]).
Reduced Soft Drink Intake vs. Control Symptomatic: Reduced risk (34 vs. 41%;
Symptomatic: Low Composite:
1 RCT (fair) in men with high soft
RR, 0.83 [CI, 0.71 to 0.98]), particularly in
Insufficient Radiographic:
drink intake and 1 or more past
participants whose most frequently
Insufficient
stones55
consumed soft drink was acidified by
phosphoric acid and not citric acid (30% vs.
46%; RR, 0.65 [CI, 0.49 to 0.87], p=0.02 for
interaction). Composite: No results reported.
Radiographic: No results reported.
Multicomponent Diet (Borghi 2002)
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
vs. Control Diet† 1 RCT (fair) in
Composite: Reduced risk (20 vs. 38%; RR,
Composite: Low Radiographic:
patients with recurrent calcium
0.52 [CI, 0.29 to 0.95]). Radiographic: No
Insufficient
stones51
results reported.
Multicomponent Diet (Hiatt 1996) vs.
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
Control Diet‡ 1 RCT (fair) in patients
Composite: Increased risk (24 vs. 4%; RR,
Composite: Low Radiographic:
with single past calcium stone57
5.88 [CI, 1.39 to 24.92]). Radiographic: No
Insufficient
results reported.
Tailored Diet vs. Empiric Diet 1 RCT
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
(fair) in patients with single past
Composite: Reduced risk (6 vs. 19%; RR,
Composite: Low Radiographic:
calcium stone53
0.32 [CI, 0.14 to 0.74]). Radiographic: No
Insufficient
results reported.
Decreased Animal Protein Diet vs.
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
Control Diet 1 RCT (fair) in patients
Composite: No reduced risk (48 vs. 48%;
Composite: Low Radiographic:
with 1 or more past calcium stones56 RR, 1.00 [CI, 0.52 to 1.91]). Radiographic:
Insufficient
No results reported.
Increased Fiber Diet vs. Control Diet
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: Insufficient
1 RCT (fair) in patients with 1 or more Composite: No reduced risk (63 vs. 48%;
Composite: Low Radiographic:
past calcium stones56
RR, 1.18 [CI, 0.66 to 2.12]). Radiographic:
Insufficient
No results reported.
CI = 95 percent confidence interval; KQ = Key Question; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
*Strength of evidence was rated using the following grades: (1) high confidence indicated that further research is very
unlikely to change the confidence in the estimate of effect, meaning that the evidence reflects the true effect; (2) moderate
confidence denoted that further research may change our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the
estimate; (3) low confidence indicated that further research is very likely to have an important impact on the confidence in
the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate, meaning there is low confidence that the evidence reflects the
true effect; and (4) insufficient, indicating that the evidence was unavailable or did not permit a conclusion.
†Borghi 2002 multicomponent diet (high calcium, low protein and low sodium intake) versus control diet (low calcium
intake).
‡Hiatt 1996 multicomponent diet (low animal protein and high fiber intake) versus control diet.
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Table B. Summary of evidence for prevention of stone recurrence: Pharmacological interventions (KQ 4)
Interventions, Studies
(Study Quality)
Thiazide Diuretic vs. Placebo or
Control 7 RCTs (fair) in patients with
recurrent calcium stones41,4750,52,58

Citrate vs. Placebo or Control 6 RCTs
(1 good, 5 fair) in patients with
recurrent calcium stones4345,59,63,64
Allopurinol vs. Placebo or Control 4
RCTs (fair) in patients with recurrent
calcium stones37-40

Acetohydroxamic Acid vs. Placebo or
Control 3 RCTs (fair) in patients with
chronic urea-splitting urinary tract
infections and recurrent struvite
stones60-62
Magnesium vs. Placebo 1 RCT (fair)
in patients with recurrent calcium
stones47
Thiazide Diuretic plus Citrate vs.
Thiazide 1 RCT (fair) in patients with
recurrent calcium stones58
Thiazide Diuretic plus Allopurinol vs.
Thiazide 1 RCT (fair) in patients with
recurrent calcium stones41

Stone Recurrence Results

Strength of Evidence*

Symptomatic: No reduced risk (24 vs.
23%; RR, 1.04 [CI, 0.39 to 2.80], n=1
trial reporting), but reduced risk of
lithotripsy (8 vs. 26%, p=0.03, n=1
trial). Composite: Reduced risk (25
vs. 49%; RR, 0.53 [CI, 0.41 to 0.68],
n=6 trials). Radiographic: No results
reported.
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Composite: Reduced risk (11 vs.
52%; RR, 0.25 [CI, 0.14 to 0.44], n=4
trials). Radiographic: No reduced risk
(69 vs. 73%; RR, 0.95 [CI, 0.62 to
1.44], n=1 trial).
Symptomatic: No reduced risk (10 vs.
29%; RR, 0.36 [CI, 0.11 to 1.19], n=1
trial) but increased time to recurrent
stone (33 vs. 27 months, p<0.05, n=1
trial). Composite: Reduced risk (33
vs. 55%; RR, 0.59 [CI, 0.42 to 0.84],
n=2 trials). Radiographic: No reduced
risk (7 vs. 6%; RR, 1.07 [CI, 0.16 to
7.10], n=1 trial).
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Composite: No results reported.
Radiographic: No reduced risk (13 vs.
20%; RR, 0.81 [CI, 0.18 to 3.66], n=2
trials).
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Composite: No reduced risk (29 vs.
45%; RR, 0.65 [CI, 0.37 to 1.16]).
Radiographic: No results reported.
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Composite: No reduced risk (RR,
0.94 [CI, 0.52 to 1.68]). Radiographic:
No results reported.
Symptomatic: No results reported.
Composite: No reduced risk (RR,
0.79 [CI, 0.18 to 3.49]). Radiographic:
No results reported.

Symptomatic: Low Composite:
Moderate Radiographic: Insufficient

Symptomatic: Insufficient Composite:
Moderate Radiographic: Low

Symptomatic: Low Composite:
Moderate Radiographic: Low

Symptomatic: Insufficient Composite:
Insufficient Radiographic: Low

Symptomatic: Insufficient Composite:
Low Radiographic: Insufficient
Symptomatic: Insufficient Composite:
Low Radiographic: Insufficient
Symptomatic: Insufficient Composite:
Low Radiographic: Insufficient

CI = 95 percent confidence interval; KQ = Key Question; RCT = randomized controlled trial; RR = relative risk.
*Strength of evidence was rated using the following grades: (1) high confidence indicated that further research is very
unlikely to change the confidence in the estimate of effect, meaning that the evidence reflects the true effect; (2) moderate
confidence denoted that further research may change our confidence in the estimate of effect and may change the
estimate; (3) low confidence indicated that further research is very likely to have an important impact on the confidence in
the estimate of effect and is likely to change the estimate, meaning there is low confidence that the evidence reflects the
true effect; and (4) insufficient, indicating that the evidence was unavailable or did not permit a conclusion.
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Case Report: Kidney Stone and Low Bone Mass
60. year old woman seen in the University of Chicago Endocrine Bone Clinic in June, 2010
CC: low bone mass
1994 - rib fracture with coughing
2002 - right metatarsal fracture in a fall
Stable height and posture
2004 – LMP and onset of symptomatic menopause. Estrogen replacement 2005-2007
Calcium intake from foods plus Calcium tablets = 3,250 mg daily
Vitamin D intake 1,000 unit tablet; calcium supplements = 2,300 units daily
DEXA Scans: BMDs
Lumbar spine L1-L4
Mean total hip

2006 2008
2010
2012
1.103
1.068 (-3.2%) 1.020 (-4.5%) 0.989 (-3.0%)
0.947
0.922 (-2.6%) 0.878 (-4.8%) 0.851 (-3.1%)

2003 passed a kidney stone primarily composed of calcium but no further details.
No family history of osteoporosis or kidney stones.
Laboratory Tests:
Serum
Date
sCa
7/25/12
9.50
Urine
Date
7/25/12
7/13/11
12/28/10
9/1/10
6/8/10

Vol
2.69
2.71
3.10
2.61
2.66

sPhos
3.42

sMg
2.25

sCreat
0.78

Ca mg/24 hr Ca Ca/Kg Ca Ca/Cr Cit
153
2.53
200.7
604
152
2.51
172.8
705
261
4.35 229.5
1046
201
3.40
212.1
335
5.53 300.7
754

UNa
32
24
65
855
181

Questions/Comments:
1. What is the cause of the bone loss?
2. How are the bone loss and hypercalciuria related?
3. Discuss the reduction in urine calcium with low salt diet
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Sodium and Bone Health: Impact of Moderately High and Low Salt Intakes on Calcium Metabolism in
Postmenopausal Women
Birgit Teucher, Jack R Dainty, Caroline A Spinks, Gosia Majsak-Newman, David J Berry, Jurian A Hoogewerff,
Robert J Foxall, Jette Jakobsen, Kevin D Cashman, Albert Flynn and Susan J Fairweather-Tait
ABSTRACT: High salt intake is a well-recognized risk factor for osteoporosis because it induces calciuria, but the effects
of salt on calcium metabolism and the potential impact on bone health in postmenopausal women have not been fully
characterized. This study investigated adaptive mechanisms in response to changes in salt and calcium intake in
postmenopausal women. Eleven women completed a randomized cross-over trial consisting of four successive 5-wk
periods of controlled dietary intervention, each separated by a minimum 4-wk washout. Moderately low and high calcium
(518 versus 1284 mg) and salt (3.9 versus 11.2 g) diets, reflecting lower and upper intakes in postmenopausal women
consuming a Western-style diet, were provided. Stable isotope labeling techniques were used to measure calcium
absorption and excretion, compartmental modeling was undertaken to estimate bone calcium balance, and biomarkers of
bone formation and resorption were measured in blood and urine. Moderately high salt intake (11.2 g/d) elicited a
significant increase in urinary calcium excretion (p _ 0.0008) and significantly affected bone calcium balance with the high
calcium diet (p _ 0.024). Efficiency of calcium absorption was higher after a period of moderately low calcium intake
(p < 0.05) but was unaffected by salt intake. Salt was responsible for a significant change in bone calcium balance, from
positive to negative, when consumed as part of a high calcium diet, but with a low calcium intake, the bone calcium
balance was negative on both high and low salt diets. J Bone Miner Res 2008;23:1477–1485. Published online on
April 14, 2008; doi: 10.1359/JBMR.080408
Table 1. Mean (±SD) Urinary Excretion of Sodium, Calcium, Phosphorus, and Potassium According to Dietary
Intervention

Table 2. Summary of calcium kinetic data for the Low and High Ca diets

Table 3. Biochemical Markers of Bone Resorption (NTX, Dpyr, Pyr) and Bone Formation (OC, B-ALP) After Each
Dietary Intervention [Mean (±SD)]
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Screening for Osteoporosis
Susan Greenspan, M.D.
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Significance of Topic

Screening for Osteoporosis

• 50% of women and 20% of men have an
osteoporotic fracture after age 50
• 2 million fractures annually
• 350,000 hip fractures with
mortality of 20%
• Cost ‐‐ $19 billion annually

Susan L. Greenspan, MD
Professor of Medicine
University of Pittsburgh
ASBMR October 2012

Learning Objectives

Significance Continued

As a result of participating in this session,
attendees should be able to:
• Know screening guidelines for osteoporosis
• Understand strategies available for
osteoporosis screening and treatment
• Consider approach for rescreening patients

Bone mineral density (BMD)
• Is the best early predictor of
fracture risk
• Correlates with fracture risk
– Better than cholesterol
correlates with heart attack
– Similar to blood pressure for
predicting stroke
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Case

Questions

• History: 67 year old woman
– Slipped on sidewalk 5 years ago and fractured her ankle
– Her PCP started her on calcium, vitamin D and once
weekly bisphosphonate
– Her PCP has moved and she comes to you for follow‐up
– She had a heel ultrasound at the pharmacy and was told
she was “normal”
– She stopped therapy – concerned her “jaw would fall
apart”

• What does the patient have?
– Osteoporosis
– Low bone mass/osteopenia
– Normal
– Don’t know

• What should we do?
– Calcium/vitamin D
– Anti‐osteoporosis medications
– Further testing

Who Should Have a Bone Density Test?

NOF Guidelines for Pharmacologic
Therapy in Postmenopausal Women
and in Men Aged ≥50

•
•

Fracture

A vertebral or hip fracture

T-score

T-score ≤-2.5 at femoral
neck or spine

FRAX®
assessment

10-year probability of a
major fracture ≥20%
10-year probability of a hip
fracture ≥3%

If T-score is between
-1.0 and -2.5

National Osteoporosis Foundation. Clinician’s Guide
to Prevention and Treatment of Osteoporosis. 2008.

•

Screening
– All women age 65 and older1,2
– All men age 70 and older1
Test younger postmenopausal women and men
age 50-691
– Fracture after age 50
– Risk factors for osteoporosis*
Monitoring
– Treatment effect or untreated patient in whom
evidence of bone loss would lead to treatment

*Risk factors to consider include family history of osteoporosis,
low body weight, smoking, premature menopause, other
diseases and medications
1NOF

7
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Clinician’s Guide to Prevention and Treatment of Osteoporosis 2010. www.nof.org.
2US Preventive Services Task Force. Ann Intern Med. 2011;154:356-64.

DXA Measurements of
Spine and Hip
Spine

Proximal femur

BMD gm/cm2

Femoral neck

Lumbar
spine

Score
+1.0

1.320

0.0

1.200
•

Spine: L1-L4

Trochanter
Intertrochanter
Ward’s region

T

1.080

-1.0

Z

0.960

-2.0

0.840
Total hip

-3.0

T = −2.0 Z = −0.5

0.720

To classify patient, use the lowest value of either:
• Spine (L1-L4)
• Femoral neck
• Total hip

20

40

-4.0
60

80

100

Age
10

DXA‐Based Diagnosis of Osteoporosis:
Premenopausal Women and Men Aged < 50

Peripheral Sites

• Z‐scores <‐2.0 defined as low bone mineral
density for chronological age or below the
expected range for age

QUS

ADVANTAGES
• Portable
• Less expensive than central
DXA
• Ultrasound does not involve
radiation
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DXA

pQCT

LIMITATIONS
• Cannot be used for diagnosis
with WHO criteria
• Cannot be used for monitoring
(sites less likely to change)
• 30% false negatives

Case Continued

NORA Study

• Bone mineral density test:

200,160 ambulatory women age 50 and older

– Spine T‐score: ‐2.3
– Hip T‐score: ‐1.7
– Femoral neck T‐score: ‐1.9

Missed
Percent of
subjects
2.5 SD or
more below
young adult
mean

55%

66%

84%

90%

*Estimated from NHANES III
Siris E, et al. JAMA. 2001;286:2815-22.

FRAX®

Questions
• What does the patient have?

• Statistically robust fracture risk prediction tool
developed by WHO for worldwide use
• Combines BMD and clinical risk factors to predict
fracture risk better than either alone
• Predicts the 10‐year probability of
• Major osteoporotic fracture (hip, spine, wrist,
or humerus)
• Hip fracture

– Osteoporosis
– Low bone mass/osteopenia
– Normal
– Don’t know

• What should we do?
– Calcium/vitamin D
– Anti‐osteoporosis medications
– Further testing
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FRAX Risk Factors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age
Gender
BMI
Previous fracture (adult)
Parent fractured hip
Current smoking
Glucocorticoids (>3 months, >prednisone 5mg daily)
Rheumatoid arthritis (confirmed)
Secondary: type I (insulin dependent) diabetes, osteogenesis
imperfecta in adults, untreated long‐standing hyperthyroidism,
hypogonadism or premature menopause (<45 years), chronic
malnutrition, or malabsorption and chronic liver disease
• Alcohol 3 or more units/d
Kanis JA. 2002: 359; 1929-1936

Case Continued

Question

• FRAX score:

• Should we treat her?

– 10 year major osteoporotic risk: 17%
– 10 year hip fracture risk: 2.7%

– Yes
– No
– Don’t know
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FRAX BMD Statements

FRAX Clinical Statements:
Underestimates Risk

• Only femoral neck BMD or T‐score recommended
• FRAX under/over estimate risk when spine T‐
score lower or higher (>1 SD discrepancy) than
femoral neck T‐score
• FRAX with BMD predicts risk better than clinical
risk factors alone
• Cannot be used for monitoring Rx response
• Variability of hip fracture rates worldwide

Impaired functional status
Smoking dose/duration
Falls
Multiple fractures
Severity of vertebral fracture
Parental history of non‐hip fracture
Glucocorticoids dose/duration
Inhaled glucocorticoids

ISCD 2010 Position Statement on FRAX

ISCD 2010 Position Statement on FRAX

Question

Case Continued

• Are we missing anything else?

• Clinical history
– Height loss of 1.5‐2 inches
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Measure Height Yearly in Women
and Men ≥ 50

Case continued
• Lateral vertebral x‐rays demonstrate a T10
moderate vertebral compression fracture

Order spine imaging if low bone mass and:

• Kyphosis
• Height loss from peak (>1.6" in women; >2.4"
in men)
• Prospective height loss (>0.8" in women;
>1.2" in men)1
Vertebral Fracture Assessment
(VFA) by DXA
or
Lateral spine x-rays

Image courtesy of M Lewiecki

1Adapted

from ISCD Position Statements. www.iscd.org.

Screening Bone Mass Measurement
Costs

FRAX or Fiction: How to Screen for Rx
180 long term care residents over age 65
46% with vertebral fractures; 74% silent, missed by FRAX

Technique
DXA spine/hip
DXA forearm
QCT spine
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10

Cost
~$60

5

~$30

1000

~$200

Heel ultrasound

0

N/A

Vertebral Fracture
Assessment (DXA)

35

~$30

600‐759

~$40

Thoracic/lumbar spine x‐
rays

Greenspan SL, JAGS, 2012

Radiation ( mRem)

Common Medical Causes of Bone Loss,
Osteoporosis, and Fractures

Question
• Are we missing anything else?

Evaluation of the Patient With
Osteoporosis

Diseases

Conditions

Drugs

Hypogonadism
(premature)
Diabetes
Depression
COPD
GI diseases
(malabsorption)
Rheumatoid arthritis
Cholestatic liver disease
Hyperthyroidism
Hyperparathyroidism

Anorexia
Alcoholism
Hypercalciuria
Vitamin D
deficiency

Glucocorticoids
Excess thyroxine
Antiepileptics
Depo-Provera
Androgen deprivation
therapy (ADT)
Aromatase inhibitors
SSRIs
Proton pump
inhibitors

Case continued

Careful history and examination
• Laboratory testing
– Chemistry (Ca, Phos, Cr, Alk Phos,
LFTs, protein)
– CBC
– TFTs if symptoms, elderly, or on T4
– 24-hour urine Ca (and Cr)
– 25-hydroxy vitamin D

• Work‐up for secondary causes:
– 25 hydroxy vitamin D 21 ng/dL
– 24 hour urinary calcium 125 mg/24 hours

Identified 92% of new diagnoses at cost of
$56-$79 per patient (Medicare rates)
Data reanalyzed from Tannenbaum C, et al. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2002;87:4431-7
using current definition of vitamin D deficiency (personal communication: Luckey MM).
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Follow‐up Testing Interval and
Transition to Osteoporosis

Follow‐up Testing continued
• Limitations of study

•4957 women >67 years (Study of Osteoporotic Fractures cohort)
•Baseline femoral neck or total hip T-score (lowest used)
•No hip or vertebral fractures
•No osteoporosis treatment
•Followed 15 years
•Primary outcome: time for 10% patients transition to osteoporosis
Baseline
BMD

T-score

Interval Between Baseline
and Osteoporosis (years)

– No adjustment for risk factors
– No adjustment of spine T‐score
– 50% SOF women excluded from analysis (baseline
osteoporosis, hip or clinical vertebral fracture,
received Rx, too few DXAs for longitudinal f/u
– SOF cohort mainly white

95% CI

Normal

>-1.0

16.8

11.5-24.6

Mild
osteopenia

-1.01 to -1.49

17.3

13.9-21.5

Moderate
osteopenia

-1.50 to -1.99

4.7

4.2-5.2

Advanced
osteopenia

-2.00 to -2.49

1.1

1-1.3

• Strengths: long f/u, large cohort, repeated BMD

Gourlay MG, NEJM, 2012

Does Therapy Invalidate FRAX?

Question

• Manitoba Bone Density Program

• Could we use FRAX if she was on therapy for
osteoporosis?

– Retrospectively calculated FRAX
– 37,000 women >50 years with BMD
– F/U 5.3 years

– Yes
– No
– Don’t know

• Results:
– No Rx: predicted and observed Fx rate concurrent
– Rx
• Major osteoporotic fracture: concurrent
• Hip fracture: rate 39% lower (similar to alendronate trial)

Leslie WD , JBMR, 2012
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Use of FRAX When Patients on
Therapy

Back to Patient

• When you don’t have past information to
calculate a FRAX before therapy

• To treat or not to treat…
– 67 years old
– ~4 years bisphosphonate therapy
– Vertebral compression and ankle fractures
– Low vitamin D level (to be treated with vitamin D
50,000 units once weekly for 3 months)

– If patient does not meet criteria, helps decision to
stop therapy

• May help decision regarding bisphosphonate
holiday

38

Cost‐effectiveness of Screening
Strategies for Osteoporosis

Cost‐effective of Screening Continued
• Screening superior to not screening at
all ages
• Best strategy at all ages (including 55
and older) was DXA with T<‐2.5 (FN or
spine) for Rx with 5 year f/u

• Model: cost‐effectiveness model, over 100
different screening strategies modeled
– Instruments: DXA, ultrasound, questionnaire
SCORE (Simple Calculated Osteoporosis Risk
Estimation)
– Screening initiation for postmenopausal women at
ages 55, 60, 65, 70, 75,and 80 years
– Treatment: oral bisphosphonate cost $108/yr, 50%
adherence, 5 year on/off treatment plan
– Outcome: hip, spine or wrist fracture

– Incremental cost‐effectiveness ratio of
less than $50,000 per quality‐adjusted
life‐year (QALY)

• Other strategies also cost‐effective

Nayak S, Roberts M, Greenspan S, AIM, 2011
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Summary continued

Summary
• Screening:

• Follow‐up screening (patients with no
hip/vertebral factures, no treatment)

– Women over 65, men over 70 (NOF guidelines)

• Height loss: check for vertebral fractures
• Peripheral/QCT misses osteoporosis
• Screening/Treatment

– Normal to mild osteopenia: ~15 years
– Moderate osteopenia: ~5 years
– Advanced osteopenia/osteoporosis: 1‐2 years

– T‐score <‐2.5 spine, total hip, femoral neck
– Hip or vertebral fracture
– FRAX score

• Screening cost‐effective in women age 55 and
older

Case #2: Would You Screen This
Patient?

Case #3: Would You Screen This
Patient?

• 35‐year‐old premenopausal woman
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

• 55‐year‐old UPS delivery man
– Prostate cancer on androgen deprivation therapy
for 2 years
– Diet low in calcium
– Outside on job and plays golf
– Negative family history
– Height loss ~ 1 inch
– No fractures

Regular menstrual periods
Low diet in calcium
Avoids the sun, fair skin
Sedentary, little exercise
Significant family history: mom fractured hip age 65
Fractured ankle playing soccer in junior high school
No height loss
BMI 30
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Case #4: Would You Screen This
Patient?

Case #5: Would You Screen This
Patient?
• 60 year old postmenopausal women with long
history of asthma

• 81‐year‐old woman resides in long term care
facility

– Current exacerbation treated with prednisone, now
reduced to 5 mg daily at 3 months
– Difficulty weaning prednisone
– Takes calcium supplement and vitamin D 2000 IU/day
– Walks or goes to gym for 45 minutes, 4‐5 times per
week
– Height loss ~1.5 inches
– Fractured toe during summer wearing sandals

– Walks with walker
– Takes 1 calcium supplement and multivitamin for
years
– Has fallen and fractured wrist in past
– Height loss of 2 inches
– Other medical problems include: HBP, CVD, DM,
osteoarthritis, anemia, hypothyroidism

American College of Rheumatology
2010 GIOP Guidelines for
Screening/Treatment
Risk Category

American College of Rheumatology
2010 GIOP Guidelines for
Screening/Treatment

Risk of Major Osteoporotic Fracture using
FRAX*

Low

< 10%

Medium

10‐20%

High

> 20%

*FRAX: Enter yes if the patient is currently exposed to oral glucocorticoids
or has been exposed to oral glucocorticoids for more than 3 months
at a dose of prednisone of 5mg daily or more
(or equivalent doses of other glucocorticoids)
Grossman JM, Arthritis Care & Rheumatism,
November 2012: 1515

Grossman JM, Arthritis Care & Rheumatism,
November 2012: 1515
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ACR 2010 GIOP Guidelines for
Premenopausal Women and Men < 50
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Subchondral Bone and Osteoarthritis
David B Burr, PhD
Indiana University School of Medicine
Indianapolis, IN, USA

Significance of the Topic
Osteoarthritis (OA) is characterized by progressive alterations of joint structure involving articular cartilage degeneration,
subchondral bone remodeling, increased subchondral bone density, and inflammation of the joint. Initiation of cartilage
damage, which occurs with age in nearly everyone, does not inevitably progress to full thickness cartilage loss, or
clinically symptomatic OA. Therefore, prevention of the progression of cartilage loss and the developing subchondral
sclerosis, rather than simply prevention of initiation, is the critical step in controlling OA.
The classical view of the pathogenesis of OA is that subchondral sclerosis is associated with, and perhaps causes agerelated joint degeneration. But recent observations have demonstrated that OA is associated with early loss of bone owing
to increased bone remodelling, followed by slow turnover leading to densification of the subchondral plate and complete
loss of cartilage. Subchondral densification is a late event in OA that involves only the subchondral plate and calcified
cartilage; the subchondral cancellous bone beneath the plate may remain osteopenic. In experimental models, inducing
subchondral sclerosis without allowing the prior stage of increased bone remodelling to occur does not lead to progressive
OA. Therefore, both early-stage increased remodelling and bone loss, and the late-stage deceleration of remodelling and
subchondral densification are important components of the pathogenic process that leads to OA. The apparent
paradoxical observations that OA is associated with both increased remodelling and osteopenia, as well as decreased
remodelling and sclerosis, are consistent when the spatial and temporal differences that occur during joint degeneration
are taken into consideration.
Treatments to prevent or reverse joint degeneration are not available currently. To identify viable treatments, it is
necessary understand the progression of disease. This is particularly true for OA, which is multi-phasic, involves different
tissues that respond very differently to mechanical factors and to therapeutic/pharmaceutical treatments, and which is
likely to be pathogenically diverse.
Learning Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.

As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to:
Define the different phases of developing osteoarthritis (OA)
Define the role that the subchondral mineralized tissues play in the progression of OA
Identify the architectural, physiological and mechanical differences between subchondral cortical bone and
subchondral cancellous bone, and their roles in the pathogenesis of OA
5. Discuss the potential value of various bone-targeting agents for the prevention of progressive OA

Key points
•
•
•
•
•

•

Subchondral cortical bone and subchondral trabecular bone are architecturally, physiologically and mechanically
different, and respond differently in osteoarthritis (OA)
The initiation and the progression of OA are distinct pathophysiological processes
The early stages of OA are characterized by increased vascularity and reduced bone density
Late-stage OA is characterized by decreased bone resorption without a decrease in bone formation, and by the
development of subchondral sclerosis
Increased bone remodelling is a necessary pre-condition for OA, and increased subchondral bone density alone does
not lead to OA
Antiresorptive agents that suppress bone remodelling during late stages of OA have not proven, and are not likely, to
be effective treatments
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Stages
s of Progre
essive Joiint Degen
neration in
n OA
From Burr and Gallant, 20
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OP

Normal

OA

OA N OP
OA N OP
OA N OP
OA N OP

The Relationship Between
Subchondral Bone Density and its
Mechanical Properties
From Li and Aspden, 1997
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Hypothetical Model for OA
Pathogenesis
From Burr and Gallant, 2012

Hypothetical Model for OA
Pathogenesis
From Burr and Gallant, 2012
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Yi-Xian Qin, Ph.D.
Department of Biomedical Engineering
Stony Brook University – State University of New York
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Email: Yi-Xian.Qin@StonyBrook.edu

Significance of the Topic
The ability of musculoskeletal tissues to respond to changes in its functional milieu is one of
the most intriguing aspects of this living organ, and certainly contributes to its success as a
structure. Such ability to rapidly accommodate changes in its functional environment ensures that
sufficient skeletal mass is appropriately placed to withstand the rigors of functional activity, an
attribute described as Wolff's Law 5,6. The mechanical signals define the structure and function of
almost every tissue in the human body, especially in musculoskeletal tissues, where loading has
been known to mediate adaptation. This adaptive capability of bone suggests that biophysical
stimuli may be able to provide a site-specific, exogenous treatment for controlling both bone mass
and morphology. The premise of a mechanobiological influence on skeletal morphology has
become a basic tenet of bone physiology 2. Absence of functional loading results in the loss of
bone mass 3,4, while exercise or increased activity results in increased bone mass 1. To define the
formal relationship between the mechanical milieu and the adaptive response will prove
instrumental in devising a mechanical intervention for skeletal disorders such as osteoporosis,
designing biomechanical means to accelerate fracture healing, and promoting bony ingrowth.
Mechanotransduction has demonstrated translational potentials for tissue adaptation and
regeneration under in vivo and in vitro cellular conditions. While poor bone quantity and quality
are principal factors in osteoporosis, consequences of the disease are exacerbated by a functional
and age-related decrease in muscle strength and postural stability, markedly increasing the risk of
falling and injury. Yet the mechanism(s) through which cells sense mechanical stimulation and
convert that stimulus into a biochemical response is less defined. While the majority of treatment
strategies for osteoporosis are pharmaco-centric, the objective of this discuss will be focused on
the potential of exercise in general, and dynamic mechanical signals in particular, as the basis of
a non-drug strategy to prevent bone loss and restore function of the musculoskeletal system. A
review of the current status of mechanobiology, focusing on appropriate animal models, cellular
activities, and the potential mechanotransduction pathways, as well as their interactions, will be
discussed. Finally, future directions in musculoskeletal research related to mechanotransduction
and tissue regeneration will be explored.
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Learning objectives:
As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to discuss:
1. What we have learned and current status of mechanical stimulation mediated bone adaptation.
2. What are the suitable in vivo models to evaluate general and specific hypothesis of
mechanotransduction?
3. Cellular and potential molecular pathways of tissue response to mechanical loading.
4. Role of mechanotransduction in tissue regeneration and fracture repair.
3. Future directions of translational research potential.
Key points of discussion:
1. Overview of current status of mechanobiology in tissue and cells.
2. In vivo evidences of tissue formation and mitigation of bone loss influenced by mechanical
stimulation.
3. Disuse animal model and microgravity induced bone loss, and countermeasurement.
4. Role of stem cells in response to dynamic and passive loading.
5. Tissue response to specific mechanical signals, stress and strain, fluid flow and fluid shear
stress, and “sensing mechanism.”
6. Cellular pathways related to loading induced bone adaptation.
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Garland Herndon Professor of Medicine
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Emory University School of Medicine
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOPIC
Studies from our laboratory have revealed that T cells play a pivotal role in the mechanism of action of
estrogen and PTH in bone. We have also shown that T cells are required for PTH to expand Hemopoietic
stem cells. We will discuss the overall role of T cells in bone biology and the specific effects of estrogen
deficiency and T cells in bone. We will also address methods and techniques required to study the interactions
of bone cells and immune cells.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to discuss about:
1. Mechanisms by which T cells lead to bone loss in estrogen deficient mice.
2. Mechanisms by which T cells lead to bone loss in mice treated with continuous PTH, a model of
hyperparathyroidism.
3. Mechanisms by which T cells stimulate bone formation and promote bone accretion in mice treated with
intermittent PTH.
4. Mechanisms by which T cells regulate hemopoietic stem cell expansion.

POINTS OF INTEREST
More than a decade has passed since the publication of the first report implicating T cells in the bone loss
induced by ovariectomy (ovx). More recently, strong evidence has emerged that T cells play an unexpected
role in the mechanism of action of PTH. It has been a period of extraordinary progress in the understanding of
the regulatory network that links the hemopoietic and the mesenchymal compartments of the bone marrow, the
interactions between the immune system and bone, and the role of lymphocytes as mediators of the effects of
calciotrophic hormones in bone. Collectively this body of knowledge has led to the firm establishment of
“Osteoimmunology” as a novel discipline and promising area of investigation. In this session we will review
advances and controversies and discuss research priorities for the future.
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Ovx increases T cell activation and proliferation
Ovx
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Role of T cells on PTH induced bone loss
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PTH signaling in T cells stimulates bone resorption
and blocks bone formation
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T cells are required for PTH to expand HSCs
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Mechanism of action of iPTH
induced bone anabolism
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Glucocorticoid‐induced Osteoporosis
Marc C. Hochberg, MD, MPH
Professor of Medicine and Epidemiology and Public Health
University of Maryland School of Medicine
Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.
Learning Objectives: As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to 1) understand the
recommendations for the management of glucocorticoid‐induced osteoporosis published by the American College of
Rheumatology (ACR), International Osteoporosis Foundation (IOF) and European Calcified Tissue Society (ECTS); and 2)
apply these recommendations in real world case scenarios.
Significance: Glucocorticoid‐induced osteoporosis (GIOP) is one of the major complications associated with chronic
glucocorticoid therapy. There is a rapid decline in bone mineral density (BMD), particularly in the cancellous bone of the
lumbar spine, within 3‐6 months after initiation of glucocorticoid therapy (1). Furthermore, glucocorticoid therapy is
associated with an increased risk of fracture, even when used at low doses (2,3). Hence, it is incumbent on physicians
who treat patients with glucocorticoids to be familiar with treatment options for the prevention and management of
GIOP.
This session will review recently published recommendations for the prevention and management of GIOP from the ACR
and IOF‐ECTS as well as controversies raised by the Professional Practice Committee of the American Society for Bone
and Mineral Research (ASBMR) (4‐6). Finally, we will note any recent updates; e.g. work from the European Society for
Clinical and Economic Aspects of Osteoporosis and Osteoarthritis (7). We will review these recommendations and then
discuss their application through the use of real world case scenarios.
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Table 1. Recommendations on counseling for lifestyle modification and assessment of patients starting
glucocorticoids at any dose with an anticipated duration ≥3 months
Recommendation

Level of
evidence

Vitamin D supplementation*

A

Weight‐bearing activities

C

Smoking cessation

C

Avoidance of excessive alcohol intake (>2 drinks per day)

C

Nutritional counseling on calcium and vitamin D intake

C

Fall risk assessment

C

Baseline dual x‐ray absorptiometry

C

Serum 25‐hydroxyvitamin D level

C

Baseline height

C

Assessment of prevalent fragility fractures

C

Consider radiographic imaging of the spine or vertebral fracture assessment for those initiating or
currently receiving prednisone ≥5 mg/day or its equivalent

C

Calcium intake (supplement plus oral intake) 1,200–1,500 mg/day*

A

* Recommendations for calcium and vitamin D supplementation are for any dose or duration of glucocorticoids, rather
than a duration of >3 months.
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Table 2. Recommended monitoring for patients receiving prevalent glucocorticoid therapy for a duration of ≥3
months
Recommendation

Level of evidence

Consider serial bone mineral density testing

C

Consider annual serum 25‐hydroxyvitamin D measurement

C

Annual height measurement

C

Assessment of incident fragility fracture

C

Assessment of osteoporosis medication compliance

C

Table 3. Pharmacologic recommendations for postmenopausal women and men age ≥50 years starting glucocorticoid
therapy with an anticipated duration of ≥3 months, or prevalent glucocorticoid therapy of a duration of at least 3
months (unless otherwise noted)
Recommendations

Level of evidence

Low‐risk patient
Alendronate for ≥7.5 mg/day prednisone

A

OR
Risedronate for ≥7.5 mg/day prednisone

A

OR
Zoledronic acid for ≥7.5 mg/day prednisone*

B

Medium‐risk patient
Alendronate for any dose of glucocorticoids

A

OR
Risedronate for any dose of glucocorticoids

A

OR
Zoledronic acid for ≥7.5 mg/day prednisone*

B
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Table 3. Pharmacologic recommendations for postmenopausal women and men age ≥50 years starting glucocorticoid
therapy with an anticipated duration of ≥3 months, or prevalent glucocorticoid therapy of a duration of at least 3
months (unless otherwise noted)
Recommendations

Level of evidence

High‐risk patient†
Alendronate

A

OR
Risedronate

A

OR
Zoledronic acid*

B

OR
Teriparatide‡

B

* Head‐to‐head comparison data available in the Discussion section.
† Any anticipated dose or duration of glucocorticoids justifies initiating prescription therapy for high‐risk patients.
‡ For ≥5 mg/day prednisone with a duration ≤1 month and for any dose of glucocorticoids with a duration >1 month. Head‐
to‐head comparison data available in the Discussion section.
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Table 4. Treatment of Postmenopausal Women and Men Over Age 50
Low risk

Medium risk

High risk

Prednisone <7.5 mg/d: If no therapy
given, monitor closely for prevalent
ASBMR PPCa
Bisphosphonateb
fracture and decline in BMD Prednisone
≥7.5 mg/day: Bisphosphonateb

Bisphosphonateb or teriparatide

ACR recommended
zoledronate only in patients
taking ≥7.5 mg of prednisone
daily

Comparison
Agreement
to ACRc

ACR recommended teriparatide
only in patients taking
glucocorticoids >1 month, or
≥5 mg daily for <1 month

a The consensus of the ASBMR Professional Practice Committee.
b Treatment with alendronate, risedronate, or zoledronate, which are all Food and Drug Administration approved for
the treatment of glucocorticoid‐induced osteoporosis.
c American College of Rheumatology 2010 guidelines for the prevention and treatment of glucocorticoid‐induced
osteoporosis.
Table 5. Treatment of Premenopausal Infertile Women and Men Under Age 50
Prevalent fracture
No prevalent fracture

ASBMR PPCa

Consider therapy if Z‐score −2.0 or
significant decline in BMD related to
glucorticoid therapy

Prednisone ≤3 months

Prednisone >3
months

Bisphosphonateb

Bisphosphonateb or
teriparatide

ACR committee recommended
Comparison to ACR committee found inadequate data
zoledronate only if prednisone dose
ACR guidelinesc
for this subgroup
≥7.5 mg/d

Agreement

a The consensus of the ASBMR Professional Practice Committee.
b Treatment with alendronate, risedronate, or zoledronate, which are all Food and Drug Administration approved for
the treatment of glucocorticoid‐induced osteoporosis.
c American College of Rheumatology 2010 guidelines for the prevention and treatment of glucocorticoid‐induced
osteoporosis.
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Table 6. Treatment of Premenopausal Fertile Women
Prevalent fracture
No prevalent fracture

ASBMR PPC

a

Comparison to
ACR guidelinesc

Consider therapy if Z‐score −2.0 or
lower, or significant decline in BMD
related to ongoing glucocorticoid
therapy

ACR committee found inadequate
data for this subgroup

Prednisone ≤3
months

Prednisone >3 months

Little data to
support
therapy

Preference for short‐acting drugs like
teriparatide or denosumab instead of
bisphosphonatesb

Agreement

No consensus if prednisone dose <7.5 mg/d;
alendronate, risedronate, or zoledronate (not
teriparatide) if prednisone dose ≥7.5 mg/d

Contraception is recommended for all fertile women, regardless of which therapy is chosen.
a The consensus of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research Professional Practice Committee.
b Treatment with alendronate, risedronate, or zoledronate, which are all Food and Drug Administration approved for
the treatment of glucocorticoid‐induced osteoporosis.
c American College of Rheumatology 2010 guidelines for the prevention and treatment of glucocorticoid‐induced
osteoporosis.
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Significance of Topic:
Many experts consider the menstrual cycle to be a vital sign (1-2). Obtaining a menstrual history should
be as important as obtaining a pulse or blood pressure in the clinical evaluation of a young woman, as
amenorrhea may signify estrogen deficiency which negative ramifications for bone health and the
achievement of peak bone mass. Low energy availability, with or without an eating disorder, amenorrhea,
and osteoporosis, alone or in combination, pose significant health risks to physically active girls and
women (3).
Learning Objectives:
As a result of participating in the session, attendees should be able to:
1) Understand the effect of hypothalamic amenorrhea on bone mass in young women
2) Be familiar with components of the Female Athlete Triad
3) Feel comfortable with a diagnostic plan and management strategy for adolescents and young women
with athletic amenorrhea and/or an eating disorder
The female athlete triad* refers to the inter-relatedness of:
- Disordered eating
- Amenorrhea
- Osteoporosis
* term first coined by the American College of Sports Medicine in 1992
A more recent definition of the Triad refers to the interrelationships among (pos paper):
Energy availability
Menstrual function
Bone mineral density

FIGURE 1 -Female athlete triad. The spectrums of energy availability, menstrual function, and bone mineral density along which female athletes are distributed
(narrow arrows). An athlete's condition moves along each spectrum at a different rate, in one direction or the other, according to her diet and exercise habits. Energy
availability, defined as dietary energy intake minus exercise energy expenditure, affects bone mineral density both directly via metabolic hormones and indirectly via
effects on menstrual function and thereby estrogen (thick arrows).
The Female Athlete Triad. Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise. 39(10):1867-1882, October 2007. DOI: 10.1249/mss.0b013e318149f111
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The young female athlete, driven to excel in her chosen sport and pressured to fit a specific athletic
image to achieve her goals, is at risk for developing patterns of disordered eating. These patterns may
lead to menstrual dysfunction and subsequent inadequate bone accrual, compromised peak bone mass,
and/or premature osteoporosis (2-3).
Amenorrhea: Defined as absence of 3 or more consecutive cycles in young women who are already
menstruating. Female athletes training before puberty may experience delayed menarche (or ‘primary
amenorrhea’). Periods of oligomenorrhea (cycles greater than 35 days in length) are also common in
young athletes. After the 1st gynecologic year, cycles are generally 45 days in length or less (1). It is a
myth that menstrual cycles are almost always irregular and ‘anything goes’ with respect to menstrual
cycles during the teenage years! Concern should be raised if a clinician’s history reveals the absence of
3 or more cycles. Diagnosed beyond athletic/hypothalamic amenorrhea should be considered (4)(Table 1).
How common is the Triad?
Incidence of amenorrhea in athletes is 3-66% (3, 5-9), with significant variation noted among different
studies and cases series. Disordered eating is reported in 15-62% of young female athletes (3, 10-12).
The incidence of osteoporosis in adults who had the Triad during adolescence and young adulthood is
unknown.
What athletes are most at risk? Those in whom a lean physique is considered an advantage (gymnast,
figure skater, ballet dancer, distance runner). Interestingly, the prevalence of menstrual irregularities
can vary among different athletic disciplines (Table 2).
What factors are associated with irregular menses in athletes? Low body weight and weight loss; low
body fat (that may be sports-related); presence of eating disorder; delayed menarche; prior menstrual
irregularity; adolescent age group; young age at which training began; nonporous; stress; type of sport
(highest in runner and lower in swimmer and cyclists); level of training; diet (low-calorie, vegetarian, high
fiber); hereditary?
Does exercise have a significant effect on bone in amenorrheic athlete?
Progressive increase in exercise, especially if accompanied by weight loss, leads to an increased
incidence of luteal phase defects and anovulation, and some girls develop hypoestrogenic amenorrhea
which can be associated with bone loss and an increased incidence of stress fractures (2-3,13). Energy
availability promotes bone health and development indirectly by preserving the menstrual cycle. Estrogen
production is preserved which restrains bone resorption and directly stimulates the production of
hormones that promotion bone formation. BMD is often above average for age, given all of the above.
Low energy availability removes estrogen’s restraint on bone resorption and suppresses hormones that
promote bone formation (2-3).
In gymnasts, losses of height velocity at puberty and short stature have been reported with potential
inherent negative effects on bone health (14).
What factors are associated with low bone mass in athletes?
Low weight, low percentage body fat, low estrogen, delayed puberty, duration of amenorrhea (present
and past history), low use of oral contraceptives and other estrogens, low calcium intake, higher fiber
intake, increased cortisol, eating disorders, family history of osteoporosis, lack of mechanical load.
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* Note that an athlete’s BMD reflects her cumulative history of energy availability and menstrual status,
as well as genetic endowment and exposure to other nutritional, behavioral, and environmental factors.
Therefore, it is important to consider current BMD, as well as how it is moving along the bone accretion
curve.
What factors are associated with stress fractures?
Warren et al. noted an increased risk of scoliosis and stress fractures in ballet dancers with
amenorrhea, among other menstrual disturbances (15). Risk factors include low bone density; low calcium
intake and other dietary insufficiencies; training errors; and bone geometry (e.g., narrow tibial width,
shorter tibial length)(15-16)
Friedl 1992 (13): 2312 duty women surveyed regarding stress fractures. 1630 (70.5%) returned; mean
age 26.1 + 5.8 yr. History of stress fracture ranged from 31.6 in non-black smoker with episodes
amenorrhea and family history of osteoporosis to 8% for black non-smoker with normal menses and
negative family history.
Odds ratio of stress fracture < 25 yr
Amenorrhea history (6 mo – no menses)
2.24
Smoker
1.96
White/Asian
1.78
Family history
1.66
What impact does anorexia nervosa have on bone health?
- Women with anorexia nervosa have a spinal BMD that is 25% below that predicted for age and gender
(17-18).
- Trabecular losses predominate, but cortical losses observed, as well (as reflected by total body + hip
BMD measures)(17-19).
- Demineralization can rapid (decreased formation + increased resorption – older teens; decreased bone
turnover in younger teens)(18-19).
- Hallmark finding in this eating disorder is decreased bone formation.
- Increased marrow fat observed in peripheral (20), as well as axial skeleton (21). Mesenchymal stem
cells appear to differentiate into adipocytes in lieu of osteoblasts, explaining the characteristic low bone
formation seen in these patients.
- Hormonal profile predisposes to decreased formation, increase resorption and increased marrow fat
(including decreased estrogens, androgens, insulin-like growth factor I, and leptin and increased
adiponectin, ghrelin, and cortisol)(19,22).
What adolescent athletes should be evaluated?
First, consider definitions of delayed development and amenorrhea.
Many elite female athletes have delayed puberty and primary amenorrhea.
In an adolescent girl, delayed puberty is defined as no pubertal development at age 13 years. Primary
amenorrhea is classically defined as the absence of menarche by age 16 years. However, the age of 15
appears to be a more valid and data-based benchmark, representing the 95-98th percentile for menarche
(1,4,23).
Management:
- A multi-disciplinary treatment team should include a physician or other health care
professional; registered dietician; and for athletes with eating disorders, a mental health
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practitioner. Other valuable team members can include an athletic trainer, exercise
physiologist, and the athlete’s coach, parents and other family members.
The primary aim of treatment is to increase energy availability by increasing energy intake
and/or reducing exercise energy expenditure.
Regular work with a skilled dietician is key to successful management of these patients. My
patients typically see a nutritionist at least monthly and often, more often, early into the
diagnosis. Note that nutritional counseling and monitoring are sufficient intervention for many
athletes.
Monitoring of BMI, percentage ideal body weight, and intake of calcium, vitamin D and protein
should take place by the dietician and physician.
However, patients with eating disorders require psychotherapy. Athletes with eating
disorders should be required to meet established criteria to continue athletic participation,
and their training and competition may need to be modified.

Pharmacologic Options:
Note that no pharmacologic agent completely restores bone loss or corrects metabolic abnormalities
that impair health and performance in athletes with ‘stress’ or functional hypothalamic amenorrhea.
Potential treatments include (24-34):

Estrogen/progestin, including combined oral contraceptive pills (OCPs):

DHEA:

-

Conjugated estrogen therapy in postmenopausal doses
Combined oral contraceptive pills (ranging from 20 – 35 mcg EE)
Overall, estrogen/progestin replacement, prescribed as monotherapy, has yielded
disappointing results.

-

Monotherapy or as combined DHEA + estrogen replacement therapy (ERT)

-

Oral or transdermal

Testosterone:
IGF-I:

- Monotherapy or as combined IGF-I + OCP

Transdermal estrogen
Bisphosphonates

- Should be used with caution in young women of reproductive age

What about the patient with persistent amenorrhea despite reaching her ‘ideal body weight’?
- Start with progestin challenge (medroxyprogesterone acetate, 10 mg daily as oral dose for 10
days).
- Assess psychological status and stress level. Some young women are extremely stressed
about their weight gain. In some cases of persistent amenorrhea despite adequate weight
gain, receipt of 3-4 months of a 20 mcg EE OCP can be helpful, prescribed as a short-term
intervention
- Continue to keep menstrual calendar
- Follow closely in clinic to make sure that eating issues have remained ‘in remission’
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Table 1: Differential Diagnosis of Amenorrhea/Menstrual Disorders?
(adapted from Emans and Laufer, Pediatric and Adolescent Gynecology 2012; 6th edition)
CNS Causes

Hypogonadotropic hypogonadism (low to normal FSH + LH)

Chronic disease, especially which is associated with malnutrition (Crohn’s, CF, celiac disease) or
hyperprolactinemia (including renal disease)
Kallman’s syndrome
CNS tumors
Lawrence-Moon-Biedl, Prader-Willi
Pituitary causes (tumor, infiltrative disease, hemochromatosis, head trauma, postpartum necrosis,
“empty sella,” irradiation, surgery
Endocrinopathies, including hypothyroidism diabetes mellitus, Cushing syndrome (including iatrogenic
from steroid therapy)
Depression
Drugs
Physiologic delay
Thyroid
Hypothyroidism, hyperthyroidism
Adrenal
Cushing syndrome, primary adrenal insufficiency (Addison’s), late onset congenital adrenal hyperplasia
(e.g., 21-hydroxylase deficiency)
Ovaries

Hypergonadotropic hypogonadism (high LH and FSH)

Gonadal dysgenesis
Radiation or chemotherapy, surgery
Autoimmune oophoritis (normal karyotype and ovarian insufficiency; associated with - autoimmune
polyglandular syndrome – hypothyroidism, primary adrenal insufficiency, hypoparathyroidism,
myasthenia gravis, pernicious anemia vitiligo; variable course, with spontaneous resumption of
menses in some)
Resistant ovary syndrome
Other – galactosemia, myotonia dystrophica, Trisomy 21, sarcoidosis, ataxia telangiectasia, ovarian
hemorrhage, torsion, removal or destruction; non-autoimmune oophoritis

Uterus
Pregnancy
Congenital anomalies (mullerian agenesis, androgen insensitivity)
Asherman’s syndrome
Vagina, Cervix and Hyman
Congenital anomalies, including agenesis, imperforate hymen, tranverse septum

Table 2: Prevalence of Menstrual Irregularities (Oligomenorrhea and Amenorrhea) in Different
Athletic Disciplines
(Warren & Perlroth J Endocrinol 2001;170:3-11).
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Significance of the Topic:
To be able to understand the effects of over- or under-production of hormones, cytokines and growth factors on
the skeleton and the pathogenesis of acquired, congenital and inherited diseases, it is important to be aware of
the processes of normal bone modeling and remodeling and how these can become disrupted in common and
rare bone diseases. Genetic mouse models and human genetic studies during the past 2 decades have
significantly improved understanding of the mechanisms controlling skeletal development and bone remodeling
and the pathologic basis of many diseases affecting the skeleton.
Learning Objectives: As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to describe the
histologic features of normal endochondral ossification and bone remodeling as well as the pathologic features
of common bone diseases and how these affect bone remodeling.
Points of Interest
General considerations about bone modeling and remodeling in humans and mice.
1. The processes of bone modeling and remodeling in humans and mice is similar.
2. Growth plates do not close in mice, but they do in humans at various times in teenagers. Therefore, there
is continuous modeling of metaphyseal bone in mice until they are many months old. Growth plates
close in osteocalcin -/- mice and in rats treated long-term with heparin, indicating that the function of
heparin-binding proteins, such as osteocalcin, to maintain open growth plates in rodents can be inhibited
pharmacologically.
3. Modeling in metaphyses involves bone being formed by osteoblasts (OBs) on cartilaginous trabeculae at
growth plates and subsequently being removed by osteoclasts (OCs) in the primary spongiosa. The bone
trabeculae that remain after resorption then have new bone laid down on them by OBs. This bone
remains in the secondary spongiosa of the metaphysis and is remodeled continuously in a process that
appears to be require RANKL released by osteocytes and possibly other cells.
4. The trabecular bone in the central parts of vertebral bodies is remodeled continuously in mice in a
process more similar to what happens in adult human trabecular bone than occurs in the metaphyses of
long bones of mice, despite the presence of open growth plates at the ends of each bone.
5. During the first 4-6 weeks after birth, mice like growing babies, have a period of rapid growth of their
skeleton with high rates of bone formation and resorption at growth plates. If there is a congenital or
genetically induced defect in OC formation or function, this is the time when it will be most obvious. It
will result in osteopetrosis, a disorder characterized by dense metaphyseal trabecular bone and long
bones with club-shaped, rather than funnel-shaped ends. This shape occurs in osteopetrosis because
osteoclasts do not remove bone laid down by osteoblasts on the periosteal surfaces below growth plates
6. Drugs, such as bisphosphonates and RANKL inhibitors, prevent resorption of bone formed in the
primary and secondary spongiosae of growing mice and children. Administration of them in these
circumstances induces a characteristic form of localized osteopetrosis seen radiologically and
histologically as a band of dense bone extending from the growth plate into the metaphysis. The
presence of this can be used as an indication that the drug is working effectively in clinical situations
and in animal models.
7. Drugs or animal models associated with increased bone formation in mice result in osteosclerosis of
varying degrees, i.e., trabecular number and/or thickness increase in a more uniform fashion than that
seen in osteopetrosis without the persistence of unresorbed cartilage in the centers of the trabeculae.
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Pathology of common bone diseases in humans and associated mouse models.
Most of the common bone diseases impact normal bone remodeling
1. Osteoporosis:
a. Most common in postmenopausal women as a result of sex steroid deficiency. Bone loss occurs
most rapidly during the first 5-10 years after menopause, associated with increased remodeling;
resorption exceeds formation and there is increased production of cytokines, including TNF, IL1, IL-6. These cytokines induce expression of RANKL by osteoblastic cells leading to bone loss.
Ovariectomy in mice and rats mimics the effects of menopause-associated sex steroid deficiency
in long bone metaphyses and vertebral bodies. Cytokine inhibitors prevent the increase in
resorption in mice and the associated bone loss.
b. Next most common is age-related osteoporosis, affecting women and men and characterized by
reduced bone formation and normal resorption. Also occurs in aging mice and rats. There are
numerous murine genetic models of age-associated osteoporosis and of high bone mass. Some of
these result from failure of bone loss to occur as a consequence of knockout of specific genes or
of over-expression of genes that encode inhibitors of bone loss.
2. Osteomalacia:
a. Commonest cause is Vitamin D-deficiency due to dietary insufficiency coupled with low
Vitamin D intake in food. Early pathologic changes reflect the effects of hypocalcemia, which
results in secondary hyperparathyroidism and increased bone resorption and formation. This is
followed by defective mineralization of osteoid and eventually in osteomalacia. Osteomalacia is
diagnosed by presence of extensive, thickened osteoid seams and low bone mineralization rate,
measured following double fluorochrome labeling. Tetracycline is the only fluorochrome that
can be given to humans. Tetracycline and calcein are used commonly to assess mineralization in
mice and rats. Von Kossa or Goldner’s trichrome staining methods are used commonly to
visualize calcified bone and uncalcified osteoid in human and rodent bone samples. Osteoid can
also be visualized in samples of bone that have been immersed overnight in silver nitrate solution
and then decalcified using the method of Tripp and McKay. The silver nitrate passes through the
osteoid into the underlying calcified matrix to which it binds and is not removed during
decalcification. It can be seen as a band of black staining matrix under the osteoid in H&Estained decalcified sections. There are no reliable biochemical tests for osteomalacia, but serum
levels of alkaline phosphatase typically are increased in advanced cases in humans. Increased
PTH production by the parathyroid glands can maintain blood calcium levels within the normal
range by increasing calcium reabsorption from the kidney and absorption from the gut and
inducing increased osteoclastic resorption.
b. Osteomalacia can also be induced by inhibitors of mineralization, such as aluminum hydroxide,
which is administered to patients with chronic renal failure to reduce phosphate absorption from
the gut, and fluoride, which is present in some sparkling waters and was used as a treatment to
stimulate bone formation in osteoporosis in the 1970s to 1990s, particularly in Europe.
3. Hyperparathyroidism. Characterized by increased bone resorption and formation, which are typically in
balance when Vitamin D levels are normal, and ‘fibrosis’ of the bone marrow close by the trabecular
surfaces where resorption is increased, and is called osteitis fibrosa. The cells in the ‘fibrosis’ are
alkaline phosphatase-positive and in the osteoblast, rather than the fibroblast lineage.
Hyperparathyroidism occurs in patients with excessive production of PTH by their parathyroid glands as
a result of a parathyroid adenoma, a benign tumor of one or more of the glands (primary
hyperparathyroidism), or in response to low blood calcium levels in patients with Vitamin D deficiency
or chronic renal failure (secondary hyperparathyroidism). In chronic renal failure, the failing kidneys are
unable to adequately excrete phosphate into the urine and as a result serum phosphate rises, associated
with low blood calcium in part because calcium reabsorption from the kidneys is also impaired.
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Continuous administration of PTH to rodents results in increased bone resorption and formation with
associated marrow fibrosis. Intermittent administration of PTH stimulates new bone formation by a
number of mechanisms and leads to increased bone mass in rodents and humans. It is used to stimulate
bone formation is patients with established osteoporosis who have not responded to anti-resorptive
therapy; treatment is restricted to a period of 2 years.
4. Paget’s disease. Characterized by foci of excessive bone resorption by very large osteoclasts at any site
in the skeleton in adult typically more than 50 years old. Results in radiologically obvious lytic lesions,
which subsequently become filled with new bone and ultimately become sclerotic. Can occur in children
due to activating mutations in the RANK gene or mutations in the osteoprotegerin gene. These
mutations have also been reported in adults, but in most of adults the etiology remains unclear. Previous
paramyxovirus infections in childhood have been implicated in the pathogenesis of Paget’s disease in
adult. At least 2 animal models have been developed, one based on a point mutation in the ubiquitinassociated domain of SQSMT1 (which encodes sequestosome 1/p62, a scaffold protein that plays a key
role in RANKL signaling and has been implicated in the pathogenesis in ~10% of patients) and another
on over-expression of measles virus nucleocapsid gene (which has also been implicated in the
pathogenesis) in osteoclast precursors.
5. Rheumatoid arthritis (RA). An autoimmune disease affecting multiple tissues and especially synovial
joints in ~1% of the population. Characterized by inflamed, swollen and painful joints. Most patients
have high serum and joint levels of TNF and 50-60% respond positively to anti-TNF treatments, which
have significantly altered the natural history of the disease for most patients by preventing joint pain and
destruction. Several animal models have been developed and some closely resemble RA with synovial
joint destruction and systemic bone loss. The synovial membrane is thickened due to an increase in the
number of synoviocytes and infiltration of the underlying synovial soft tissue by lymphocytes, plasma
cells and macrophages. RANKL is secreted by synoviocytes and T and B lymphocytes. Macrophages
are a major source of TNF, IL-1 and IL-6, all of which contribute to increase inflammatory cell
infiltration in an auto-amplifying process involving NF-κB, which positively regulates formation of
osteoclasts and immune cells.
6. Psoriatic arthritis affects ~25% of the 7.5 million Americans with psoriasis, a chronic inflammatory skin
disease. TNF drives the inflammation in the joints of many of the affected patients, although the
inflammation and joint swelling tend to be less than in RA and new bone growth around joints is greater.
Only one or two animal models of the disease has been developed.
7. Osteoarthritis. The most common joint disease affecting 10% of the general population and about 40%
of people older than 70 years. It is associated with aging, wear and tear, obesity, and joint strain or
damage. Genetic and environmental influences are involved in the pathogenesis with genetic factors
estimated to account for about 50% of the risk of developing osteoarthritis in the hip or knee. The
etiology not clear in most patients, but severe joint injury, e.g. to younger athletes is associated with
high prevalence in later years. It is characterized by erosion of the joint articular cartilage with sclerosis
of the underlying bone in which lytic cystic lesions can develop. Spurs of new bone, called osteophytes,
develop around the edges of the joints and further limit joint movement. Several animal models
developed by damaging menisci or joint ligaments or by genetic manipulation of mice are available.
8. Acute and chronic osteomyelitis. Typically bacterial in origin and arises by blood-borne infection from
extra-osseous sites. It affects children and adults with and without immunodeficiency or following injury
or surgical intervention. In children, it occurs typically in the metaphyses where bone remodeling is
most active with an associated rich blood supply. Bones affected by acute osteomyelitis have an
inflammatory infiltrate consisting mainly of neutrophils, but there is typically chronic inflammation
around it. It can advance to chronic osteomyelitis, which has a plasma cell and lymphocytic infiltrate
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with associated increased bone resorption and reactive new bone formation. This histologic picture
could be mistaken histologically for hyperparathyroidism.
9. Other bone diseases include a variety of chronic inflammatory and neoplastic conditions that typically
cause osteolytic lesions, but they can also cause sclerotic lesions. Some chronic histiocytic lesions, such
as Langerhans’ granulomatosis, can begin as lytic lesions and later become sclerotic. The commonest
malignant tumor affecting the skeleton is metastatic carcinoma from the breast, lungs, prostate, kidney
and thyroid. Animal models have been developed for a number of metastatic bone diseases.
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Arterial calcification and bone physiology:
role of the bone–vascular axis
Bithika Thompson and Dwight A. Towler
Abstract | Bone never forms without vascular interactions. This simple statement of fact does not adequately
reflect the physiological and pharmacological implications of the relationship. The vasculature is the conduit
for nutrient exchange between bone and the rest of the body. The vasculature provides the sustentacular
niche for development of osteoblast progenitors and is the conduit for egress of bone marrow cell products
arising, in turn, from the osteoblast-dependent haematopoietic niche. Importantly, the second most calcified
structure in humans after the skeleton is the vasculature. Once considered a passive process of dead and dying
cells, vascular calcification has emerged as an actively regulated form of tissue biomineralization. Skeletal
morphogens and osteochondrogenic transcription factors are expressed by cells within the vessel wall, which
regulates the deposition of vascular calcium. Osteotropic hormones, including parathyroid hormone, regulate
both vascular and skeletal mineralization. Cellular, endocrine and metabolic signals that flow bidirectionally
between the vasculature and bone are necessary for both bone health and vascular health. Dysmetabolic
states including diabetes mellitus, uraemia and hyperlipidaemia perturb the bone–vascular axis, giving rise to
devastating vascular and skeletal disease. A detailed understanding of bone–vascular interactions is necessary
to address the unmet clinical needs of an increasingly aged and dysmetabolic population.
Thompson, B. & Towler, D. A. Nat. Rev. Endocrinol. advance online publication 3 April 2012; doi:10.1038/nrendo.2012.36

Introduction
Bone never forms without vascular interactions. 1,2
Whilst anatomically apparent, the physiological and
pharmacological implications of this dynamic relationship are under-appreciated. The vasculature is, of course,
the conduit for nutrient exchange between the skeleton
and the rest of the body; this vasculature is required
to provide rapid access to the skeletal calcium ‘bank’
needed when physiological demands are urgent 3—be
it for deposits or withdrawals—but also for the delivery
of metabolic substrate to the basic multicellular unit
underlying the bone–forming functions of osteoblasts.4
The vasculature also provides the niche for development
of osteoprogenitors.5 Via its conduit functions, the vasculature enables egress of bone marrow cell products
arising, in turn, from the osteoblast-dependent haemato
poietic niche.6 A comprehensive understanding of bone–
vascular interactions during development and disease is
required to better address the burgeoning clinical needs
of our aging, dysmetabolic population.7
Remarkably, the inextricable interdependence of vascular physiology, skeletogenesis, bone remodelling and
mineral metabolism has, in general, escaped widespread
appreciation. Arteriosclerosis—the stiffening of conduit
arteries from any cause, including medial calcification
and fibrosis in addition to atherosclerosis—contributes
to disorders that increase morbidity and mortality, such
as musculoskeletal disease. The lower extremities bear
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the brunt of this disease burden, which is best manifested
in the increased risks of hip fracture,8 limb ischaemia9,10
and amputation.9,11,12 In a preclinical model of critical
limb ischaemia, Napoli et al. have begun to capitalize
upon this physiology, coupling parathyroid hormone
(PTH)-mediated bone anabolism with treatment with
granulocyte colony stimulating factor as a strategy to
mobilize endothelial progenitor cells and improve limb
recovery.13 In humans, several groups have demonstrated
that marrow-derived progenitors with ‘osteogenic signatures’ portend and participate in arterial function,14,15
valve calcification 16 and fracture repair. 17 Anabolic
crosstalk between osteoblasts and endothelial cells has
been manipulated as a successful strategy to enhance
bone regeneration following injury.18,19 Thus, a bone–
vascular axis has emerged, in which the vasculature
supports musculoskeletal functions, and bone-derived
cell types and endocrine and/or paracrine cues affect
vascular health.
This Review provides an overview of the intricacies
of the bone–vascular axis, emphasizing interactions
during disease rather than during development (two
outstanding reviews detail these interactions during
skeletal morphogenesis2,20). Dysmetabolic states, such as
diabetes mellitus, dyslipidaemia and uraemia, that com
promise vascular health—and thus skeletal health via
heterogeneous arteriosclerotic calcification processes
—are emphasized. 21,22 The article recounts new data
demonstrating that calciotropic hormones regulate vascular calcification,23–26 and that the dysmetabolic milieu
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Key points
■■ Clinically important and actively regulated processes control tissue
mineralization in the skeleton and the arterial vasculature
■■ Bidirectional communication between the vasculature and bone—conveyed by
cellular, endocrine and metabolic messengers—is critical to maintenance of
bone health and vascular health
■■ Dysmetabolic states, such as diabetes mellitus, uraemia and hyperlipidaemia,
perturb the bone–vascular axis and give rise to vascular and skeletal disease
■■ As understanding of the bone–vascular axis continues to improves, so too will
our capacity to meet the clinical needs of patients with metabolic bone and
cardiovascular disorders

Intramural perfusion pressure

Arteriosclerotic and
stiff conduit vessels
Normal arterial
compliance

Left ventricle

Arterioles
Conduit arteries
Vascular segment

Capillaries

Figure 1 | Consequences of arterial stiffening and
impaired Windkessel physiology. During systole, some
kinetic energy is stored as potential energy in the elastic
conduit arteries. This stored energy permits not only
coronary perfusion but also smooth distal capillary
perfusion during diastole (blue tracing). With
arteriosclerotic stiffening (red tracing), less potential
energy is stored during systole, giving rise to impaired,
pulsatile and erratic flow during diastole (two-thirds of the
cardiac cycle).210 Systolic blood pressure is also
increased. The topic has been reviewed elsewhere.81

impairs calciotropic hormone signals vital to the preservation of normal bone and vascular mineral homeostasis.27–29 Also discussed are the mechanisms whereby
cellular, biochemical and hormonal cues produced by
the skeleton systemically affect vascular health and vessel
conduit function. The Review ends by pointing to emerging therapeutic opportunities afforded by an improved
understanding of the bone–vascular axis.

Vascular calcification and human health
Vascular calcification has afflicted human beings for at
least 5 millennia. Ötzi, the Tyrolean Ice Mummy who succumbed to homicide ~5,300 years ago—500 years before
Stonehenge was erected—had considerable deposits of
arterial calcium in his abdominal aorta.30 Only in the
past few decades have the physiological consequences of
arterial calcification become evident—a clinical appreciation afforded by the greater longevity enjoyed by modern
humans. Coronary artery calcium scores identify indivi
duals at the greatest risk of progressive cardiovascular
disease among patients with otherwise intermediate
risk.31 Tibial artery calcium (TAC) scores outperform
ankle–brachial indices in portending amputation risk in
2 | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION

patients with peripheral arterial disease (PAD).9 Further
more, assessment of patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus
(T2DM) with plain radiographs revealed that the presence of arterial medial calcification was a greater contributor to amputation risk than atherosclerotic calcification
in this patient population.12 The presence and extent of
calcific aortic valve disease is the single best predictor
of clinical progression in patients with asymptomatic,
mild or moderate,32 or severe33 calcific aortic stenosis.
London and colleagues used plain pelvic and femoral
radiographs to phenotype vascular calcification in a set
ting of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) requiring renal
replacement therapy; the researchers observed that arterial
calcification clearly portended mortality.34 Although the
calculated 5‑year Kaplan-Meier survival rate was <50%
for patients with ESRD affected by atherosclerotic calcification or medial calcification, the fortunate one-third of
patients lacking clinically significant arterial calcification
enjoyed ~90% survival during the same period.34 After
adjustment for age, time on dialysis, sex, ethnicity, presence of diabetes mellitus, non-dialysis chronic kidney
disease (CKD) status, hypertension, tobacco use, existence of prior parathyroid surgery and BMI, patients with
atherosclerotic calcification and medial calcification had
fivefold and 16-fold increases, respectively, in the relative
risk of mortality compared with those without vascular
calcification.12 In the past year, a study in which CT‑based
volumetric scoring of carotid artery calcification load was
used, intracranial carotid calcification was linked to the
extent of MRI-detected central nervous system (CNS)
white matter lesions and extracranial carotid calcification
was linked to overt CNS infarcts.35 Clearly, arterial calcific
vasculopathy is a harbinger of cardiovascular disease.
How can arterial calcification convey such clinically
significant risks? Of course, thromboembolic events and
fixed reductions in vessel lumen size induce tissue ischaemia, and the calcified Stary type Vb plaque,36,37 charac
teristic of atherosclerotic calcification, is a culprit lesion in
acute coronary syndromes.37,38 Aortic valve sclerosis distorts and stiffens valve leaflets, not only causing stenosis
with attendant myocardial workload demand but also precluding the efficient valve leaflet coaptation that prevents
regurgitant flow.39,40 Additionally, conduit vessel stiffening (which arises from either atherosclerotic or medial
mineralization)41 impairs Windkessel physiology,42 which
depends upon the rubbery elasticity of conduit vessels and
is necessary for smooth distal tissue perfusion (Figure 1).43
With each cardiac cycle, a portion of the kinetic energy
elaborated during ventricular systole is stored as potential energy throughout the vascular tree;42 this energy is
released during diastole and helps maintain uniformity
of flow in distal capillary beds during the cardiac cycle.43
Moreover, with arterial stiffening, the attendant increase
in pulse wave velocity interacts with an impedance mismatch along the vascular tree to elevate systolic blood
pressure, increasing myocardial workload as well as endorgan barotrauma (Figure 1). 43,44 Thus, the presence,
extent and histoanatomic type of arterial calcification
carries ominous predictions with respect to cardiovascular
and CNS disease, mortality and amputation risk.22
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At this point, the differences denoted when using
the terms arteriosclerosis and atherosclerosis should be
highlighted. Arteriosclerosis refers to arterial mechanical stiffening from any cause, be it from concentric
medial and adventitial fibrosis with medial calcification,
elastinolysis and mural thickening, as occurs in T2DM;
eccentric intimal–medial atherosclerotic plaques with
calcification, fibrosis and cholesterol-laden lipoprotein
deposition; or neointima formation and mural fibrosis,
as occurs in chronic allograft vasculopathy in transplanted organs. Atherosclerosis specifically refers to the
intimally oriented, eccentric, lumen-deforming processes initiating from subendothelial lipoprotein deposits. Cholesterol-laden foam cell formation, endothelial
dysfunction, and matrix remodelling events increase
the risk of acute atherothrombosis with atherosclerosis.
Although atherosclerosis decreases arterial compliance
by causing arteriosclerosis, not all arteriosclerosis arises
from atherosclerotic processes.

Vascular calcification: pathobiology
Vascular calcification was once considered only a passive
process of dead and dying cells; however, data from a multi
tude of laboratories worldwide have clearly demonstrated
that vascular calcification is an actively regulated form of
extracellular matrix biomineralization.21 Virchow’s initial
pathological description of atherosclerosis presciently
identified the contributions of perturbed lipid metabolism, inflammation and osteo-fibrogenic differentiation to
the biology of vascular calcium accrual.45,46 Of note, vascular ossification—presence of true ectopic bone replete
with marrow elements—can be seen in up to 15% of calcified arterial lesions.47 At the molecular level, however, the
signature of active osteogenic processes is found in virtually all calcified arterial segments.48 Seminal studies from
the laboratories of Linda Demer and H. Clark Anderson
first identified the osteogenic ‘fingerprints’ in calcifying
atherosclerotic and medial lesions.48 Alkaline phosphatase,
tissue-nonspecific isozyme (TNAP)—a highly characteristic and important ectoenzyme required for bone
mineralization49—was localized to mineralizing arterial
segments.50,51 Moreover, the powerful bone morphogen
BMP‑2 was shown to be expressed in calcifying athero
sclerotic plaques of human vessels.52 Oxylipids derived
from oxidized LDL (oxLDL) were subsequently identified
as potent inducers of endothelial BMP‑2,53,54 TNF55 and
other macrophage-derived signals that drive mineraliza
tion of calcifying vascular cells (CVCs) in vitro and in vivo
(see below).55 However, in atherosclerotic mice, inhibition of arterial BMP‑2 signalling with matrix Gla protein
(MGP) reduces vascular calcium and lesion size.56
By histoanatomic and clinical criteria, at least five
types of arterial calcification can be identified (Table 1):
atherosclerotic calcification, medial artery calcification, calcific aortic valve disease (also known as calcific
aortic stenosis), calcific uraemic arteriolopathy (also
known as calciphylaxis) and the vascular calcification
of ESRD (also known as CKD–MBD, chronic kidney
disease mineral and bone disorder). The different types
of arterial calcification have been discussed in-depth in
NATURE REVIEWS | ENDOCRINOLOGY

previous reviews.22,57 For the purposes of this Review,
only atherosclerotic calcification, medial calcification
and vascular calcification of CKD–MBD will be briefly
discussed because of their immediate relevance to skeletal
physiology and bone–vascular interactions.

Atherosclerotic calcification
Atherosclerotic calcification represents the prototypic
lesion described by Virchow.45,46 In the lexicon of cardio
vascular pathology, this is the type Vb plaque,58 charac
terized by an eccentric, lumen deforming, outward
remodelling lesion possessing a fibrous cap, cholesterolladen macrophages and lipoprotein deposits, intensive
focal inflammatory cell infiltration and localized elastino
lysis (Figure 2).37,38 Juxtaposed mineralizing apoptotic
bodies and mineralizing matrix vesicles are elaborated
by neighbouring vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs)
and CVCs undergoing chondroid metaplasia.37,38 Stippled
fibrous cap calcification is also noted, and such lesions
appear to be precursors to the ruptured plaques of acute
coronary syndromes. 37,38 In bone, biomineralization
occurs via either endochondral ossification or membranous ossification processes programmed by chondrocytes
and osteoblasts.59–61 Endochondral ossification is characterized by the mineralization of a chondrocyte-derived
skeletal template, following chondrocyte hypertrophy,
apoptosis, vascular invasion and concomitant osteo
progenitor recruitment with subsequent osteoblast-
mediated bone formation.
Of note, Runx2 (also known as Cbfa1)—a master transcriptional regulator absolutely essential for both endochondral and membranous ossification processes62—is
upregulated in the vessel walls of apoE–/– mice under
going atherosclerotic calcification.63 Elegant studies by
the Giachelli laboratory have demonstrated the ‘trans
differentiation’ of arterial VSMCs to cells of the chondrocyte and osteoblast lineage during vascular calcification
(Figure 3).64–66 Utilizing a transgenic mouse model in
which cells originally derived from the VSMC lineage
are forever ‘tagged’, these researchers demonstrated that
locally-derived VSMCs ended up as vascular chondro
cytes and osteoblasts in the mineralizing segments.65
VSMC transdifferentiation in MGP–/– mice occurred
in the absence of augmented MSX‑2, Wnt or Sp7 (also
known as Osx) signalling.65
What then triggers osteochondrogenic transdifferen
tiation of VSMCs? Oxidative stress signalling, oxylipids
and phosphate (see below) have important patho
physiological roles in this process (Figure 3).67 Oxy
sterols (derived from oxLDL) and hydrogen peroxide
upregulate Runx2 expression68 and osteochondrogenic
transdifferentiation of VSMCs.69 Activation of TNAP
in these VSMCs is critical to matrix mineralization
responses elicited by oxLDL and hydrogen peroxide,
and inhibitors of TNAP limit atherosclerotic calcification by VSMCs.70 Intriguingly, hypercholesterolaemia
and oxylipids derived from oxLDL also suppress bone
formation71,72 and bone anabolic responses to PTH.29,73
Moreover, PTH responses were restored by administration of HDL mimetics.29,73 These data reveal a metabolic
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Table 1 | Common histoanatomic types of vascular calcification
Type

Characteristics and settings

Pathobiology

Calcific aortic valve
disease (CAVD;
also known as
senile calcific aortic
stenosis)

Calcification of aortic valve leaflets
Advanced age, bicuspid aortic valve,
hypercholesterolaemia, the
metabolic syndrome, T2DM,
hypertension

Fibrofatty expansion of valve fibrosa, splitting of elastic laminae,
oxylipid deposition
Both osteogenic mineralization and amorphous calcium phosphate
nodules deposited
True ectopic ossification—woven bone formation—in ~13% of
specimens, but ectopic osteogenic gene expression seen in all settings
Local interstitial cells (VICs) and circulating osteoprogenitors
contribute to valve osteogenic cell populations

Atherosclerotic
intimal calcification
(AIC)

Calcification of atherosclerotic
plaques; eccentric, lumen-deforming,
oriented by patchy intimal lipoprotein
deposits
Same risk factors as CAVD

Focal fibrofatty atherosclerotic plaque calcification with VSMC
chondroid metaplasia and endochondral mineralization observed at
the base of lesions
CVCs related to pericytes also contribute to calcification, which is also
driven by oxylipids from oxLDL
Lipid core and fibrous microcalcifications, focal elastinolysis noted

Arterial medial
calcification (AMC,
sometimes MAC;
also known as
Mönckeberg‘s medial
calcific sclerosis)

Calcification of the arterial tunica
media; concentric, extensive,
almost confluent
Common in T2DM, autonomic
neuropathy, ESRD (CKD5)

Circumferential calcification of the tunica media with lipidaceous
matrix vesicles, elastinolysis and early expression of membranous
mineralization programs (later endochondral)
Inflammation-driven, adventitial to medial BMP–Wnt signalling directs
initial osteogenic programming of vascular multipotent mesenchymal
progenitors (pericytes, CVCs)

Vascular calcification
of chronic kidney
disease (also known
as CKD–MBD)

CKD5 with any of the above
Major perturbations in calcium
phosphate homeostasis, and
reductions in serum fetuin
and pyrophosphate levels

VSMC apoptosis and osteochondrogenic metaplasia driven by
hyperphosphataemia, worsened by iatrogenic hypoparathyroidism
and low-turnover bone disease
Occurs most often in settings of antecedent medial and
atherosclerotic disease processes that initiated before uraemia

Calcific uraemic
arteriolopathy (CUA;
also known as
calciphylaxis)

CKD4 or CKD5 with dermal arteriolar
medial calcification and dermal fat
necrosis, usually of pannus,
buttocks, or lower extremities
Patients are usually receiving
warfarin

Arteriolar (vessels with generally <50 μm diameter) medial calcification
with fibroproliferative occlusion leads to tissue necrosis
Dermal fat, lung and mesentery most affected
Warfarin impairs MGP gamma-carboxylation and functions, including
BMP‑2 and BMP‑4 inhibition and fetuin-dependent clearance of
mineralizing matrix vesicles

Abbreviations: CKD4, chronic kidney disease stage 4; CKD5, chronic kidney disease stage 5; CKD–MBD, chronic kidney disease mineral and bone disorder;
CVC, calcifying vascular cell; ESRD, end-stage renal disease; MAC, medial arterial calcification; MGP, matrix Gla protein; oxLDL, oxidized LDL; T2DM, type 2
diabetes mellitus; VIC, valve interstitial cell; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell.

milieu that can simultaneously engender atherosclerosis and osteoporosis. Thus, inflammatory oxylipids and
oxLDL accumulating at sub-intimal venues drive athero
sclerotic intimal calcification by activating osteogenic
BMP‑2 and Runx2 transdifferentiation of VSMCs. 67,74
Recruitment of CVCs75—mural multipotent mesenchymal cells related to microvascular pericytes76—provides
an additional source of osteoprogenitors.52

Arterial medial calcification
Arterial medial calcification (sometimes called
Mönckeberg’s medial calcific sclerosis) is particularly
common in arteriosclerosis associated with T2DM.10–12,77
Medial calcification is a concentric process that occurs
in the tunica media and is associated with biomineralization initiating along mural elastin fibres (Figure 2).78,79
Traditionally, medial calcification was thought to be
clinically inconsequential. This idea was succinctly
articulated in a pathology textbook published in 1984, in
which medial calcification was referred to as a disorder
“of relatively little clinical significance”, which “accounts
for roentgenographic densities in the vessels of the
extremities of aged individuals, but it is to be remembered
that the lesions do not produce narrowing or occlusion
of the vascular lumen”.80 Yet, as subsequently highlighted,
medial artery calcification impairs vessel mechanics and
the Windkessel physiology necessary for smooth distal
4 | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION

tissue perfusion81 and is the best predictor of risk of lower
extremity amputation in patients with T2DM.12 Similar
to the membranous ossification of craniofacial bone—in
which osteoblast-mediated biomineralization occurs in a
matrix based on type I collagen without a preceding cartilage template61—medial artery calcification does not
involve overt chondrogenesis during disease initiation;82
however, chondrogenesis is sometimes seen in advanced
disease with true ectopic ossification.83 Electron micro
scopy first identified vesicles positive for TNAP associated with fragmented elastin in human arteries with
medial artery calcification.50
Additional insights into the pathobiology of disease
initiation and progression have been forthcoming from
detailed study of preclinical disease models.22 When fed
high-fat diets characteristic of westernized societies, male
Ldlr –/– mice develop obesity, T2DM and dyslipidaemia,22
with progressively severe medial artery calcification and
subsequent atherosclerotic calcification as plaques begin
to accumulate.82 At the earliest phases of disease, arterial
Msx2 and Msx1 (genes encoding osteoblast homeo
domain transcription factors essential for membranous
bone formation in the skull) 84 are upregulated in the
aortas of these animals.85 Immunohistochemistry and
in situ hybridization demonstrated the expression of
MSX‑2 in aortic valve interstitial myofibroblasts, arterial
adventitial myofibroblasts and a subset of cells within the
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tunica media.25,48,85 Data from our laboratory and others
have contributed to the characterization of adventitial
myofibroblasts as pericyte-like CVCs with multi-lineage
mesenchymal cell potential (Figure 3).86
As in atherosclerotic calcification, inflammation is again
key in medial artery calcification;22 diabetes mellitus with
or without dyslipidaemia upregulates adventitial TNF87
production by monocytes and macrophages,55 which in
turn induces pro-calcific MSX‑2 activity and paracrine
Wnt signalling cascades that promote mural calcification
and fibrosis (Figure 3).82 Along with BMP‑2, a powerful
bone morphogen secreted by inflamed endothelial cells,88
MSX-regulated Wnt family members produced by myofibroblasts and endothelial cells support the osteogenic differentiation and collagenous matrix mineralization by
mesenchymal progenitors,89–91 be it in bone92 or within
the arterial wall.25,91 Thus, the paracrine polypeptide
milieu of osteogenic morphogens activates osteoblast gene
regulatory programmes in multipotent mural mesenchymal cells such as CVCs and adventitial myofibroblasts.93
Adventitial-to-medial biological signals drive concentric
involvement of arterial vessels in diabetes-associated
medial calcification—which is quite a distinct process
from the eccentric atherosclerotic calcification processes
organized by sub-intimal oxylipid deposits (Figure 2). In
diabetic arteriosclerosis, neoangiogenesis arising from the
vasa vasorum in the inflamed adventitial–medial junction
circumferentially upregulates mural BMP–Wnt signalling,
and spawns additional adventitial myofibroblasts that can
be allocated and/or programmed to produce osteogenic
and fibrogenic phenotypes (Figure 3).94,95 Not surprisingly,
surgical stripping of arterial adventitia reduces medial
calcification in preclinical disease models.96
Of note, data from several laboratories have demon
strated that similar processes contribute to aortic
valve calcification directed by valve interstitial cells.97
Activation of MSX and Wnt signalling cascades is
observed in calcifying human aortic valves,98 and apoE–/–
mice lacking the Wnt receptor LRP‑5 are protected from
valve calcium accrual.99 The behaviour and molecular
phenotype of the three calcifying vascular mesenchymal cell populations—CVCs, adventitial myofibroblasts
and valve interstitial cells—closely resembles that of
the pericyte, the proliferative microvascular smooth
muscle cell that maintains capillary integrity during neo
angiogenesis.100 Thus, as occurs in atherosclerotic calcification, medial calcification and valve calcium accrual
are driven in great part by osteogenic cells derived from
vascular residents (Figure 3).21 However, exciting new
data have led to the identification of a circulating CD45+,
osteocalcin-positive osteoprogenitor (COP) cell that
elaborates BMP family members and ‘homes’ to sites
of vascular injury.16 As initially formulated by EghbaliFatourechi et al. in their elegant studies of human bone
growth and fracture repair,17 circulating osteoprogenitors
may also participate in vascular mineralization processes
in T2DM101 as well as in true ectopic vascular ossification.102 Therefore, strategies that inhibit vascular BMP–
Wnt signalling or reduce COP cell populations may help
alleviate the burden of arteriosclerotic disease in T2DM.
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Atherosclerotic calcification
■ Eccentric
■ Lumen deforming
■ Fibrous intimal cap
■ Focal elastinolysis
■ Vessel stiffening

Medial calcification
■ Concentric
■ Vessel stiffening
■ Medial fibrosis and elastinolysis
■ Adventitial inflammation

Calcification

Elastinolysis

Fibrous cap

Lipoprotein deposition,
cholesterol-laden foam cells

Figure 2 | Atherosclerotic versus medial arterial calcification. Both atherosclerotic
calcification and medial calcification stiffen arterial conduit vessels, impairing
Windkessel physiology. The eccentric remodelling of atherosclerotic calcification
also reduces lumen diameter and predisposes individuals to acute thrombosis.

Vascular calcification in CKD–MBD
In 2005, the KGIDO (International Group on Kidney
Disease: Improving Global Outcomes) codified the
clinical entity CKD–MBD, the mineral and bone disorder of chronic kidney disease that encompasses the
vascular calcification of CKD.103,104 In CKD–MBD, the
clinical link between bone disease and vascular disease
arising from primary perturbations in calcium phosphate
homeostasis is now formally recognized. Diabetes mellitus and hypertension—two diseases that independently
promote arteriosclerotic calcification—are responsible
for approximately 60% of patients with ESRD requiring
renal replacement therapy;105 however, the vast majority of patients with CKD from any cause experience
increased cardiovascular-related mortality and calcific
vasculopathy.34,106 Whilst antecedent diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, dyslipidaemia and the metabolic syndrome
continue to contribute to arteriosclerosis,107 hyperphosphataemia, reduced Klotho expression and impaired softtissue calcification defences are key pathophysiological
components of CKD–MBD.108,109 Indeed, even in the
setting of normal renal function, serum phosphate levels
track severity and extent of coronary artery calcium.110,111
Hyperphosphataemia and hypercalcaemia increase
the production of VMSC matrix vesicles—~100 nm
diameter phosphatidylserine-rich and annexin-rich,
bilaminate spheroids resembling the mineralizing vesicles of chondrocytes.112 Reynolds et al. demonstrated
that VSMCs produce these matrix vesicles as one mechanism to clear extracellular matrix calciprotein complexes
(Figure 3).112,113 Howe ver, these same matrix vesicles
can serve to nucleate and propagate extracellular matrix
mineralization in the absence of cell-mediated pinocytotic
uptake.113 Matrix vesicle uptake by VSMCs requires serum
fetuin,113 a hepatocyte-derived calcium-binding protein
that maintains calcium solubility in the supersaturated
serum and interstitial fluid compartments.114 Dialysis
reduces serum fetuin levels, as does inflammation.115
127
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Figure 3 | Vascular osteogenic cell origins, functions and phenotypes in arterial calcification. Vascular mineralization is
regulated by processes overlapping yet distinct from those that control skeletal bone formation. Osteogenic progenitors
can arise from ‘transdifferentiation’ of VSMCs, or osteogenic lineage allocation of multipotent mesenchymal progenitors.
Healthy VSMCs also have an important role in limiting vascular calcium accrual via fetuin-dependent and MGP-dependent
pinocytotic uptake of matrix vesicles. Metabolic and inflammatory insults induce vascular changes that impair normal
VSMC function and viability and induce osteogenic differentiation of vascular mesenchymal cells. Not shown are the
circulating osteoprogenitors that may contribute to the ‘vascular ossification’—true bone formation replete with marrow
elements—that can be seen in ~15% of calcified vascular segments. Extracellular factors are blue and intracellular
transcriptional regulators are red. Abbreviations: CKD–MBD, chronic kidney disease mineral and bone disorder; MGP,
matrix Gla protein; RAGE ligands, ligands for receptor for advanced glycation end products; TGM2, protein-glutamine
gamma-glutamyltransferase 2, also known as tissue transglutaminase;211,212 VSMCs, vascular smooth muscle cells.
Permission to modify obtained from the American Society of Nephrology © Mizobuchi, M. et al. J. Am. Soc. Nephrol. 20,
1453–1464 (2009).108

In addition to increasing matrix vesicle release, phosphate also increases BMP‑2 expression by VSMCs and
upregulates VSMC Runx2 and MSX‑2 via PiT‑1 signalling.65,116 BMP‑2, in turn, further enhances phosphate
uptake and osteogenic programming of VSMCs in a
feedforward vicious cycle.117 Thus, similar to oxLDL and
hydrogen peroxide, elevated serum phosphate levels can
reprogram the VMSC phenotype to support osteogenic
mineral deposition.66 Furthermore, sustained hyperphosphataemia simultaneously induces VSMC apoptosis, removing the first-line cell-mediated mechanism for
clearing vascular calciprotein complexes.118 The ensuing
vascular mineral deposition is an exuberant medial calcification that is almost always superimposed on antecedent
atherosclerotic and medial calcification arising from diabetes mellitus, dyslipidaemia and other causes. Finally,
with the massive increase in mural extracellular matrix
calcium, the second-line defences for handling vascular extracellular matrix calcium, the cells of the monocyte and macrophage lineage, are recruited.119 Vascular
6 | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION

calcium phosphate deposition elicits innate immune
responses by monocytes or macrophages, 120 increasing production of TNF121 and downstream activation of
osteogenic BMP, MSX, Wnt and Runx2 signalling 116,121
—yet another feedforward vicious cycle in vascular
mineraliz ation. Thus, patients with CKD suffer the
‘perfect storm’ of vascular calcification.
Perhaps not surprisingly, therefore, statin-based
strate gies focused upon LDL cholesterol reduction
have generally failed to reduce cardiovascular-related
morbidity and mortality in ESRD.122 This past year, a
combined approach using a statin and the cholesterolabsorption inhibitor ezetimibe reduced major atherosclerotic disease end points by 20%, including the risk
of non-haemorrhagic stroke, but failed to significantly
reduce the risk of myocardial infarction or associated
death.123 Strategies that emphasize phosphate binders
as a primary approach to control hyperphosphataemia
have met with early success, as long as the binding was
not calcium-based.124–126 As highlighted by Raggi et al.,
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Figure 4 | The biphasic relationship between cardiovascular disease and calciotropic hormones. As in all key endocrine
systems, a ‘sweet spot’ exists that represents the optimal set point for calciotropic hormone levels and vascular health.
a | Both calcitriol excess and deficiency have been associated with cardiovascular disease, 141,213 and also observed in
children with chronic kidney disease.214 b | Similar cardiovascular problems arise with either excesses197 or
insufficiencies127,128 in PTH. Abbreviations: AT‑II, angiotensin II; IMT, intima–media thickness; PTH, parathyroid hormone;
PTHrP, parathyroid hormone-related protein; VSMC, vascular smooth muscle cell.

the use of calcium-based phosphate binders substantially
contributes to vascular calcium load in ESRD.127 This
effect may be directly related to the impaired capacity
of the uraemic skeleton to rapidly handle serum calcium
transients. Indeed, London et al. demonstrated that
patients with the most extensive vascular calcification
exhibited the lowest levels of bone formation as assessed
by histomorphometric evaluation, which was reflected
in inappropriately normal or low PTH values.128 As
compared to sevelamer—the first phosphate binder that
does not contain calcium or aluminium—calcium-based
phosphate binders suppress PTH, reduce bone mass and
increase vascular calcium load in ESRD.127 Because of
the biphasic relationships between PTH, vitamin D and
vascular health in ESRD, a rigorous focus upon the role
and endocrine physiology of calciotropic hormones and
calcium phosphate homeostasis should provide new
hope to patients with CKD.129

Regulation of vascular calcification
Vascular calcification is clearly an actively regulated form
of extracellular calcified matrix metabolism; however,
remarkably few studies have been undertaken to investigate the regulation of vascular calcification by calciotropic
hormones.130 The prototypic calciotropic hormones are
PTH, vitamin D and its metabolites, PTH-related protein
(PTHrP), calcitonin and estrogens including estradiol.
Estrogen signalling via non-genotropic signalling mecha
nisms acutely activates endothelial nitric oxide synthase
in caveolae—an acute vasodilatory response that is
theoretically protective.131 Estrogen exposure in women
was shown to reduce the incidence of arterial calcification as revealed from mammography.132 In the Rancho
Bernardo Study, estrogen use in postmenopausal women
was associated with reduced coronary artery calcification;133 however, estrogen replacement therapy worsened
cardiovascular end points in older women in the Women’s
Health Initiative,134 and estrogens including low-dose
oral contraceptives are associated with PAD.135 No published studies have examined the actions of calcitonin on
arteriosclerosis, but the calcitonin gene-related peptide 1,
encoded by the calcitonin gene, is a vasodilator.136
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Vitamin D insufficiency is associated with PAD137 as
well as other cardiovascular diseases, including congestive heart failure.138 Additionally, vitamin D inhibits foam cell formation and macrophage activation in
patients with T2DM.139 However, vitamin D replacement has not been shown to improve any primary
cardiac end point—although the largest studies have
not used uniform preparations of vitamin D. 140 In
ESRD, a biphasic, U‑shaped, bimodal response to calcitriol levels has clearly emerged with respect to vascular
disease (Figure 4a).141 Whilst vitamin D insufficiency
and reduced levels of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D in ESRD
engender more-severe secondary hyperparathyroidism,
excessive 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D dosing can induce
low-turnover bone disease and hypoparathyroidism, and
increase vascular calcium deposition. As London et al.
first established, patients with ESRD who had the most
extensive and severe arterial calcification exhibited the
lowest bone formation rates and PTH levels.128
Vitamin D intoxication induces widespread vascular
calcification and nephrocalcinosis, and rodents with
vitamin D intoxication are commonly used as models
of vascular calcification thus highlighting the bimodal
relationship in ESRD.142,143 The calcium-sensing receptor is expressed in VSMCs as well as in parathyroid
glands,144 and signalling with this agonist to control
secondary hyperparathyroidism in uraemic rat models
results in reduced vascular calcium accrual.145 Of note,
in cultured VSMCs, calcitriol induces calcification in
part by suppressing PTHrP production and inducing
TNAP.146 Via paracrine actions, PTHrP relaxes smooth
muscle cells, inhibits fibroproliferative responses, prevents TNAP induction and inhibits calcium deposition
by signalling via the PTH/PTHrP receptor (PTH1R).146
Indeed, adenoviral delivery of the obligatory paracrine
form of PTHrP inhibits neointima formation in a porcine
model of stent-induced coronary restenosis.147,148 The role
of PTHrP–PTH1R signals in the VSMC in the setting of
cardiovascular arterios clerosis has not been exhaustively studied to date, in part because Pth1r–/– mice die
in utero owing to massive cardiomyocyte apoptosis.149
Nevertheless, the postnatal vasculopathy arising from
129
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vitamin D intoxication may involve lesioning of protective
paracrine PTHrP–PTH1R signals in VSMCs in addition
to hyperphosphataemia and hypercalcaemia.145,146
This past decade, our group examined the impact of
PTH1R signalling on arteriosclerotic calcification in
the Ldlr –/– mouse model.23–25 Bone anabolic responses
that increased skeletal calcium accrual were accompanied by reductions in aortic calcium accrual.23,24 Addi
tionally, arterial expression of osteogenic genes was
downregulated whilst skeletal expression of these same
genes was increased.24,25 PTH1R is highly expressed in
VSMCs, and is very susceptible to homologous desensiti
zation upon tonic exposure to PTH or PTHrP. 150 Of
note, sustained pharmacologic vascular exposure
to either PTHrP or PTH—mim icking the setting of
hyperparathyroidism—induces arterial tachyphylaxis to
acute PTH or PTHrP agonist administration in vitro.150
In order to address the potential VSMC-autonomous
role of PTH1R signalling in arteriosclerotic vascular
responses, transgenic mice were generated and evaluated.23
In these animals, a ligand-independent, constitutively
active form of PTH1R, PTH1R(H223R),151 is expressed in
VSMCs under the control of a VSMC-specific promoter,
the SM22 promoter.23 As compared with nontransgenic
male siblings, male SM22-PTH1R(H223R);Ldlr –/– mice
exhibited reduced aortic calcification, aortic fibrosis and
aortic oxidative stress.23 Arteriosclerotic Wnt–β-catenin
signalling and type I collagen gene expression were concomitantly reduced.23 Aortic wall thickness was also
decreased, and ex vivo vessel mechanical compliance
(distensibility) was increased. Importantly, Sebastian et al.
independently demonstrated that pulsatile administration
of PTH1–34 reduces arterial mineralization in a rat model
of uraemia, although fibrosis and vessel mechanics were
not evaluated.26
Our in vivo data with the SM22-PTH1R(H223R)
transgene demonstrate that sustained activation of
PTH1R in VSMCs actually reduces vascular oxidative
stress and pro-calcific and pro-fibrotic signals that drive
arteriosclerotic disease.23 Of note, dysmetabolic states
associated with macrovascular disease, such as diabetes
mellitus, dyslipidaemia and uraemia, induce tissue resistance to PTH1R activation.27,29,152 These findings converge
to prompt a major reconsideration in our thinking as
concerns the pathobiology of arteriosclerosis in T2DM
and other dysmetabolic states, including primary and
secondary hyperparathyroidism.
How do these findings begin to change our view? The
negative impact of dysmetabolic states (dyslipidaemia,
diabetes mellitus, uraemia) on PTH1R signalling can be
seen as inducing insufficiency in endocrine or paracrine
PTHrP actions that help preserve vascular health. The
increase in carotid intima–media thickness associated
with primary hyperparathyroidism153 might be viewed,
in part, as being the consequence of homologous vascular desensitization,150,154 which occurs in response to
tonically elevated PTH levels and impaired capacity of
paracrine production of PTHrP in VSMCs to restrain
proliferative155 and calcific146 arteriosclerotic responses
(Figure 4b). However, via its bone anabolic actions, PTH
8 | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION

signalling upregulates circulating intact osteopontin24
—an inhibitor of vascular mineralization—and supports
the haematopoietic niche, including cellular elements
such as endot helial progenitor cells that programme
vascular healing responses. Furthermore, PTH upregulates the expression of MGP,156,157 an important negative regulator of matrix mineralization and BMP‑2 and
BMP‑4 signalling in the vasculature.56 Whether MGP
participates in PTH inhibition of vascular myofibroblast
BMP‑2 signalling 25 remains to be evaluated. The relative
contributions of direct versus indirect actions of PTH1R
on vascular health are undergoing additional scrutiny.

Arteriosclerosis and skeletal health
Atherosclerosis, calcification, mural hypertrophy and
fibrosis, and elastin matrix senescence cause arterio
sclerosis, the age-associated vascular stiffening that
impairs the Windkessel physiology necessary for smooth
distal tissue perfusion. With aging, vascular remodelling processes can increase wall thickness and regionally
reduce conduit artery lumen patency, thus worsening arterial compliance and its clinical impact.43 In the
musculoskeletal system, the lower extremities experience the brunt of arteriosclerotic disease. Claudication
and amputation are the most salient manifestations that
reduce mobility and increase morbidity, but hip fracture is also increased with PAD.8 Multiple studies have
now established that the presence and extent of arterio
sclerotic calcification conveys lower extremity amputation risk. Medial arterial calcification in T2DM conveys
a threefold increased risk of amputation.12
By use of CT scanning and the Agatston method
to quantify TAC, Guzman et al. established that TAC
scoring outperforms ankle–brachial indices in predicting lower extremity amputation risk.9 Applying the conventional ankle–brachial indices method to characterize
PAD, Collins et al. showed that PAD increased the rate
of femoral neck bone loss and increased the risk of hip
fracture in men.8 They concluded that “further research
should examine the biological mechanisms underlying the
association between reduced limb blood flow and fractures”.8 The increasing prevalence of T2DM and associated
PAD will contribute to the future arteriosclerotic disease
burden in our society.
Atherosclerotic deposits can and do affect bone marrow
arteries. However, the physiological responses of bone to
arteriosclerosis are multifactorial. In 1985, Brenneise and
Squier examined the relationship between atherosclerotic
disease and blood flow in rhesus monkeys maintained
on high-fat atherogenic diets.158 These diets induced the
formation of extensive calcified atherosclerotic carotid
plaques, as well as atherosclerotic changes in arteries
perfusing skeletal muscle. However, atherogenic diets
failed to induce substantial atherosclerotic changes in the
principal nutrient arteries of maxillary and mandibular
bone—and did not alter osseous lumen area, intraosseous
vessel wall thickness, vessel lumen area or lumen tissue
area.158 Nevertheless, atherosclerosis reduced osseous
blood flow by 80% in the anterior mandible, posterior
mandible and maxilla.158
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How can this situation occur? These seminal findings
indicated that macrovascular Windkessel function and
endothelial function, which are necessary for regulating
bone tissue perfusion, are severely impaired with athero
sclerosis and arteriosclerosis.81 Our group has described
and characterized a novel mouse model of arteriosclerotic
vascular stiffening—the osteopontin (OPN)-null mouse
on the LDLR-deficient background. Even in the absence
of atherogenic diets, male Opn–/–;Ldlr –/– mice exhibit
aortic adventitial fibrosis and vascular stiffening. Use of
fluorescence microsphere perfusion assays demonstrated
significantly reduced lower extremity bone (femur) blood
flow in arteriosclerotic Opn–/–;Ldlr –/– animals.159 By contrast, blood flow to the kidneys was not significantly
altered as assessed with this assay. Thus, arteriosclerosis
and atherosclerosis impair skeletal blood flow.158,159
Of note, in healthy young long bone, diaphyseal blood
flow is primarily centrifugal, with flow originating from
the marrow compartment (supplied via the nutrient
artery) to the trabeculae and bone cortex (Figure 5).160
However, with aging, flow becomes increasingly cen
tripetal, with the greatest extent of diaphyseal cortex
being perfused by periosteal arteries.161 This age-dependent change in the ‘vector’ of blood flow may become more
exaggerated owing to the enhanced sensitivity of the
nutrient artery to vasoconstrictors as compared to vasodilators.162 With aging, the vasodilator response in bone
nutrient arteries becomes progressively reduced.163 Blood
flow is a critical determinant of the bone formation rate at
the basic multicellular unit (BMU) within the adult skele
ton.4 The interactions between age-dependent changes in
this cortical bone flow vector and arteriosclerotic conduit
vessel stiffening have not been systematically examined.
As osteoblast-mediated bone formation is directly related
to perfusion,4 these age-dependent changes are predicted
to contribute to reduced skeletal anabolism in the absence
of intervention.
Certainly, perfusion-dependent and diffusion-
dependent nutrient supplies must be rate-limiting
contributors to the impairment of bone physiology
with arteriosclerotic disease. Indeed, Prisby et al. highlighted that it is the proxim ity of the bone-forming
BMU to the microv asculature—not the mass of the
skeletal microvasculature—that is critical in maintaining bone anabolism. 164 Vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF), a prototypic angiogenic factor produced
by osteoblasts, was shown to be critically important in
this process; inhibition of VEGF prevented both microvascular alignment with the BMU and bone anabolic
responses to PTH.164 Moreover, the sub-intimal vascular accumulation of oxLDL in bone impairs anabolic
responses to PTH.27 However, it has become increasingly
evident that the vasculature itself provides paracrine
and juxtacrine cues that regulate osteoblast functions.165
Ephrin‑B2, BMP‑2, RANKL and nitric oxide are but
a few of the potent osteotropic signals expressed by
endothelial cells.165–171 Furthermore, the vasculature
also provides the sustentacular niche for osteoblast progenitors,172 and is the conduit for egress of bone-marrowderived formed elements from the osteoblast-regulated
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Figure 5 | Age-dependent changes in cortical blood flow of long bones. a | Healthy
cancellous bone has a marrow flow of about 20 ml/min/100 g via the nutrient,
ascending and descending medullary arteries; this flow helps maintain a fairly
high intramedullary pressure that drives centrifugal flow through cortical bone
(~5 ml/min/g).160 b | With aging161 and arteriosclerosis,158,159 perfusion is altered,
with blood supply to the aging cortex increasingly provided from periosteal conduit
vessels.161 Age-related and exercise-related changes in vasodilatation responses of
nutrient arteries can also affect the extent of centrifugal versus centripetal cortical
blood flow,163,215 as the nutrient arteries are more responsive to vasoconstrictors.162

haematopoietic niche.173 Napoli et al. demonstrated the
capacity of endocrine pharmacotherapy targeting skeletal osteoblasts and bone marrow to enhance ischaemic
limb recovery in mice.13 Thus, multiple bone–vascular
interactions may contribute to impaired skeletal anabolism with arteriosclerosis. The important preclinical
‘proof of principle’ supplied by Napoli et al.13 provides
compelling pharmacologic and physiological evidence
for an emerging bone–vascular axis that regulates cardio
vascular and skeletal health.

Vascular health and the bone–vascular axis
In the preceding sections the impact of vascular disease
on skeletal function has been emphasized. However, in
the past decade it has became clear that bone is in fact
an endocrine organ,174 capable of producing phosphaturic hormones such as DMP‑1 and FGF‑23, which
are relevant to the pathobiology of vascular disease. 175
FGF‑23 is an osteocyte-derived hormone that enhances
phosphate excretion by the kidney via downregulation
of proximal tubule sodium phosphate symporters.176
Hyperphosphataemia and vascular calcification were
observed in Fgf23–/– mice—mitigated by simultaneous
reductions in the enzyme CYP27B1.177 Of note, FGF‑23
directly suppresses CYP27B1. 178 Thus, the vascular
toxicity arising from deficiency in this bone-derived
hormone is due to endogenous calcitriol intoxication
with hyperphosphataemia.179 With declining renal function, post-prandial elevations in FGF‑23 are amongst
the earliest changes observed,180 and probably serve as a
bone-derived defence mechanism to limit the toxicities of
hyperphosphataemia in conjunction with PTH.175 With
progressive uraemia, end-organ responses to FGF‑23 are
diminished owing to reduced Klotho co-factor expression
by the kidney and parathyroid glands.181–185
Of note, both FGF‑23–Klotho 185,186 and DMP‑1 187
signalling have been demonstrated to exert direct
131
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Figure 6 | Clinical promises and pitfalls of the emerging bone–vascular axis. A bidirectional endocrine relationship exists
between bone and the vasculature that mutually benefits bone and vascular health. The kidney is an important intermediary in
this process, via regulation of phosphate excretion182 and expression of Klotho.109,200 Importantly, PTH1R signalling maintains
bone formation; sustains haematopoietic niche function216 and endothelial progenitor cell mass;13 promotes intact osteoblast
osteopontin24 and osteocyte FGF‑23198,200 secretion; supports renal Klotho production;200 and suppresses aortic osteofibrogenic Wnt/β-catenin signalling23,146 and vascular calcium accrual.23,26 PTH1R signalling also reduces aortic23 and
skeletal217 oxidative stress, and maintains the proximity of the microvasculature to the BMU during bone formation.164 Declining
renal function and tissue resistance to PTH1R signalling are key features in the perturbation of the bone–vascular axis in the
setting of disease. Age-related changes in marrow composition and the vector of bone perfusion (Figure 5) may also functionally
perturb the bone–vascular axis. Abbreviations: BMU, basic multicellular unit; PlGF, placental growth factor; PTH1R, PTH/PTHrP
receptor; RANKL, receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor. See text for details.

beneficial vascular actions. The kidney, therefore,
emerges as a particularly important intermediary in the
bone–vascular axis via hormonally regulated phosphate
excretion and Klotho production (Figure 6). Osteopontin,
a very potent inhibitor of matrix mineralization in its
phosphorylated form,188 is secreted into the circulation
by skeletal osteoblasts and its levels increase in response
to bone anabolic stimuli such as PTH.24 As osteoblastderived osteopontin is highly phosphorylated 189 and
stable to proteolysis,190 this circulating pool of osteopontin may also serve as an important defence against vascular mineral accrual, as first posited by Jono et al.188
Studies by Lee et al. have highlighted the important
role of bone-derived osteocalcin as a Gla-dependent
hormone controlling β‑cell longevity.191 With respect to
arteriosclerosis, the capacity of osteocalcin to support
adiponectin production by adipocytes may be of particular importance.191 Adiponectin suppresses the inflammatory responses elicited by TNF192,193—an important
10 | ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION

stimulus for vascular calcification, as highlighted above.82
Moreover, adiponectin-deficient mice develop arterial
calcification that is mitigated by adenoviral-mediated
vascular restoration.194 Idelevich et al. have provided new
evidence that osteocalcin may also directly enhance osteo
chondrogenic mineralization of VSMCs;143 this finding
has yet to be confirmed in atherosclerotic disease models.
Nevertheless, given that bone-marrow-derived cell types
can either promote or limit vascular calcium accrual, two
arms of the bone–vascular axis clearly emerge: one being
cell-mediated, via the paracrine actions of osteoblasts on
the haematopoietic niche and cell egress; and the other
being humoral, via endocrine signals that derive from
osteoblasts or osteocytes and regulate renal phosphate
excretion, PTH production and vascular proximity to the
BMU (Figure 6).
In conclusion, with respect to diseases of the bone–
vascular axis, three relationships can now be envisioned
(Figure 7). Certainly, the metabolic milieu and genetics
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can independently cause arteriosclerotic and bone disease.
Additionally, primary changes in arteriosclerotic vessel
functions arising from the metabolic milieu and gen
etics can cause bone disease via alterations in perfusion.
However, new understanding of the bone–vascular axis
indicates that primary disease changes in bone and bone
marrow function arising from the metabolic milieu and
genetics may, in turn, cause vascular disease. Under
this last and novel view, a healthy skeleton and marrow
helps preserve vascular health and function. The relative
contributions of bone-derived cellular versus endocrine
signals to changes in vascular physiology could be particularly important with respect to uraemia, aging and
diabetes mellitus.195 Indeed, Faul et al. have shown in
the past year that FGF‑23—which is secreted by osteo
blasts and osteocytes in response to the phosphate
retention that characterizes CKD—ultimately promotes
left ventricular hypertrophy.196 A better understanding of how bone-derived endocrine cues and marrowderived cell types interact to regulated vascular health is
clearly necessary.

Conclusions
Preclinical and clinical studies performed over the past
two decades have converged to highlight the presence and
critical role of a bone–vascular regulatory axis in human
health. Not unlike the famous legend of the three blind
men describing the elephant, the perspectives of experts
in endocrinology, cardiology, developmental biology,
orthopaedics, biochemistry, genetics, pathology, engineering and haematology often emphasize different features of the bone–vascular axis. Fortunately, the assembly
of these multiple viewpoints is providing an increasingly
sharper image.
Calciotropic hormones have direct and indirect
vasculot ropic actions deserving consideration; both
excesses197 and insufficiencies128 in calciotropic hormones
such as PTH engender vascular disease. The inability to
tightly regulate calcium phosphate homeostasis results in
vascular toxicity. Cellular and endocrine signals arising
from bone and marrow have an impact on vascular
physiology and function, and are maintained in part
by PTH-dependent signals.13,182,198 Age-dependent and
disease-dependent changes in vascular physiology affect
bone health and fracture risk. Inflammation, oxidative
stress and oxylipid signals reciprocally regulate bone and
vascular mineralization, and impair PTH1R signalling
important to bone and vascular health.29,67,199 The kidney
is an important intermediary in the bone–vascular axis via
hormonally regulated phosphate expression and Klotho
expression.182,200 Declining renal function and tissue resistance to PTH1R signalling represent key features in the
disease-associated perturbation of the bone–vascular axis
(Figure 6). Endocrine regulation of the bone–vascular axis
is feasible; for example, strategies that modulate PTH1R
signalling, end-organ responsiveness and calcium phosphate homeostasis offer opportunities to improve bone
health and preserve vascular health in patients with diabetes mellitus, dyslipidaemia and uraemia associated
with PAD.13,23,29,127,201,202
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Figure 7 | Relationships between the metabolic milieu, genetics, arteriosclerosis
and musculoskeletal disease. a | Oxylipids simultaneously drive arteriosclerotic
calcification, suppress bone formation and increase osteoclastogenesis; parallel
progression of arteriosclerosis and musculoskeletal disease takes place.
b | However, via vessel stiffening and reductions in endothelium-dependent
control of bone perfusion, arteriosclerosis can negatively affect bone anabolic
responses necessary for skeletal homeostasis and fracture repair. c | Finally,
osteoblasts, osteocytes and bone marrow produce cellular elements and
hormonal cues that prevent arteriosclerotic remodelling and preserve vascular
health; therefore, primary disease of bone may give rise to, or at least
exacerbate, arteriosclerotic disease. Factors that affect the metabolic milieu
include aging, diabetes mellitus, dyslipidaemia, uraemia and inflammation.

On a cautionary note, however, our understanding
of the relationships between bone and vascular mineral
homeostasis is rudimentary. As clinicians, we are coming
to appreciate the reciprocal relationships between bone
health and atherosclerosis as detected by vascular calcification;203–206 however, the endocrine regulation of this
relationship might change with age. For example, amino
bisphosphonate therapy for osteoporosis decreases the
risk of aortic valve and thoracic aorta calcification in
women aged >75 years but increases risk in women under
age 55 years.207 Furthermore, although helpful to bone in
some contexts, oral calcium supplementation in patients
with renal insufficiency 127 and advanced age208,209 may
have a negative effect on cardiovascular health. As our
understanding of the bone–vascular axis continues to
improve, so too will our capacity to meet the clinical needs
of patients with musculoskeletal and vascular diseases.
Review criteria
PubMed was searched for articles published in 1970–
2011, emphasizing literature from the past decade. Except
for two didactic abstracts, only full-text papers published
in English were considered for inclusion. Primary search
terms included “vascular calcification”, “valve calcification”,
“arterial calcification”, “atherosclerotic calcification”,
“arteriosclerosis”, “diabetic arteriosclerosis”, “medial
calcification”, “Monckeberg’s sclerosis”, “coronary artery
calcification”, “calcific aortic stenosis”, “calcific aortic
valve disease”, “valve sclerosis”, “calciphylaxis”, “calcific
uremic arteriolopathy”, “calcific vasculopathy”, “peripheral
arterial disease”, “lower extremity amputation”, “calcium
metabolism hyperphosphatemia”, “osteoporosis”,
“fracture”, “fracture repair”, “bone vascularization”,
“bone perfusion”, “bone blood flow”, “bone formation”,
“ossification”, “avascular necrosis”, “osteonecrosis”,
“Windkessel physiology”, and “CKD–MBD”.
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PTH and the Marrow Microenvironment
PTH has l ong bee n k nown t o di rectly t arget os teoblasts and k idney c ells and i ndirectly t arget
osteoclasts, bu t more r ecently P TH h as been found t o also di rectly t arget os teocytes an d
lymphocytes, and i ndirectly t arget ot her c ells o f h ematopoietic or igin. The a nabolic ac tions of
PTH i n b one c annot effectively be r eplicated us ing os teoblast d ifferentiation m odels in vitro
suggesting other cells in the bone marrow microenvironment may be instrumental in the anabolic
actions o f P TH. This s ession w ill f ocus o n P TH ac tions (direct a nd indirect) on v arious ‘ nonbone’ cell types found in the marrow microenvironment.

Outline:
I.

PTH brief background – ‘setting the stage’

II.

PTH mediates cytokines that impact hematopoietic cells

III. Effect of PTH on osteoclasts

IV. Myeloid/macrophages and PTH

V. B cells and PTH

VI. T cells and PTH
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VII. PTH support of the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) niche

VIII. Evidence for/against therapeutic application of PTH

IX. Effect of PTH on hematopoietic lineage cell mobilization

X. Conclusions and future directions

Figure 1: Interaction between osteoblastic/stromal
cells and lymphocytes mediated by PTH. In response
to direct stimulation by PTH, bone marrow T
lymphocytes secrete the Wnt ligand Wnt10b. After
binding to its receptors on osteoblastic/stromal cells,
Wnt10b activates canonical Wnt/β-catenin signaling
which
stimulates
osteoblast
proliferation/differentiation and inhibits apoptosis.
PTH also stimulates osteoblastic/stromal cells,
however,
whether
these
PTH
stimulated
osteoblastic/stromal cells can affect T lymphocytes is
unclear. PTH stimulated osteoblastic/stromal cells
support
bone
marrow
B
lymphopoiesis.
Differentiation of HSCs to B lymphocytes requires
cell-cell contact with osteoblastic/stromal cells and
this process is mediated via VCAM-1, SDF-1, and IL-7
signaling induced by PTH. Less is known about the
effect of B cells on osteoblastic/stromal cells.
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Figure 2: PTH stimulates osteoblastic/stromal cells to
increase Jagged1, cyclooxygenase (COX) 2/PGE2 and IL6 levels in the HSC niche. Jagged1 with binding to the
Notch receptor on HSCs increases HSC numbers and
inhibits differentiation of HSC/progenitor cells. On the
other hand, COX-2/PGE2 specifically increases shortterm HSCs without altering long-term HSC or inhibiting
their lineage specific differentiation. Flt-3 ligand (Flt3L), a stem cell factor which is enriched in the HSC
niche, increases hematopoietic progenitor cell
proliferation. IL-6 produced in response to PTH action
on stromal cells supports the Flt-3L mediated HSC
expansion by inhibiting apoptosis of responsive cells.

Figure 3: sIL-6R signaling mediates PTH
Flt-3L
IL-6

gp130
STAT3

p

Myeloid cell
expansion

sIL-6r

PTH

STAT3

p

TGF-β1
High, early expression

IL-6R
Osteoblastic/stromal cel

Anabolic action in bone
IL-6 signaling
sIL-6R signaling

actions in both hematopoietic and skeletal
systems. PTH binds to receptors on
osteoblast/stromal cells. In response,
osteoblasts produce IL-6 and sIL-6R whose
signaling phosphorylates STAT3 and
results in myeloid cell expansion. sIL6R/gp130/STAT3 mediated hematopoietic
cell expansion positively impacts PTH
anabolic action in bone by stimulating
TGF-β1 in myeloid cells. IL-6 contributes to
PTH
mediated
hematopoietic
cell
expansion but is not essential for PTH
anabolic actions in bone. sIL-6R signaling
in myeloid cells results in higher and more
rapid TGF-β1 expression than IL6/gp130/STAT3 signaling. TGF-β1 has been
previously shown to recruit mesenchymal
stem cells to bone surfaces and support
bone formation.

Outstanding questions:
1. What is the relationship between PTH actions on cells in the marrow and anabolic actions of PTH?
2. What cells in the marrow have PTH/PTHrP receptors and what is the nature of these receptors?
3. How do ‘PTH-informed’ hematopoietic lineage cells interact with osteoblasts, osteocytes,
osteoclasts?
4. What is the entire repertoire of PTH-mediated osteoblast/stromal/osteocyte derived factors that
impact hematopoietic cells and which ones are critical regulators of the bone marrow
microenvironment?
5. What are the temporal/cell stage dependent actions of PTH relative to cells in the bone marrow?
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Medication-Induced Osteoporosis
Cyrus Cooper, FMedSci

• PPI/ H2RA
• Anti-depressants

Professor of Rheumatology and Director, MRC Lifecourse
Epidemiology Unit, University of Southampton; and

• Glitazones

Professor of Musculoskeletal Science, University of Oxford,
UK

• CTIBL

PPI, H2RA and spine fractures

Current PPI use and risk of fracture
Fracture site
Current use

Any

Hip

1.15*

1.22*

Vertebral
1.40*

(1.10-1.20)

(1.10-1.37)

(1.11-1.78)

Defined daily dose
Low
Medium
High

< 1.0
1.0 – 1.75
> 1.75

1.09*

1.13

1.05

(1.03-1.16)

(0.98-1.31)

(0.76-1.45)

1.18*

1.27*

1.61*

(1.12-1.25)

(1.12-1.45)

(1.23-2.11)

1.19*

1.45*

1.54

(1.03-1.37)

(1.06-1.99)

(0.80-2.95)

Contrast: Current PPI use versus past PPI use

De Vries et al., OI 2009

Kwok et al., Bone 2011
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PPI use, new vertebral fracture and
BMD in risedronate trials

Concomitant BP/PPI use and risk of fracture
Fracture site
Any
Current use

Hip

Incidence new vertebral fracture for current vs no PPI use

Vertebral

1.13*

1.24*

1.18

(1.03-1.24)

(1.04-1.48)

(0.92-1.48)

Defined daily dose
Low

< 1.0

Medium
High

1.0 – 1.75
> 1.75

0.90

0.99

0.84

(0.77-1.05)

(0.74-1.33)

(0.56-1.27)

1.20*

1.35*

1.35*

(1.07-1.36)

(1.08-1.69)

(1.01-1.82)

1.32

1.23

1.09

(0.92-1.89)

(0.58-2.59)

(0.41-2.94)

Contrast: BP + PPI versus BP alone

BMD % change over 36 months
PPI use

Lumbar spine (L1-L4) BMD
Risedronate

Femoral neck BMD
Risedronate Placebo

PPI user

6.32

0.45

2.50

-0.99

PPI non-user

5.92

1.10

2.12

-0.84

De Vries et al., OI 2009

Roux et al., OI 2012

Outline

Possible mechanisms
• ASM used in patients likely to be less compliant with
BP?

• PPI/ H2RA

– No effect of compliance adjustment in GPRD
– Not explain ASM effect in BP non-users

• Anti-depressants

• An effect on falling?
–
–
–
–

Placebo

Om and ranitidine assoc with dizziness
But wrist fractures not increased
Slow offset of risk on stopping ASM
Not explain increased risk vert fracture

• Glitazones

• Reduced calcium absorption- conflicting studies

• CTIBL

• Reduced BMD?

– Unlikely as risk not increase with duration of drug, and other studies suggest
no BMD association
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SSRI use and risk of fracture

Study of Osteoporotic Fractures Cohort

• Population-based
cohort 5008, aged
> 50 yrs, followed
5 years

• Population based
cohort 8127 women >
65 yrs old
• Medication by selfreport
• Fractures validated
radiographically

Richards et al., AIM 2007

Ensrud et al., AIM 2003

Antidepressants and odds fracture over time

Fracture and
drug affinity
for 5-HTT

SSRI

Verdel et al., Bone 2010

5-HT
transporter
inhibition

Cases
(n=6,763)

Controls
(n=26,341)

Adjusted OR

95% CI

Low

46

102

1.74

1.14–2.35

Medium

132

241

1.92

1.53–2.40

High

234

358

2.31

1.94–2.76

Unclassified

10

24

1.44

TCA

0.67–3.04
Van den Brand et al., OI 2009

Van den Brand et al., OI 2009
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Antidepressant use and bone loss

Discussion
• SSRI and TCA associated with increase in
falls and fractures
• SSRI appears to impair bone
• Rapid onset/ offset of risk
• Confounding by indication and channelling
bias

2722 women, population-based cohort (SOF)
Diem et al., AIM 2007

ADOPT Study: Men

Outline
• PPI/ H2RA
• Anti-depressants

• Glitazones
• CTIBL

Kahn et al., 2008
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ADOPT Study: Women
Pioglitazone,
rosiglitazone and
fractures
Cohort study
69047 TZD
75352 control
Claims database
Aubert et al., 2010

Kahn et al., 2008

Discussion
TZDs and
fractures:
Metaanalysis

• Glitazones associated with increased fracture
risk
– ? Adipocyte, IGF-1, estrogen

• Many RCT/ cohorts/ case-control
• Probably women > men
• Distal fractures (but may reflect age)
• Consider as risk factor for fracture
Loke, Y. K. et al. CMAJ 2009;180:32-39
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LS BMD

Outline
• PPI/ H2RA
• Anti-depressants

Hip BMD

• Glitazones

Arimidex, Tamoxifen,
Alone or in Combination
Trial (ATAC)
Anastrazole 1mg/d
Tamoxifen 20 mg/d
Combination stopped at 33
months
• Anastrazole vs tamoxifen
during active treatment:
– (number [annual rate]: 375
[2·93%] vs 234 [1·90%];

• CTIBL

– incidence rate ratio [IRR]
1·55 [1·31–1·83], p<0·0001)

Lancet Oncology 2008

CTIBL prevention
Androgen
deprivation
therapy

• 1677 from two trials
• Zol 4mg every 6 months
• Within 14 days or if BMD drop or
fracture
Brufsky et al, The Oncologist 2008

• 3.7% prostate cancer 1991; 30.9% 1999
• Increase in bone resorption markers
• Bone loss, fractures
Shahinian et al, NEJM 2005
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Conclusions
• Range of drugs associated with adverse bone
outcomes is increasing
• Conflicting evidence regarding concommitent
PPI and bisphosphonate use
• Be alert to use of PPI, glitazones,
antidepressants, hormonal cancer therapies
• Guidelines only for breast cancer; and
consider use of FRAX secondary osteoporosis
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Mechanical Sensor and Osteocytes
Jean X. Jiang, Ph.D.
Professor
University of Texas Health Science center
San Antonio, TX 78229-3900
Significance of the topic:
The skelet on adapts to mechanical us age and mechanical loading promotes bone
formation and remodeling. Although most bone ce lls are involved in mechanosensing, it
is widely accepted that osteocytes are t he principal mechanosensory cells. Osteocytes
are embedded ins ide the bone miner al matrix and ha ve stellate morphology with small
cell body and long dendritic pr ocesses. The long dendritic processes of osteocytes form
a network connecting the nei ghboring osteocytes and the ce lls on the bone surface,
such as osteoblasts and osteoc lasts. In last decade or so, t he osteocyte has been
perceived as the center of
bo ne remodeling by coordinating both osteoblast and
osteoclast function, and also as the initia tor of bone remodeling by sensing the bone
matrix. Osteocyte cell body and processes are surrounded by fluid-filled spa ce, forming
an extensive lacuno-canalicular network. The osteocyte dendritic processes and the cell
body are surrounded by fluid filled spaces term ed as canaliculi and lacuna, respectively.
The canaliculi around the dendr ites ar e nar row when compare d t o th at of t he lacu nar
space surrounding osteocyte cell body. Various st udies suggest that flow of interstitial
fluid driven by extravascular pressure is
a likely stress-related factor that transmits
mechanical stimulation to bone ce lls. Dendritic processes of osteocytes are postulated
as the mechanical sensory r egion on osteocytes. The mechani sms by which osteocytes
sense and respond to mechanic al loading in ost eocytes are active research focuses in
multiple laboratories.
Learning Objectives:
As a result of participating in this sessi on, attendees should be able to understand the
current knowledge and research in
(1) Current models of mechanical stimulation on osteocytes.
(2) Mechanosensory areas of osteocytes, including the involv ement of cell body,
dendritic processes and cilia and primary approaches being used.
(3) Critical mechanosensory molecules involved, including integrins, glycocalyx, etc.
(4) Roles of osteocytic connexin channels in mechanostransduction.
(5) Signaling mechanisms activated by mechano-stimulation.
(6) Relevance to physiology and pathology of the bone tissues.
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(7) Challenges and future research directions.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TOPIC
We have recently identified in normal bone marrow a novel population that carries both
hematopoietic and mesenchymal markers. We will discuss how this novel population may
modulate bone marrow and bone homeostasis. Moreover, we will also talk about how the
marrow precursors of this novel population may contribute to the reactive stroma of malignant
tumors. Overall, the topic is relevant to both bone and bone marrow physiology and cancer
biology.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to discuss about:
1) Cellular heterogeneity of the bone marrow stroma
2) Fibrocytes
3) Fibrocyte-like cells in the bone marrow
4) Contribution of bone marrow fibrocyte precursors to the reactive stroma of tumors
POINTS OF INTEREST
The bone marrow is comprised of both hematopoietic and mesenchymal populations.
Hematopoietic cells derive from self-renewing hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), and constitute
the vast majority of the adult bone marrow’s cellularity, whereas the mesenchymal population is
thought to originate from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) [1]. The presence of nonhematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow was first suggested by the German pathologist
Cohneim about 130 years ago, who proposed that bone marrow can be the source of fibroblasts
contributing to wound healing in numerous peripheral tissues [2]. In the early 1970’s, the
pioneering work of Friedenstein and colleagues demonstrated that the rodent bone marrow had
fibroblastoid cells with clonogenic potential in vitro [3, 4]. Over the years, numerous laboratories
have confirmed and expanded these findings by showing that cells isolated according to
Friedenstein’s protocol were also present in the human bone marrow, and by demonstrating that
these cells could be sub-passaged and differentiated in vitro into a variety of cells of the
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mesenchymal lineages. Friedenstein had thus isolated from the bone marrow what later on
would be renamed “mesenchymal stem cell” or MSC.
The current model proposes that there are at least two types of stem cells in the bone marrow:
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). HSCs would give rise to
hematopoietic cell types and to cells that resorb bone (osteoclasts), whereas MSCs would
differentiate into a variety of mesenchymal lineages such as chondrocytes, adipocytes and
osteoblasts, at least in vitro.
Another cell type of bone marrow origin, referred to as “fibrocyte”, has been recently
characterized [5-9]. Fibrocytes are collagen-producing cells of the peripheral blood, and
comprise 0.1-0.5% of the circulating population of “non-erythrocytic cells”. They were first
identified as cells that, upon isolation from blood and subsequent in vitro culture, exhibited
mixed morphological and molecular characteristics of hematopoietic stem cells, monocytes and
fibroblasts. They are present in wounds, at sites of pathological fibroses, and in the reactive
stroma of tumors [9-12]. It is not clear whether fibrocytes exist in circulation as such, though it is
more likely that they represent the obligate intermediate stage of differentiation into mature
mesenchymal cells of a bone marrow-derived precursor of the monocyte lineage that circulates
and becomes a “fibrocyte” only at specific tissue sites under permissive conditions [9].
Fibrocytes are thought to derive from the hematopoietic lineage since they express cell surface
antigens such as CD34, CD45, and CD11b, though they produce matrix proteins such as
collagen type I; moreover, their bone marrow origin has been extensively documented in
transplant models [9]. They also constitutively secrete extracellular matrix degrading enzymes,
primarily MMP9 [6, 13], which promotes endothelial cell invasion, and several pro-angiogenic
factors including VEGF, bFGF, IL-8 and PDGF [6, 10, 14]. Collectively, these findings suggest
that the fibroblast population of bone marrow origin contributing to wound healing proposed 130
years ago by the German pathologist Cohneim could indeed be formed, at least in part, by
fibrocytes.
We have recently identified in normal bone marrow a novel population that, like fibrocytes,
carries both hematopoietic and mesenchymal markers [15] (Figure 1). We will refer to it as
“bone marrow fibrocyte-like cells”, since it shares similarities with fibrocytes, whose presence in
the bone marrow has not been reported before.
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In particular, a double mutant mouse expressing constitutively active PTH/PTHrP receptor
(PPR*) and green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of the type I collagen promoter
(PPR*Tg/ GFP) was generated. Confocal microscopy and flow cytometry revealed the presence
of a cell population expressing GFP [GFP(+)] that was also positive for the hematopoietic
marker CD45 in the bone marrow of both PPR*Tg/GFP and controls. This population was
expanded in PPR*Tg/GFP. Existence of cells expressing both type I collagen and CD45 in the
adult bone marrow was confirmed by immunohistochemistry and fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS). Analysis of total RNA extracted from sorted GFP(+)CD45(+) showed that these
cells produced not only type I collagen, but also PTH/PTHrP receptor and RANK mRNAs, which
further proved their features of being both mesenchymal and hematopoietic lineages. Of note,
PPR*Tg is a mouse model of bone marrow fibrosis [16].
In this Meet-the-Professor section, we will discuss whether and how this novel population may
contribute to bone marrow homeostasis and to the development and/or progression of marrow
fibrosis.
In particular, it has been proposed that fibrocytes contribute to wound healing and to
pathological fibroses by producing both a collagenous matrix and a variety of proangiogenic/pro-fibrotic factors. It is possible that also the bone marrow fibrocyte-like cells we
have recently identified contribute to the pathogenesis of marrow fibrosis by producing proangiogenic/pro-fibrotic cytokines, in addition to matrix proteins. In this regard, we would like to
re-emphasize that is quite intriguing that number of bone marrow fibrocyte-like cells is increased
in PPR*Tg, i.e. in a model of marrow fibrosis.
Moreover, potential contribution of the bone marrow precursors of our novel population to the
reactive stroma of tumors and their differentiation into myofibroblasts will be also discussed.
In particular, myofibroblasts, which are critical mediator of fibrosis, are generated by numerous
sources, including resident mesenchymal cells, epithelial and endothelial cells in processes
termed epithelial/endothelial mesenchymal transition (EMT, EndMT), and probably also bone
marrow fibrocytes, as briefly discussed above [17, 18] (Figure 2). The presence of
myofibroblasts is typically revealed by their expression of both alpha-smooth muscle actin
(alphaSMA) and vimentin, which is a marker of fibroblasts, whereas smooth muscle cells, which
are positive for alphaSMA, lack significant vimentin staining; conversely, fibrocytes are positive
for vimentin, but not for alphaSMA. Myofibroblasts, which are a subset of “CAFs” or “carcinoma
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associated fibroblasts”, are present, as fibrocytes, both at sites of chronic wounding and in the
stroma of advanced carcinomas [19].
As aforementioned, upon Tgfbeta1 treatment human CD34 (+) alphaSMA (-) fibrocytes can
differentiate into CD34 (-) alpha SMA (+) myofibroblasts in vitro [20]. Several
histopathological studies have correlated the loss of CD34 (+) stromal cells at tumor sites
with malignant potential, and other studies have associated the loss of CD34 expression
with an increase in alphaSMA production [21] [8] [6]. It is possible that each of these
changes could be indeed the consequence of fibrocytes differentiating into myofibroblasts.
Both cancerous cells and cells at the interface of malignant lesions produce high amount of
Tgfbeta1; moreover, hypoxic regions of tumors contain elevated levels of endothelin-1 (ET1) [9]. Therefore, the apparent loss of CD34 (+) cells and the concomitant increase in the
number of CD34 (-) alphaSMA (+) cells in the stroma surrounding malignant lesions may
indicate an increased differentiation of CD34 (+) fibrocytes into mature CD34 (-)
myofibroblasts triggered by the presence of excessive levels of Tgfbeta1 and ET1. Since
fibrocytes, but not myofibroblasts, have antigen-presenting capabilities [9], it is tempting to
speculate that fibrocytes could be important for local immunosurveillance, whereas their
differentiation into myofibroblasts would favor a more invasive phenotype of malignant
tumors.
Bone marrow has been shown to be a source of myofibroblasts both in physiological and in
pathological conditions [18, 22]; these findings are in agreement with the working model that
myofibroblasts originate, at least in part, from fibrocytes, whose bone marrow origin has been
well documented [9].
It is possible that in analogy to the fibrocyte precursors also the bone marrow precursors of our
novel population may circulate and differentiate into myofibroblasts within a tumor stroma.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1
(A-C) Identification and characterization of GFP(+)CD45(+) cells in WT and PPR*Tg mice. BM
cells were isolated as described in Materials and Methods from WT/GFP (A) and PPR*Tg/GFP
(B) mice, and analyzed for the expression of GFP, CD45 and CD11b. Note the expansion of
GFP(+)CD45(+) cell population in PPR*Tg (B left panel) compared to WT (A left panel). Right
panels in A and B show that the majority of the GFP(+)CD45(+) cells are positive for CD11b.
(C) Comparison of percentage of GFP(+)CD45(+) cells per total BM cells between WT/GFP
(n=4) and PPR*Tg/GFP (n=5) mice. The results of 4 independent experiments were summed
and the average values are shown. Student t test was performed to validate the significance of
difference. P*<0.01
(D) GFP(+)CD45(-) cells, GFP(+)CD45(+)CD11b(-) cells and GFP(+)CD45(+)CD11b(+) cells
were sorted from BM of WT/GFP mice, and total RNA was collected. RT-PCR was performed
for beta actin (product size: 154bp), Col I (133bp), GFP (159bp), PPR (225bp) and RANK
(243bp). The MspI digest of pBR322 DNA was used as molecular weight standards.
(E) Detection of CD45(+)CD11b(+) Col1(+) F4/80(+) and CD45(+)CD11b(+) Col1(+) F4/80(-)
cells in the BM of WT mice. Shown are CD45+CD11b+ cells in lineage-negative gated BM (left
panels). These can be further subdivided based on their expression of F4/80 and Col 1 (lower
right panel). Isotype control for Col 1 is shown in upper right panel.
From [15]

Figure 2
Carcinoma-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) play a major role in organizing the tumor
microenvironment and in modulating tumor growth, invasiveness and metastatization. From [23]
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Genetics of Human Skeletal Dysplasias
Brendan Lee, M.D., Ph.D.,
Baylor College of Medicine & Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Human skeletal dysplasias are disorders that result from errors in bone, cartilage, and joint development. A
complex series of signaling pathways, including the FGF, TGFβ, BMP, WNT, Notch, and Hedgehog pathways,
are essential for proper skeletogenesis, and human skeletal
dysplasias are often a consequence of primary or secondary dysregulation of these pathways. Although these
pathways interact to regulate bone, cartilage, and joint formation, human genetic phenotypes point to the
predominant action of specific components of these pathways. Mutations in the genes with a role in metabolic
processing within the cell, the extracellular matrix, and transcriptional regulation can lead to dysregulation of
cell–cell and cell–matrix signaling that alters tissue patterning, cell differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis.
We propose a morphogen rheostat model to conceptualize how mutations in different metabolic processes can
lead to the integration of differential signaling inputs within a temporal and spatial context to generate
apparently divergent skeletal phenotypes.
Reproduced from D. Baldridge, O. Shchelochkov, B. Kelley, and B. Lee. Signaling Pathways in Human
Skeletal Dysplasias. Annual Review of Genomics and Human Genetics, 11:189-217 (2010).
As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to appreciate the contribution of human
genetic studies of the skeletal dysplasias for elucidating basic mechanisms of skeletal development and
homeostasis.
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Figure 1. FGF signaling components and the human skeletal dysplasias they cause when mutated. Ligands
such as FGF9, FGF10, and FGF23, bind and activate membrane bound receptors, including FGFR1, FGFR2,
and FGFR3. This leads to activation of downstream mediators of FGF signaling, including MAP kinase, PI3
kinase, and phospholipase C gamma. Note that there is significant overlap of the clinical phenotype observed
in syndromes caused by mutations in FGF signaling pathway. CATSHL: camptodactyly, tall stature, and
hearing loss syndrome.
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Figure 2. Genes that code for members of the TGF signaling pathway and the human skeletal dysplasias
that are caused by mutations in these genes. The ligand TGF 1, which is coded for by the gene TGFB1 and
represented by a blue sphere, forms dimers in the extracellular space. This morphogen is usually kept in an
inactive state because it is non-covalently bound by its own propeptide, shown in red, and by proteins such as
latent-TGF -binding protein-1 (LTBP-1, encoded by LTBP1), or fibrillin 1 or 2 (encoded by FBN1 or FBN2).
ADAMTS-like protein 2, coded by the ADAMTSL2 gene, can bind to LTBP-1 and thereby regulate TGF
signaling. Once released, the TGF 1 ligand can bind to its cell-surface receptors, coded by the genes
TGFBR1 and TGFBR2, which in turn activate downstream signaling by phosphorylation of the Smad family of
transcription factors.
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Figure 3. BMP signaling pathway genes and the human skeletal dysplasias they cause when mutated. Similar
to the TGF signaling pathway, BMP ligands, such as GDF5, are dimers, and they bind to membrane-bound
receptors, such as the type I receptors coded by the genes BMPR1B and ACVR1. This activates downstream
signals, including both Smad-dependent and Smad-independent pathways. The protein noggin, which is
coded for by the gene NOG, is an inhibitor of BMP signaling that binds and sequesters BMP ligands in the
extra-cellular space.
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Figure 4. Genes that code for WNT signaling pathway members and the skeletal dysplasias that are caused
by mutations in these genes. Canonical WNT signaling involves the binding of ligands, such as WNT3, to the
Frizzled family of receptor proteins, coded by the FZD genes. These seven-transmembrane-containing
receptors are regulated by co-receptors, including LRP5 and LRP6. When WNT signaling is activated, the
downstream protein catenin beta-1 (encoded by CTNNB1) is not degraded, and is allowed to enter the
nucleus, where it activates the transcription of WNT target genes. Additional regulators of this pathway include
sclerostin, which is an extra-cellular inhibitor that can bind to LRP5 or LRP6, and the intracellular inhibitor
AXIN2, which normally degrades catenin beta-1 when WNT signaling is NOT activated. In addition, the
transmembrane protein ROR2 can act as an inhibitory co-receptor the WNT pathway.
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Figure 5. Notch signaling pathway genes and the human skeletal dysplasias they cause when mutated.
Ligands such as those encoded by the genes DLL3 or JAG1, which are found on the cell surface of a
neighboring cell, can activate the membrane bound Notch receptors, including Notch2. When this pathway is
activated, the intracellular portion of the Notch receptor can translocate to the nucleus where it activates
transcription of downstream target genes, such as MESP2, LFNG, and HES7. Some of the proteins coded for
by these genes, in particular MESP2, can in turn regulate upstream portions of the Notch signaling pathway,
for example by causing decreased expression of the gene DLL1, which encodes a Notch ligand. SCDO:
Spondylocostal dysostosis.
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Figure 6. Genes that code for hedgehog pathway members and the skeletal dysplasias that are caused by
mutations in these genes. IHH and SHH code for ligands that bind and activate the patched receptor, which is
encoded by the genes PTC1 or PTC2. Activated patched leads to release of smoothened, coded for by the
gene SMO, and subsequent conversion of the GLI family of transcriptional regulators, including the protein
encoded by GLI3, from repressors to activators of downstream target genes of the hedgehog pathway.
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Significance
Breast cancer and prostate cancers are common diagnoses, with each of these cancers being diagnosed in
over 200,000 individuals annually. The vast majority of these cancers are diagnosed in an aging population
and median age of breast cancer (BCA) diagnosis is 61 and prostate cancer (PCA) is 67. Most BCA and PCA
are diagnosed early through screening and are treated with curative intent. As of January 2012, it is estimated
that there are over 3.6 million breast cancer (BCA) and prostate cancer (PCA) survivors in the United States.
Common therapies for these cancers involve endocrine manipulations that may increase the risk of bone loss,
and fracture. Bone health in the care of those affected by BCA and PCA is a growing public health concern.
This session will review concerns for the detection, prevention and management of osteoporosis in those
diagnosed with early stage BCA and PCA. Management of bone metastases will not be the focus of this
session.
Learning Objectives: As a result of participating in this session, attendees should be able to:
 To identify therapies used in the management of breast and prostate cancer that can accelerate bone
loss and increase the risk of fracture
 To develop a strategy for evaluation of bone health including history, physical exam, laboratory data
and to assess the risk of bone loss and fracture in women with breast and men with prostate cancer
 To review clinical trials examining osteoclast inhibitors in the management of non-metastatic breast and
prostate cancer
Points of Interest:
Cancer Term Definitions:
 Adjuvant: Treatment after surgery, used with curative intent
 ADT: Androgen Deprivation Therapy
 CRPC: Castrate Resistant Prostate Cancer (not the focus of this presentation)
 ER: Estrogen Receptor; PR: Progesterone Receptor
 Metastatic: Distant disease is present and goals of care are palliative (non-curative)
 Neo-adjuvant: Treatment prior to surgery, typically to down stage the tumor, prior to surgery
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Unadjusted Fracture-free Survival in
men with P Ca, according to ADT.

Shahanian VB et al. NEJM, 2005, 352;154.



Biochemical and DXA Evaluation of Men on Androgen Deprivation Therapy
o History, Physical Examination and DXA at initial visit (? LVA)
o Laboratory Evaluation: to rule out other 2o causes of bone loss
 eg. CBC, TSH, Calcium, Albumin, 25-OH vitamin D
 Bone Turnover Markers (sCTX, BSAP, P1NP, uNtx)



Whom to Treat?
o Calcium and Vitamin D
 Limited data on optimal levels
 1200 mg/day of calcium, 600-1000 IU Vitamin D/day
o



Consideration of Medical Therapy
 Based on BMD and risk factors
 Use of FRAX Algorithm

Approved Therapies in Men on ADT
o Oral bisphosphonates
o IV Zoledronic Acid (if Osteoporosis)
o Denosumab
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Oral BPs and ADT (Adler R . Maturitas, 2011; 68; 143-47.)
Author

Trial

Baseline

Change in BMD

Comments

Bruder (2006)

Open label –
alendronate 70 mg
or no Rx q week
n = 46

Osteopenia or
osteoporosis in all
but 5

S −1.3%, +1.4% TH
−0.9%, +1%

Not randomized,
variable duration

Greenspan 2007

Alendronate 70 mg
weekly × 1 year
n = 112

91% osteopenia or
osteoporosis

S −1.4% +3.7% FN
−2.7%, +1.6%

RCT

Ishizaka (2007)

Open label, no
control risedronate
2.5 mg daily for 6
months n = 61

Normal to
osteoporosis, 11
with bone
metastases. Mean
UDR T-score was
−2.6

S +4.9% FN −0.1%
UDR +1.1%

Izumi (2009)

Open label RIS
2.5 mg daily for
BMD < 90% normal
young mean, n = 56

Planas (2009)

RCT, n = 71
alendronate 70 mg
weekly for 1 year

T-score < −2

S 0%, +0.5% TH
−1.2%, +1.3%

Taxel (2010)

RCT n = 40
risedronate 35 mg q
week For 6 months

Mean T-scores
normal

S −1.5%, +1.7% TH
−2.2%, +0.3%

Majority responded,
regardless of
baseline BMD

S −2.2%, +2.5%
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Treatment started
with onset of ADT
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Paget's disease of bone is a localized disorder of bone remodeling. The process is initiated by increases
in osteoclast-mediated bone resorption, with subsequent compensatory increases in new bone formation,
resulting in a disorganized mosaic of woven and lamellar bone at affected skeletal sites. This structural change
produces bone that is expanded in size, less compact, more vascular, and more susceptible to deformity or
fracture than is normal bone (1). Clinical signs and symptoms will vary from one patient to the next depending on
the number and location of affected skeletal sites, as well as on the degree and extent of the abnormal bone
turnover. It is believed that most patients are asymptomatic, but a substantial minority may experience a variety
of symptoms, including bone pain, secondary arthritic problems, bone deformity, excessive warmth over bone
from hypervascularity, fracture and a variety of neurological complications caused in most instances by
compression of neural tissues adjacent to pagetic bone.
ETIOLOGY
Although Paget's disease is the second most common bone disease after osteoporosis, the factors
involved in its pathogenesis are just beginning to be clarified. Both genetic and environmental factors have been
implicated in the pathophysiology of Paget's disease. Paget’s disease occurs commonly in families and can be
transmitted vertically in an autosomal dominant pattern.
Fifteen to 30% of Paget's disease patients have positive family histories of the disorder (2-4), and familial
aggregation studies in a United States population (5) suggest that the risk of a first-degree relative of a pagetic
subject developing the condition is 7 times greater than is the risk for someone who does not have an affected
relative.
Multiple genetic loci have been linked to familial Paget’s disease, and three genes have been identified.
Recent genome wide association studies have identified several susceptibility loci for Paget's disease. These
include variants in the CSF-1 gene, the RANK gene, PML gene and three other genes (6, 7). An insertion
mutation in the RANK gene has been reported (8) but this mutation is rarely found in patients with familial Paget's
disease (9).
The most frequent mutations linked to Paget’s disease are in a gene on 5q35-QTER, which encodes an
ubiquitin binding protein, sequestasome-1 (SQSTM1/p62) (10). Mutations in SQSTM1 occur in 30% of patients
with familial Paget’s disease with the P392L mutation being the most frequent (11). Mutations in the SQSTM1
gene have been associated with the severity of Paget’s disease. Mutation carriers had an earlier age of onset
and more commonly required surgery and bisphosphonate therapy (12). Sequestasome-1 plays an important
role in the NFκB signaling pathway. Patients with SQSTM1 mutations can have a variable clinical phenotype,
including no evidence of Paget’s disease in at least 1 or 2 individuals, and no gene dose effect can be seen
between heterozygotes and homozygotes individuals. Recent studies have reported that the P392L mutation in
p62 is either a predisposing mutation for Paget’s disease or can result in Paget’s disease in experimental animal
models (13, 14). Human osteoclast precursors transfected with the p62
P392L

P392L

do not form osteoclasts

characteristic of Paget’s disease, and transgenic mice with the p62
mutation targeted to the osteoclast
lineage develop progressive osteopenia and not Paget’s disease. However, mice in which the normal p62 gene
P392L

either do not develop Paget’s disease (13) or develop pagetic like lesions
has been replaced with p62
predominantly in their femurs (14).
There is a restricted geographic distribution for the occurrence of Paget’s disease. Paget’s disease is
most common in Europe, North America, Australia, and New Zealand in persons of Anglo-Saxon descent and is
extremely uncommon in Asia, Africa, and Scandinavia.
Some recent studies have reported an apparent decline in the frequency and severity of Paget’s
disease in both Great Britain and New Zealand (15, 16). The basis for this decline is unknown, but the changes
are too rapid to be explained by genetic factors and cannot be explained by migration patterns of persons with
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a predisposition to Paget’s disease.
For more than 30 years, studies have suggested that Paget's disease may result from a chronic
paramyxoviral infection. This is based on ultrastructural studies by Rebel and coworkers (17) who demonstrated
that nuclear and, less commonly, cytoplasmic inclusions that were similar to nucleocapsids from
paramyxoviruses were present in osteoclasts from Paget's disease patients. Mills and Singer (18) also reported
that the measles virus nucleocapsid antigen was present in osteoclasts from patients with Paget's disease, but
not from patients with other bone diseases. In some specimens, both measles virus and respiratory syncytial
virus nucleocapsid proteins were demonstrated by immunocytochemistry on serial sections. Gordon and
colleagues (19), using in situ hybridization studies, found canine distemper virus nucleocapsid protein in 11 of 25
Paget’s disease patients, and Mee and coworkers (20), using highly sensitive in situ PCR techniques, found that
osteoclasts from 12 of 12 English patients with Paget's disease expressed canine distemper virus nucleocapsid
transcripts.
Kurihara et al (21) provided evidence for a pathophysiologic role for measles virus in the abnormal
osteoclast activity in Paget's disease both in vitro and in vivo. Transfection of the measles virus nucleocapsid
gene into normal human osteoclast precursors resulted in formation of osteoclasts that expressed many of the
abnormal characteristics of pagetic osteoclasts. However, other workers have been unable to confirm the
presence of measles virus or CDV in pagetic osteoclasts (22). Kurihara et al also targeted the measles virus
nucleocapsid gene to cells in the osteoclast lineage in transgenic mice, and found that 29% of these mice
develop localized bone lesions that are similar to lesions seen in patients with Paget’s disease (23). More
P392L

recently, these investigators reported that mice expressing the MVNP gene and the p62
mutation develop
exuberant pagetic lesions (24). They further demonstrated that many of the effects of MVNP seen in these mice
were moderated by IL-6 (24).
Among the many questions that still remain to be explained to understand the contributions of
environmental and genetic factors to Paget's disease are: 1) Since paramyxoviral infections such as measles
virus occur worldwide, why does Paget's disease have a very restricted geographic distribution? 2) How does the
virus persist in osteoclasts in patients who are immunocompetent for such long periods of time, since measles
virus infections generally occur in children rather than adults, and Paget's disease is usually diagnosed in
patients over the age of 55? 3) Why does Paget’s disease remain so highly localized in patients after diagnosis?
4) What is the explanation for the variable phenotypic presentation of patients with familial Paget's disease,
especially that some of these patients who carry the mutated gene do not have Paget's disease even though they
are over 70 years of age?
PATHOLOGY
The initiating lesion in Paget's disease is an increase in bone resorption due to an abnormality in the
osteoclasts found at affected sites. Pagetic osteoclasts are more numerous than normal and contain
substantially more nuclei than do normal osteoclasts, with up to 100 nuclei per cell. In response to the increase
in bone resorption, numerous osteoblasts are recruited to pagetic sites where active and rapid new bone
formation occurs. It is generally believed that the osteoblasts are intrinsically normal (25, 26).
In the earliest phases of Paget's disease, increased bone resorption dominates, and lytic changes are
seen on radiographs. After this, there is a combination of increased resorption and relatively tightly coupled
new-bone formation, produced by the large numbers of osteoblasts present at these sites. During this phase,
and presumably because of the accelerated nature of the process, the new bone that is made is abnormal.
Newly deposited collagen fibers are laid down in a haphazard rather than a linear fashion, creating more
primitive woven bone. The end product is the so-called mosaic pattern of woven bone plus irregular sections of
lamellar bone linked in a disorganized way by numerous cement lines representing the extent of previous areas
of bone resorption. The bone marrow becomes infiltrated by excessive fibrous connective tissue and by an
increased number of blood vessels, explaining the hypervascular state of the bone. Bone matrix is typically
normally mineralized, and tetracycline labeling shows increased calcification rates. It is not unusual, however,
to find areas of pagetic biopsies in which widened osteoid seams are apparent, perhaps reflecting inadequate
calcium/phosphorus products in localized areas where rapid bone turnover heightens mineral demands.
In time, the hypercellularity at a locus of affected bone may diminish, leaving the end product of a
sclerotic, pagetic mosaic without evidence of active bone turnover, so-called burned out Paget’s disease.
Typically, all phases of the pagetic process can be seen at the same time at different sites in a particular
subject. The chaotic architectural changes that occur in pagetic bone contribute to the loss of structural
integrity. Figure 1 compares the appearances of normal and of pagetic bone by scanning electron microscopy.
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BIOCHEMICAL INDICES IN PAGET’S DISEASE
Measurements of biochemical markers of bone turnover are useful clinically in the assessment of the
extent and severity of disease in the untreated state and for monitoring the response to treatment (27). Increases
in serum or urine levels of biomarkers of bone resorption such as the C-and N-terminal telopeptides of collagen,
CTX and NTX, reflect the increases in osteoclast mediated bone resorption. Secondary increases in osteoblastic
activity are associated with elevated levels of bone formation markers including serum total alkaline phosphatase
(SAP), bone specific alkaline phosphatase and procollagen type-1 N-terminal propeptide (P1NP). In untreated
patients, the values of serum CTX or urine NTX and SAP rise in proportion to each other, reflecting the preserved
coupling of resorption and formation. The magnitude of the increase in markers offers an estimate of the extent
or severity of the abnormal bone turnover, with higher levels reflecting a more active, ongoing localized metabolic
process. Active monostotic disease may have lower SAP values than polyostotic disease. Lower values (e.g., <3
times the upper limit of normal) may indicate fewer pagetic sites or a lesser degree of increased bone turnover at
affected sites. However, mild elevations in a patient with limited and highly localized disease (e.g., the proximal
tibia) may still be associated with symptoms and clear progression of disease at that site. Even a so-called
"normal" SAP (e.g. at the upper limit of the normal range) may not truly be normal for the pagetic patient. To be
confident that the SAP reflects quiescent disease, a result in the middle of the normal range is probably required.
Potent bisphosphonates are capable of normalizing the biochemical markers, an indication of a remission
of the bone-remodeling abnormality, in a majority of patients and bringing the markers to near normal in most
others so that monitoring the markers is helpful in assessing treatment effects. CTX or NTX may become normal
in days to a few weeks after bisphosphonate therapy is initiated. It is often adequate, however, to monitor SAP
alone, with a baseline measure pre-treatment, a post treatment test one to three months after treatment is
completed and at 6-12 month intervals thereafter to determine duration of the effect of that treatment course.
Serum calcium is typically normal in untreated Paget’s’ disease, but secondary hyperparathyroidism and
transient decreases in serum calcium can occur in some patients being treated with potent bisphosphonates.
This results from the early suppression of bone resorption in the setting of not yet reduced new-bone formation
(28). As restoration of coupling occurs with time, PTH levels fall. The problem can be largely avoided by being
certain that such patients are and remain replete in both calcium and vitamin D.
CLINICAL FEATURES
Paget's disease affects both men and women, with most series describing a slight male predominance. It
is rarely observed to occur in individuals younger than age 25 years, it is thought to develop as a clinical entity
after the age of 40 in most instances, and it is most commonly diagnosed in people over the age of 50. In a
survey of over 800 selected patients in the US, 600 of whom had symptoms, the average age at diagnosis was
58 years (29). It seems likely that many patients have the disorder for a period of time before any diagnosis is
made, especially because it is often an incidental finding.
Paget’s disease may be monostotic, affecting only a single bone or portion of a bone (Fig. 2), or may be
polyostotic, involving two or more bones. Sites of disease are often asymmetric. Clinical observation suggests
that in most instances, sites affected with Paget's disease when the diagnosis is made are the only ones that will
show pagetic change over time. Although progression of disease within a given bone may occur, the sudden
appearance of new sites of involvement years after the initial diagnosis is uncommon.
The most common sites of involvement include the pelvis, femur, spine, skull, and tibia. The humerus,
clavicle, scapula, ribs, and facial bones are less commonly involved, and the hands and feet are only rarely
affected. It is believed that most patients with Paget's disease are asymptomatic and that the disorder is most
often diagnosed when an elevated SAP is noted on routine screening or when a radiograph taken for an
unrelated problem reveals typical skeletal changes. The development of symptoms or complications of Paget's
disease is influenced by the particular areas of involvement, the interrelationship between affected bone and
adjacent structures, the extent of metabolic activity, and presence or absence of disease progression within an
affected site.
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
Bone pain from a site of pagetic involvement, experienced either at rest or with motion, is probably the
most common symptom. Pagetic bone associated with a high turnover state has an increased vascularity,
leading to a sensation of warmth of the skin overlying bone (eg skull or tibia) that some patients perceive as an
unpleasant sensation. Small transverse lucencies along the expanded cortices of involved weight-bearing bones
or advancing, lytic, blade-of-grass lesions sometimes cause pain.
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A bowing deformity of the femur or tibia can cause clinical problems. A bowed limb is typically shortened,
resulting in specific gait abnormalities that can lead to abnormal mechanical stresses. Clinically severe
secondary arthritis can occur at joints adjacent to pagetic bone (e.g., the hip, knee, or ankle).
Back pain may result from enlarged pagetic vertebrae. Vertebral compression fractures can occur since
the bone is of suboptimal quality. Lumbar spinal stenosis with neural impingement may arise, producing radicular
pain and possibly motor impairment. Degenerative changes in the spine that are unrelated to Paget’s disease
may also contribute to a patient’s symptoms. Kyphosis may occur, or there may be a forward tilt of the upper
back, particularly when a compression fracture or spinal stenosis is present. Paget’s disease in the thoracic
spine may rarely cause direct spinal cord compression with motor and sensory changes. Several cases of
apparent direct cord compression have been documented to have resulted from a vascular steal syndrome,
whereby hypervascular pagetic bone "steals" blood from the neural tissue (30).
Paget's disease of the skull may be asymptomatic, but common complaints in up to one third of patients
with diffuse skull involvement may include an increase in head size with or without frontal bossing or deformity, or
headache, sometimes described as a band-like tightening around the head. Hearing loss may occur as a result
of isolated or combined conductive or neurosensory abnormalities; cochlear damage from pagetic involvement
of the temporal bone with loss of bone density in the cochlear capsule may be an important component (31).
Cranial nerve palsies (such as in nerves II, VI, and VII) occur rarely. With extensive skull involvement, a softening
of the base of the skull may produce flattening and basilar invagination, so that the odontoid process begins to
extend upward as the skull sinks downward upon it. Rarely basilar invagination can produce direct brainstem
compression or an obstructive hydrocephalus and increased intra-cranial pressure caused by blockage of
cerebrospinal fluid flow. Pagetic involvement of the facial bones may cause facial deformity, dental problems,
and, rarely, narrowing of the airway.
Fracture through pagetic bone can occur, particularly in long bones with active areas of advancing lytic
disease; the most common sites are the femoral shaft or subtrochanteric area (32). Increased vascularity of high
trunover pagetic bone (i.e., with a moderately increased SAP) may lead to substantial blood loss in the presence
of fractures due to trauma. Fractures also may occur in the presence of areas of malignant degeneration, a rare
complication of Paget's disease. Far more common are the small fissure fractures along the convex surfaces of
bowed lower extremities, which may be asymptomatic, stable, and persistent for years, but sometimes a more
extensive transverse lucent area extends medially from the cortex, typically with symptoms of discomfort, and
may lead to a clinical fracture with time. These painful lesions warrant treatment and careful radiographic
follow-up over time. Fracture through pagetic bone usually heals normally, although some groups have reported
as high as a 10% rate of nonunion.
Neoplastic degeneration is a relatively rare event, occurring with an incidence of less than 1%. This lesion
typically presents as severe new pain at a pagetic site and has a grave prognosis. The majority of the tumors are
classified as osteogenic sarcomas, although both fibrosarcomas and chondrosarcomas are also seen. The most
common site of sarcomatous change appears to be the pelvis, with the femur and humerus next in frequency
(33).Typically osteosarcomas are osteolytic, although these lesions involve cells of osteoblastic lineage (34).
Benign giant-cell tumors also may occur in bone affected by Paget's disease. These may present as
localized masses at the affected site. Radiographic evaluation may disclose lytic changes. Biopsy reveals
clusters of large osteoclast-like cells, which some authors believe represent reparative granulomas (35). These
tumors usually show a remarkable sensitivity to high dose glucocorticoids, and the mass will shrink or even
disappear after treatment with prednisone or dexamethasone (36), although some will grow back after
treatment ends. Anecdotal evidence also suggests possible shrinkage of benign giant cell tumors in pagetic
bone with thalidomide.
DIAGNOSIS
When Paget's disease is suspected, the diagnostic evaluation should include a careful medical history,
including family history of the condition and symptom history, and a focused physical examination. The physical
exam should note the presence or absence of warmth, tenderness, or bone deformity in the skull, spine, pelvis,
and extremities, as well as evidence of loss of range of motion at major joints or leg length discrepancy.
Laboratory tests include measurement of SAP and in some cases a marker of bone resorption, as
described earlier. It is also reasonable to assure normalcy of serum calcium and 25-hydroxy-vitamin D.
Radiographic studies (bone scans and conventional radiographs) complete the initial evaluation. Bone biopsy
is not usually indicated, as the characteristic radiographic and laboratory findings are diagnostic in most
instances.
Bone scans are the most sensitive means of identifying possible pagetic sites but are nonspecific, and
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also can be positive in nonpagetic areas that have degenerative changes or, more ominously, metastatic
disease. Plain radiographs of bones noted to be positive on the bone scan provide the most specific information,
because radiographic findings are usually characteristic to the point of being pathognomonic. Enlargement or
expansion of bone, cortical thickening, coarsening of trabecular markings, and typical lytic and sclerotic changes
may be found. Radiographs also show the condition of the joints adjacent to involved sites, identify fissure
fractures, indicate the degree to which lytic or sclerotic lesions predominate, and demonstrate the presence or
absence of deformity or fracture.
Repeated scans or radiographs are usually unnecessary in observing patients over time, unless new
symptoms develop or current symptoms become significantly worse. The possibility of an impending fracture or,
rarely, of sarcomatous change should be borne in mind in these situations. Although imaging studies such as CT
or MRI scans are not usually required in routine cases, a CT scan may be helpful in the assessment of a fracture
where radiographs are not sufficient, and MRI scans are useful in assessing the possibility of sarcoma, giant cell
tumor or metastatic disease at a site of Paget’s disease. Anecdotal data suggest that positron emission
tomography (PET) scans of sclerotic lesions in patients with Paget’s disease may help distinguish pagetic
lesions from bone metastases, as the former are likely to be minimally-to non-metabolic as compared with
marked hyper-metabolic changes seen with bone metastases (37).
The characteristic x-ray and clinical features of Paget's disease usually eliminate problems with
differential diagnosis. However, an older patient may occasionally present with severe bone pain, elevations of
the serum alkaline phosphatase and urinary N-telopeptide, a positive bone scan, and less-thancharacteristic
radiographic areas of lytic or blastic change. Here the possibility of metastatic disease to bone or some other
form of metabolic bone disease (e.g., osteomalacia with secondary hyperparathyroidism) must be considered.
Old radiographs and laboratory tests are very helpful in this setting, as normal studies a year earlier would make
a diagnosis of Paget's disease less likely. A similar dilemma occurs when someone with known and established
Paget's disease develops multiple painful new sites; here, too, the likelihood of metastatic disease must be
carefully considered, and bone biopsy for a tissue diagnosis may be indicated.
TREATMENT
Specific antipagetic therapy consists of those agents capable of suppressing the activity of pagetic
osteoclasts. Currently approved agents available by prescription in the United States include six
bisphosphonate compounds: orally administered etidronate, tiludronate, alendronate, and risedronate and
intravenously administered pamidronate and zoledronic acid; and parenterally administered synthetic salmon
calcitonin. Several of these are discussed briefly below. A more detailed review of these agents including more
information on dosing regimens, clinical trial results and side effects has been published (38).
Other symptomatic treatments for Paget's disease, including analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, use
of orthotics or canes and selected orthopedic and neurosurgical interventions, have important roles in
management in many patients.
Two logical indications for medical treatment of Paget's disease are to relieve symptoms and to prevent
future complications. It has been shown that suppression of the pagetic process by any of the available agents
can effectively ameliorate certain symptoms in the majority of patients. Bone aches or pain, excessive warmth
over bone, headache due to skull involvement, low-back pain secondary to pagetic vertebral changes, and some
syndromes of neural compression (e.g., radiculopathy and some examples of slowly progressive brainstem or
spinal cord compression) are the most likely to be relieved. Pain due to a secondary arthritis from pagetic bone
involving the spine, hip, knee, ankle, or shoulder may or may not respond to antipagetic treatment. Filling in of
osteolytic blade-of-grass lesions in weight-bearing bones has been reported in some treated cases with either
calcitonin or bisphosphonates. On the other hand, a bowed extremity or other bone deformity will not change
after treatment, and clinical experience indicates that deafness is unlikely to improve, although limited studies
suggest that progression of hearing loss may be slowed (39) or even, in one case with pamidronate, reversed
(40).
A second indication for treatment is to prevent the development of late complications in those patients
deemed to be at risk, based on their sites of involvement and evidence of active disease, as shown by elevated
levels of bone turnover markers. Admittedly, it has not been proven that suppression of pagetic bone turnover will
prevent future complications. However, there is a restoration of normal patterns of new bone deposition in biopsy
specimens after suppression of pagetic activity. It is also clear that active, untreated disease can continue to
undergo a persistent degree of abnormal bone turnover for many years, with the possibility of severe bone
deformity over time. Indeed, substantial (e.g., 50%) but incomplete suppression of elevated indices of bone
turnover with older and less effective therapies has been associated with disease progression (41); with potent
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bisphosphonates, however, indices become normal after treatment for extended periods in the majority of
patients and approach normal in most of the rest.
Some treatment guides recommend, therefore, that the presence of asymptomatic but active disease
(i.e., SAP above normal) at sites where the potential for later problems or complications exists (e.g.,
weight-bearing bones, areas near major joints, vertebral bodies, extensively involved skull) is an indication for
treatment (38). The need for treatment in this setting may be particularly valid in patients who are younger, for
whom many years of coexistence with the disorder is likely. However, even in the elderly, one can justify
treatment if a degree of bone deformity is present that might create serious problems in the next few years.
Others argue that the evidence does not support such use; in the PRISM clinical trial -with a median of only three
years of observation -disease suppression with bisphosphonates failed to reduce short term complications or
improve quality of life (42).
Although controlled studies are not available to prove efficaciousness in this situation, the use of a
potent bisphosphonate before elective surgery on metabolically active pagetic bone also is recommended
(43). The goal is to reduce the hypervascularity associated with moderately active disease (e.g., a threefold or
more elevation in SAP) to minimize blood loss at operation.
Recommendations for the management of Paget’s disease have been published as guideline or
management documents by consensus panels in the US (38), UK (44) and Canada (45).
Bisphosphonates
Studies with etidronate (46), tiludronate (47), alendronate (48), risedronate (49), pamidronate (50) and
zoledronic acid (also referred to as zoledronate) (51) have all demonstrated the efficacy of these agents in
suppressing the localized bone turnover abnormality and in improving many symptoms in patients with Paget’s
disease, and all of them are available and approved for use in the United States.
In most instances the drug of choice, based on the efficaciousness of the agent and patient preferences
regarding an intravenous or an oral regimen, is intravenous zoledronate or oral risedronate. Generic
alendronate, 40 mg per day for 6 months (with the potential to repeat after a drug free interval) and generic
pamidronate, with several possible dosing approaches based on the patient’s status (38), are also available at
lower cost but with less convenient dosing regimens. Etidronate (400 mg per day for 6 months with repeated 6
month on, 6 month off cycles as needed) and tiludronate (3 months of 400 mg per day) are much less frequently
used as they are of lesser potency than the other four bisphosphonates and may typically reduce elevated bone
turnover markers by about 50% rather than achieve biochemical remission in the majority of patients.
Risedronate is prescribed as a daily oral dose of 30 mg for 2 months note that this is a different dosing
regimen than that for osteoporosis. The pill is taken after an overnight fast upon arising each morning with 8 oz.
of plain water. The patient must remain upright and take nothing else by mouth for 30 minutes, after which he or
she should eat. A follow-up measurement of SAP one to two months after completing the course is useful; if the
value is not yet normal or near normal, a third or fourth month of risedronate could be offered with a good
likelihood of normalcy or near normalcy of indices thereafter. In the pivotal clinical trial 80% of the patients had
achieved a normal SAP six months after initiation of two months of treatment, with a period of subsequent
disease suppression of up to 18 months (49). Periodic measurement of SAP (every 6-12 months) should be
done and retreatment is suggested, if indicated, if and when SAP rises above normal or increases by >25% of
the nadir value if full remission was not achieved.
Zoledronic acid at a dose of 5 mg is administered as a single 15 minute intravenous infusion. In the
pivotal clinical trial comparing one 5 mg infusion of zoledronic acid with 2 months of 30 mg per day oral
risedronate, a normal SAP was achieved by 89% of zoledronic acid subjects compared with 58% of risedronate
subjects (51). A period of biochemical remission after the first zoledronic acid infusion of up to 18 months
following the end of the initial observation period of 6 months was also noted in this study population. In
practice, if a patient has a very high SAP pre-treatment that fails to come to normal or near normal by a few
months after the infusion, a second infusion can be provided. For patients who enter a biochemical remission or
near remission after one (or two) doses, 6-12 month follow up SAP measurements are suggested, and once
the SAP begins to rise above normal or >25% above nadir levels if remission was not achieved, and if treatment
is again indicated based on symptoms or concerns about complications, another dose can be provided. Again,
note that treating at variable intervals based on biochemical remission and relapse differs from the regimen that
is used when zoledronic acid is given for osteoporosis.
Secondary resistance to the effects of a given bisphosphonate (failure to achieve remission or a similar
reduction in turnover markers with repeated courses of treatment) has been noted anecdotally with etidronate
and has been reported with pamidronate (52) in some patients. Changing treatment at that point to a different
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bisphosphonate appears to be effective (52).
It is important to emphasize the need for full repletion of both calcium and vitamin D prior to and during
treatment with potent bisphosphonates to avoid hypocalcemia and secondary hyperparathyroidism. Calcium and
vitamin D repletion should be maintained thereafter in these patients as a general principle.
Side effects with alendronate and risedronate include upper gastrointestinal symptoms consistent with
esophageal irritation in a minority of individuals. Excessive doses of etidronate (e.g., more than 6 months without
a drug free interval before re-treating) can infrequently induce a transient mineralization defect and
osteomalacia. The first ever dose of either pamidronate or zoledronic acid in a patient who has not previously
received a nitrogen containing bisphosphonate can be associated with a flu-like reaction for 1-2 days after
treatment with fever, headache, myalgia and arthralgia, ameliorated by using acetaminophen or an NSAID; this
reaction is unlikely to occur with subsequent doses. Finally, relatively rare cases of uveitis or iritis have been
described with nitrogen containing bisphosphonates. In such patients, either etidronate or tiludronate can be
given, as these compounds do not contain the nitrogen atom.
Osteonecrosis of the jaw has recently been described as a complication typically following dental
extractions in patients receiving relatively high doses of potent bisphosphonates given primarily for management
of bone metastases. At least seven patients with Paget’s disease have also been reported to have had this
complication, most of whom were given very high doses for prolonged periods of time outside the usual
prescribing guidelines (53). This topic is discussed in detail elsewhere in the Primer.
Calcitonin
Synthetic salmon calcitonin is available as a subcutaneous injection. It is less effective than the nitrogen
containing bisphosphonates and is most useful in the rare patient who is intolerant of all bisphosphonates or if
bisphosphonate therapy is contra-indicated. The usual starting dose is 100 U (0.5 ml; the drug is available in a 2
ml vial)), generally self-injected subcutaneously, initially on a daily basis. Symptomatic benefit may be apparent
in a few weeks, and the biochemical benefit (typically about a 50% reduction from baseline in SAP) is usually
seen after 3 to 6 months of treatment. After this period, many clinicians reduce the dose to 50 to100 U every
other day or 3 times weekly. Escape from the efficacy of salmon calcitonin may sometimes occur after a variable
period of benefit. The main side effects of parenteral salmon calcitonin include, in a minority of patients, the
development of nausea or queasiness, with or without flushing of the skin of the face and ears. Intranasal
calcitonin is not indicated for use in Paget’s disease, but anecdotal experience suggests it may relieve some
symptoms and lower elevated bone turnover markers in patients with mild disease.
Other Therapies
Analgesics such as acetaminophen, aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents (NSAlDs) may be
tried empirically with or without antipagetic therapy to relieve pain. In particular, pain from pagetic arthritis (i.e.,
osteoarthritis caused by deformed pagetic bone at a joint space) is often helped by some of these agents.
Surgery on pagetic bone (54) may be necessary in the setting of established or impending fracture.
Elective joint replacement, more complex with Paget's disease than with typical osteoarthritis, is often very
successful in relieving refractory pain. Rarely, osteotomy is performed to alter a bowing deformity in the tibia.
Neurosurgical intervention is sometimes required in cases of spinal cord compression, spinal stenosis, or basilar
invagination with neural compromise. Although medical management may be beneficial and adequate in some
instances, all cases of serious neurological compromise require immediate neurological and neurosurgical
consultation to allow the appropriate plan of management to be developed.
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